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ITEM "1 " 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
March 24,2000 
THIRD DISTRICT 
I N  AND FOR 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
v s  . 
COURT OF THE THIRD J U D I C I A L  DISTRICT 
: SCSSDULING OKDER LJ 
: CASE No. 970 767 6Zq 
: JUDGE STIRBA 
Defendant. 
This scneduiing o r d e r  c o n s t i t u t e s  t h e  p r e t r i a l  schedule i n  t h i s  case .  Once 
s igned by Judge S t i r b a  and en tered ,  it may be  amended on ly  by o r d e r  of  cour t .  
Moti'ons t o  Amend Pleadinqs o r  Add Pa r t i e s :  Motions to Amend Pleadings or 
Add Parties shall be filed on or before 4(7[2mb . 
Expert  Witnesses: A designation of expert witnesses shall state for each 
expert witness the witness' name, address and general subject matter of 
testimony. By the designation date, each.expert shall have completed report or 
have analyzed evidence and be ready to be deposed. 
~laintiff(s) shall designate all expert witnesses on or before 
Defendant(s) shall designate all expert witnesses on or before 
In tort cases, expert witnesses include all treating health care providers. 
Discovery Cut-Off: A11 discovery shall be completed on or before7 Z O O a  U- 
If witnesses are not made known to opposing parties or' 
exhibits are not properly exchanged, .the testimony of 
such witnesses shall be excluded and the admission of 
such exhi.bits shall be denied absent a stipulation of 
all parties or except when good cause is shown. 
Motion Cvt-pff Date: All-motions except motions i n  l i m i n e  shall be filed 
on or before ~ ~ I ~ X - C O  Counsel and parties appearing, pro se. shall proce& in 
accordance with Rule 4-501 of the Utah Code of Judicial Administration unless 
otherwise ordered by the Court. 
Attorneys  Conference: Trial counsel and pro se pa ies shall meFt _in 
(unless previously excused by the Court) at (MI- GSk hi% Won 
. at ~ ~ ~ / p m ,  ior at least hours (si to do the folkw~n;: \ 
Exchange lists of witnesses they will "L UIQY ar; trial+ 
Exchange copies of all exhibits intended to be used at trial. 
Exchange statements of each party's claims, l~sts of each party's 
uncontested facts, lists of each party's contested facts, llsts of / disputed lssues of law. 
Discuss evidentiary problems, discovery issues, rf any, the 
scheduling of witnesses et trial, the number of days the crial is 
expected to teke and possible stipulations to expedite che crial 
(including, but not limited KO, stipulations regarding the 
authenticity of documents). 
Refe r ra l  t o  Court-Annexed Mediation: The partles have 
ele%d to_$;se ADR to attempt to and have selected 
(1) m . 5  as acceptable mediators. The parties agree to 
mediate on or 2aX). Failure to mediate in accordance with this 
scheduling.order may r e d t  in the trial date being stricken. 
- P r e t r i a l  Settlement Conference: Because the parties have elected not to 
mediace, trial counsel, parties and others who have full settlement authority 
shall meet i n  person (unless previously excused by the court) on , at 
am/pm, for at least ' hour (s) to engage in meaningful settlement 
negofiations. This pretrial settlement conference shall be conducted at 
C e r t i f i c a t e  of Readiness f o r  T r i a l :  If no motions are filed, then 
int"ff(s) shall file a certification of readiness for trial on or before - 
"qKhco, 
Motion i n  Limine Cut-Off Date: Mocions in limine shall be filed on or 
before 
Memoranda in opposition to motions in limine shall be filed on or 
be•’ ore 
Reply memoranda to motions in limine shall be filed on or before- 
Fina l  Pretr ial :  Order: One final pretrial order, siqned by a l l  counsel  and 
p a r t i e s  appearinq, p r o  se ,  order shall be filed on or before 
Counsel for plaintiff(s) or pro .se plaintiff(s) shall draft a 
proposed final pretrial order for all other counsel/pro se parties 
to review and amend, if necessary, based on the information 
exchanged in the attorneys conference or as modified by stipulation 
of all parties. The final pretrial order shall follow the federal 
district court final pretrial order format. Plaintiff(s) shall 
bring to the final pretrial conference one fully signed final 
precrial order (not multiple, unsigned drafts). 
Voir Dire, Ju rv  Ins t ruc t ions ,  Special  Verdicts  and T r i a l  Br iefs :  Voir 
dire, jury instructions, special verdicts and trial briefs shall be filed on or 
be•’ ore . Due to limited court resources, the parties shall submit a 
stipulated set of instructions including stock instructions and as many others 
as possible, reserving for court determination those about which they do not 
agree. The partles shall use MUJI instructions unless there 1s a dispute about 
the application of a MUJI instruct~on. 
proposed Findinqs of Fact and Conclusions of L a w  and  rial ~ r i e f s :  
Proposed flndin s of fact and conclusions of law and trld briefs shall be flied 
on or before 12! 4,m 
Fina l  P r e t r i a l  Conference: Date: r 2 1 1 k  Time: @/p.m. Trlal 
counsel and 
the Courc. 
be prepared 
7 
pro se parties shall attend in ierson unless previously excused by 
At che final pretrial conference, counsel and pro se parties shall 
to discuss the following: 
Motlons in limine or, in the discretion of the court, 
the calendaring of a hearing on such motions prior to 
trial. 
Evidentiary problems, if any. 
Witness availability problems at trral. 
The.genera1 nature of each witness' testimony. 
Other matters that need to be discussed prlor to trlal. 
A 3 -day J (~ench)  ( Jury)  T r i a l  s h a l l  commence atq:30arn. on 
\ zlll\ >0bt , 2000. Counsel and Pro Se Parties shall meet 
with the do& promptly atv(s4-m. the morning of trial. 
THIRD DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The Court served upon all counsel and pro se parties a copy of this order 
by hand at the conclusion of the scheduling conference and if the parties elect 
to use Court-Annexed ADR, also to Patricia McCarty, ADR Director, by mail. 

ITEM "2" 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
(Stirba, J.) October 27,2000 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT 
Defendant. 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT, et al., 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Counterclaim defendant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 970907'879 MI 
Eonorable ANNE M, STIRBA 
Court Clerk: Marcy Thorne 
October 27, 2000 
'The above-entitled matter comes before the Court pursuant to 
Plaintiff's Motion for New Trial or to Amend Judgment, Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiff's Motion For Protective 
Order, JoAnn Buchi's Motion to Extend Discovery Cut-off for Thirty 
Days, and JoAnn Buchi's Motion to Extend Time for Designating 
Witnesses. The Court heard oral argument with respect to the 
motions on October 3, 2000. Following the hearing, the Court ruled 
from the bench on all pending motions, except Plaintiff's Motion 
for Summary Judgment, which was taken under advisement, 
The Court having considered the motion, memoranda, exhibits 
attached thereto and for the good cause shown, hereby enters the 
following ruling. 
In support of his motion, plaintiff argues the partnership, 
known as University Texaco, was dissolved prior to Brad Buchirs 
("Buchi") death on or about August 8, 1997. As such, it is 
plaintiff's position defendants have no rights or entitlement under 
a buy-sell agreement that would have become effective had the 
partnership, instead, been dissolved by the death of one of its 
partners. Accordingly, plaintiff contends he is not obligated to 
pay defendants $100,000 or $300,000, under the buy-sell agreement. 
Consequently, he is entitled to the $300,000 in life insurance 
proceeds payable on Buchirs death, as the sole beneficiary of the 
policy. 
Defendants oppose the motion arguing the partnership agreement 
was still in full force and effect as of the date' of Buchirs death. 
Specifically, it is defendant's position the sale to Blackett Oil 
did not dissolve the partnership, and even if it did, the 
partnership agreements govern the dissolution process until the 
partnership affairs are wound up. 
After reviewing the record in this matter, the Court is 
persuaded there are disputed issues of fact regarding whether the 
partnership was digsolved by the sale of the two service stations 
to Blackett Oil or the death of Brad Buchi, Furthermore, even if 
it is assumed the partners were in the process of dissolution, 
there are disputed issues regarding whether the partnership 
agreement and its buy-sell provision remained in full force and 
effect. Accordingly, Plaintif ff s Motion .for Summary Judgmen~ is 
denied. 
* 
DATED this 2 7  day of October, 2000.  
BY THE COURT 

ITEM "3" 
STIPULATION AS TO BIFURCATION 
FISHBURN & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
P. BRYAN FISHBURN, ESQ. (#A4572) 
MICHAEL D. MISNER, ESQ. (#A8742) 
4505 South Wasatch Boulevard, Suite #2I 5 BY 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 124 
Teiephone: (86 1) 277-3445 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, Counterclaim Defendant and Cross-claimant Glade Parduhn 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
* * * * * * *  
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNEn, 
Defendant. 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT, et. al., 
Counterclaimants, 
VS. 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Counterclaim Defendant. 
STIPULATION AS TO 
BIFURCATION OF ISSUES TO 
BE TRIED 
Civil No. 970907879MI 
Judge: Anne M. Stirba 
* * * * * * *  
At a final pre-trial conference on December 1,2000, counsel for all the parties 
stipulated to a bifiucation of issues to be tried, with a second trial possibly to be held 
depending on the outcome of the first. The Court, by and through the Honorable 
Anne M. Stirba, verbally accepted the parties' suggestion and stipulation of bifurcation. 
\ u e  
Stipulation of bifurcation being accepted, the parties agreed that the fnst stage of trial 
should be completed in two days. 
The parties agree and stipulate that the two principal issues to be tried in this phase 
1 of the trial are: 
1. Who is entitled to the proceeds of Northern Life Insurance Policy NL 
00989085, and in what sums? 
2. What obligations and entitlements, if any, arise under a partnership buy- 
sell agreement entered into between partners Brad Buchi and Glade 
Parduhn? 
The parties agree and stipulate that factual and legal issues related to the above two 
principal issues include: 
1. Whether a partnership buy-sell agreement first entered into in 1979 and 
amended in 1984, was again amended in 1989? (And, if again amended in 
1989, what were the terms of the amendment?) 
2. Whether the partnership (University Texaco) was dissolved on the sale by 
the partnership of its two service stations on July 14, 1997, or later, on the 
death of general partner Brad Buchi? 
3. Was the buy-sell agreement triggered by the death of general partner Brad 
I Buchi; or was it previously rendered a nullity by the sale of the partnership's 
two service stations? - 
* /@$@- BF / /  N 
4. . If the buy-sell agreement was pnt - I..U't.. kggered by Brad 
Buchi's death in early August 1997, then: (1) what sum does Glade 
Parduhn owe for the acquisition of Brad Buchi's interest in the partnership 
(discounting any claim by Parduhn for setoff); and (2) who is entitled to that 
sum? 
5. Who is entitled to the proceeds (in whole or part) of Northern Life Policy 
NL 00989085? 
6. What portion of the insurance proceeds, if any, must be used by Glade 
Parduhn to satisfy Parduhn's obligation, if any, under the buy-sell 
agreement? 
7. To what portion of the insurance proceeds, if any, is Glade Parduhn entitled? 
Depending on the Court's adjudication of the above issues, it may or may not be 
necessary to proceed with phase two of a trial. Issues expressly reserved by the parties for 
a second trial include: 
1. Division and distribution of remaining partnership assets between Glade 
Parduhn and the probate estate of Brad Buchi, per state law, if the buy-sell 
agreement is deemed a nullity not triggered by Brad Buchi's death. 
2. Glad Parduhn's claim to a setoff against (1) any sum he was obligated to pay 
pursuant to the buy-sell agreement for the acquisition of Brad Buchi's 
interest in the partnership; or (2) that sum which would otherwise be payable 
to Brad Buchi's estate under state law. 
3. Glade Parduhn's claim against Natalie Bennett for interference with 
contract. 
DATED this 20 day 
FISHBURN & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
Attorneys for Glade Parduhn 
DATED this E / f i a y  of April, 200 1. 
By: 
usan Black Dunn, Esq. 
- 
Tim Dalton Dunn, Esq. 
Attorneys for JoAnn Buchi personally 
And as personal representative of the 
Estate of Brad Buchi 
DATED this of April, 200 1. 
HOWE & TANNER 
P ttomeys for Natalie Buchi Bennett, Allison Buchi, Annabelle Buchi, Jessica Buchi, and 
Lance Buchi 

ITEM "4" 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
(Lubeck, J.) August 27,200 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
I N  AND FOR SALT L A K E  COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN . 
Plaintiff and 
Counter claim 
defendant, 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT et-al. 
Defendants and 
Counter claimants 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 970907879 
Honorable BRUCE C. LUBECK 
Court Clerk: Marcy Thorne 
August 27, 2001 
The above matter came on before the court, sitting without a 
j.ury, for trial on August 21 and 22, 2001. Plaintiff was present 
with his attorney P. Brian Fishburn, defendant JoAnne Buchi was 
present with her attorney Tim Dalton Dunn and the Buchi children 
(Natalie Buchi Bennett, Allison Buchi, Annabelle Buchi, Lance 
Buchi, and Jessica Buchi) were present through their attorney 
Martin S. Tanner. 
The court heard the evidence and arguments of counsel, and 
received and reviewed the exhibits. 
BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff filed suit claiming the court should enter 
judgment and direct that the death benefit of a $300,000 life 
insurance policy should be paid to him as the named beneficiary 
and surviving business partner of Brad K. Buchi (Buchi). 
Defendant Natalie Buchi Bennet~ is a child of Buchi and she 
advised the insurance compqy that it should not pay Plaintiff 
but should pay she and her siblings as the proper beneficiaries. 
(Plaintiff's exhibit 15, 16.) The insurance company, Northern 
Life Insurance Company, (Northern) has interpleaded the death 
benefit and deposited the $3000,000 with the court. The wife of 
Buchi at the time of his death, JoAnne Buchi, and other children 
of Buchi were later joined as parties. 
FACTS 
In this matter Plaintiff was a business partner with Buchi 
for many years. They called the business University Texaco. 
(Plaintiff's exhibit 1) (Plaintiff and Buchi will be referred to 
herein as "partners" or the "partnership.") They entered a 
partnership to run gas stations and signed a written partnership 
agreement in 1979. They entered a typed amendment to that 
agreement, actually typed at the end of the agreement, on a date 
unknown and made a 'buy-sell" agreement part of the partnership 
agreement. That amendment is signed by both partners and their 
wives but it is undated. It provided that each would take out a 
$20,000 life insurance policy on the other, to be paid to the 
surviving partner for the benefit and use of the deceased 
partner's wife or survivors. The insurance proceeds would be 
used so that the deceased's partner's interest could be purchased 
and the surviving partner would then own the entire business to 
do with the business as he saw fit. (Plaintiff's exhibit 1, p. 4) 
In 1984 the partners increased the amount of insurance and 
in a hand written note signed by each partner January 25, 1984, 
indicated that the increased amount of insurance on each other, 
$100,000, was for the purposes of the buy-sell agreement and for 
paying the survivors of the deceased partner and that the 
partnership agreement- was amended. (Plaintiffr s exhibit 2) 
Defendant's exhibit 3 was received by stipulation. It was the 
same note as Plaintiff's exhibit 2, but there was an additional 
small note at the bottom which stated that the amounts were to be 
changed to $300,000 and $250,000, and a date of 9-11-90. Lisa 
Buchi testified that addendum was in Buchifs handwriting. The 
court does not find the evidence with respect to that addendum 
convincing by a preponderance and does not consider Defendant's 
exhibit 3 in this discussion. The court considers only 
Plaintiff's exhibit 2. 
Further, the court does not consider any other evidence 
other than discussed below. Specifically, the testimony of Lisa 
Buchi as to the divorce decree entered in 1992 between she and 
Buchi is not considered by the court. 
In 1989 the partners again increased their insurance. The 
partners called the insurance agent through the then-wife of 
Buchi, Lisa Buchi, and she told the agent the partners wanted to 
increase the amount of insurance for the buy-sell agreement. 
Buch.i took out a policy on his life in the sum of $300,000 with 
Plaintiff as the owner and beneficiary. (Northern # 00989085, 
Plaintiff's exhibit 3.) Plaintiff took out a policy on his life, 
with Buchi as owner and beneficiary, in the sum of $250,000. 
(Northern # 00989086, Plaintiff's exhibit 4.) In the 
applications for such policies each partner indicated the purpose 
of the insurance and insurable interest was "buy sell/partner." 
(Paragraph 31(f) of the application, Plaintiff's exhibit 3 and 
4,) That was written by the insurance agent Sheldon Hansen who 
testified he wrote the application based on what his client told 
him. Hansen said he was not told to write that some of the 
insurance was payable to Plaintiff and some for the buy-sell 
agreement. Hansen did not recall specifically being told the 
increase was for purposes of the buy-sell agreement but he was 
told what he wrote in paragraph 31(f). He wrote both policies the 
same day, on Buchi and Plaintiff. Plaintiff knew that provision 
was in the application and was made aware by the agent that it 
was necessary so each partner could have insurance on the otherts 
life. The partners did not execute any further writing at that 
time or ever indicating their intentions and did not formally 
amend the partnership agreement in 1989. 
Also at the same time Buchi took out another policy on his 
life in favor of his wife Lisa Buchi in the sum of $250,000. 
(Northern # 00989084, Plaintiff's exhibit 5 . )  
Sometime in 1997 the partners decided to sell the business 
and on July 14, 1997, sold the two service stations owned at the 
time by the partnership, by closing with Associated Title. The 
sale price of the stations was $1,000,000. The two service 
stations were their business. The partners had not performed an 
accounting, had not divided assets or debts, and had not 
discussed the insurance policies each owned after the sale. They 
had met in early August, 1997, and signed off on some of the 
partnership debts but not all of them. Some of the partnership 
debts were paid. No formal documents had been executed to 
terminate the partnership except the sale of the gas stations-. 
Buchi died on August 7, 1997, or at least was found deceased on 
that date. (Plaintiff' s exhibit 6 .  ) 
Since the death of Buchi Plaintiff has been properly 
responsible for approval of the release of funds from the 
Associated Title, which holds the.remainder of the funds from the 
sale cf the service stations in escrow. U.C.A.  48-1-34. Plaintiff 
has also approved the payment of further debt fros that escrow 
fund . 
Plaintiff then claimed'he was entitled, as named 
beneficiary, to the proceeds of the policy. Defendants claim 
that they are the proper beneficiaries as the survivors of 
Buchi. Defendant are Buchi's wife at the time of his death, 
though they were in the process of divorce, and the five children 
of Buchi. 
DISCUSSION 
Plaintiff claims that the buy-sell agreement was ended upon 
the sale of the businesses on July 14, 1997, and so at the death 
of Buchi Plaintiff was the named beneficiary and is entitled to 
the proceeds. It is clear that at the death of a partner, the 
partnership was dissolved. Further, when the "termination of the 
definite term or particular undertaking specified in the 
agreement" is accomplished, the partnership is dissolved. U.C.A. 
48-1-26, 48-1-28. Plaintiff argues that because the purpose of 
the partnership was to run gas stations, when those were sold in 
July, 1997, the purposes of the partnership had ended, thus the 
a dissolution of the partnership was effected. Thus, he argues, 
as there can be only one cause of dissolution, upon the later 
death of Buchi Plaintiff was the named beneficiary and he should 
be entitled to the proceeds of the policy 
Defendants argue that even if there was in fact a 
dissolution, there was not a termination. of the partnership nor a 
winding up of the partnership at the sale of the stations or at 
the death of Buchi. U.C.A. 48-1-27. 
The court is convinced that while the service stations were 
sold and that was the reason for the partnership, the partnership 
had not been terminated though it had been dissolved on July 14, 
1997. The court concludes that the rights of the partners are not 
fully determined at the time of dissolution. The partnership was 
still extant after July 14, 1997, the date of sale of the service 
stations to Blackett Oil. The buy-sell agreement, if it .existed, 
was still in effect after the sale of the service stations. 
There was still an accounting to be performed, there were still 
assets and debts to be fully divided, and there was still the 
matter at issue in this case to be resolved-what were the 
partners going to do about the life insurance policies they had? 
No discussion had occurred about those items before Buchi's 
death.. 
Thus, the partnership was not wound up and was still in 
effect at the time of Buchi's death. Because it was still in 
effect at Buchi's death, the buy-sell agreement, if it existed, 
was still in effect. 
The court need not find whether the insurance contract was 
integrated. Tf it is an integrated contract, the court finds and 
concludes it is ambiguous. If it is not fully integrated, the 
application clearly becomes part of the contract and the evidence 
from that application can be considered. In either event, the 
court can and does examine par01 evidence to determine the rights 
of the parties. 
The court finds by a preponderance of the evidence from the 
documents and the testimony that the parties did not intend that 
Plaintiff be the beneficiary of the polic? and the proceeds 
should be awarded to defendants. 
At che formation of the partnership the partners 
specifically stated that the buy-sell provision was for the 
benefit of the survivors of the deceased partner. It was 
intended that the partnership agreement be amended to allow the 
surviving partner to receive the insurance proceeds, to be given 
to the survivors for the benefit of the survivors of the deceased 
partner, so the surviving partner could run the business as he 
saw fit and so that the surviving partner would not have ro 
deplete partnership assets to take over the business and purchase 
it from the heirs of the deceased partner. 
It is also abundantly clear and the court finds that in 1984 
when the partners increased the policy amounts that the same 
intent existed. The hand written amendment, signed by both 
partners, specifically mentioned the amendment of the partnership 
agreement again and mentioned the insurance proceeds were to go 
to the survivors of the deceased partner. 
In 1989 the partners again increased the amount of insurance 
on each other, this time to different amounts. Plaintiff was 
insured for $250,000 and Buchi,for $300,000. Plaintiff argues 
that the difference is significant and shows an intent other than 
defendant's argue. Plaintiff argues that fact shows an intent to 
have Plaintiff benefit because Plaintiff's survivors would only 
benefit $250,000 while Buchi's survivors would benefit $300,000. 
However, the same reasoning of Plaintiff makes the disparity 
unexplainable. Why would Buchi want to accept $250,000 if 
Plaintiff died but be willing to give Plaintiff $300,00 if Buchi 
died? The court is convinced by the evidence there is good reason 
for the difference in insurance amounts. The payments on those 
amounts were equal because of the age and health of the partners- 
Buchi could get the higher death benefit for the same cost as 
Plaintiff could get the lower amount due to the risk. That is 
because Plaintiff was older'and was a smoker. Plaintiff himself 
testified that the reason for the varying amounts was to retain 
the equal amount of payment. The intent was to keep the cost 
equal for the partnership. The partnership in fact paid the 
premiums. 
Significantly, in the applications each signed, the partners 
indicated the purpose and nature of Owner's insurable interest 
was "buy sell/partner." The court is convinced that is clear 
evidence that the parties both intended the increased amounts of 
insurance to be used for the same purposes as the lower amounts- 
namely, for the benefit of the survivors of the deceased partner. 
Even though being a partner may itself be'an insurable interest, 
the reason behind the insurance was not for personal protection 
of the partners, but for the survivors and so the surviving 
partner could proceed with the business without depleting 
partnership resources. In this case the fact that the 
partnership was in financial troubles at the death of Buchi and 
thus Plaintiff does not receive much from the partnership does 
not change the legal conclusion. Sheldon Hansen testified he 
asked Buchi when the insurance was applied for to provide the 
buy-sell agreement and Buchi would not or did not provide it 
despite Hansen's multiple requests. Plaintiff argues that is 
evidence that Buchi did not intend to amend the buy-sell 
agreement. The court concludes otherwise and finds just the 
opposite. The court finds it is some evidence that Buchi himself 
intended to increase the buy-sell agreement amount because Buchi 
indicated there was such an agreement. Defendant argues that 
when Sheldon Hansen wrote "buy sell/partneru he was indicating 
multiple purposes and insurable interests-one based one the buy- 
sell agreement and one based purely on the status of being a 
partner. The court concludes that Hansen wrote what he wrote as 
a shortcut to describe the intent of the partners, that is, the 
buy-sell agreement as partners was the purpose of this insurance. 
Plaintiff argues that Buchi's purchase on the same day of 
another policy in favor of his wife Lisa Buchi, as well as 
proffered evidence that Lisa Buchi benefitted from a child 
support settlement, is strong evidence Buchi intended to provide 
for his family in other ways beside this $300,000 policy. The 
court finds that the intent of the parties and their agreement is 
otherwise and clear. Buchi had previously purchased a $572,000 
policy for the benefit of his wife Lisa and their children. He 
also had previously purchased a separate $100,000 policy for his 
wife and children. Those facts simply show his desire to protect 
his family, thzy do not lead to an inference that Buchi thus must 
have intended Plaintiff benefit from this insurance policy. 
Plaintiff argues that the absence of a writing such as 
occurred in 1979 and 1984 indicates the parties did not intend to 
increase the buy-sell amounts in 1989. They knew how to do it, 
even though perhaps crudely, based on the amendments in 1979 and 
1984, and they did not do so in 1989. Thus, argues Plaintiff, 
they must have not intended it. The court finds the argument has 
some merit but it does not overcome the other evidence 
demonstrating the partners did inrend to amend the buy-sell 
agreement. 
By similar reasoning Plaintiff has provided no writing 
showing Buchi intended him to have the proceeds of this policy. 
Indeed, from a common sense standpoint, why would Buchi, as 
argued by defendants, want to insure his partner for such a sum. 
Even if the court lends credence to the evidence and argument 
that Buchi did buy other protection for his family, Plaintiff has 
provided no cogent explanation as to why Buchi would want to give 
his business partner an equal or even greater amount of personal 
protection than he gives his family. Even under Plaintiff's 
alternative argument that if the 1984 amendment is effective but 
not the 1989 amendment, Plaintiff has provided no evidence that 
Buchi intended or would want his survivors, a wife and five 
children, to have $100,000 but his partner have $200,000. 
Plaintiff suggests that as a contract the insurance policy 
and application make clear that the beneficiary last named in 
writing is to be paid the proceeds. The court finds and 
concludes that while the application itself names Plaintiff as 
beneficiary, the other aspects of the insurance application make 
it ambiguous and allow the other evidence outside the insurance 
contract to be considered by the court. The language of the 
contract that the beneficiary will be paid is not an "either/orU 
proposition but paragraph 31 of the application explains the 
beneficiary and the purposes of naming Plaintiff as the 
beneficiary. The application can certainly be considered in 
determining what the contract itself means, indeed, the 
application is part of the contract. The owner of a policy can 
designate another beneficiary than is set forth in the 
application. That can be done by any number of methods. The 
parties, by increasing the amounts of the buy-sell agreement, and 
by agreeing that the purpose was for the buy-sell agreement, 
intended to alter the ultimate beneficiary. Even if Plaintiff 
remains the named "beneficiary" he was to be a beneficiary only 
in the sense of the buy-sell agreement. That is, he was to 
receive the proceeds but those proceeds were to pass ~hrough him 
to the survivors of Buchi. While the proceeds were to go to 
Plaintiff as beneficiary, he in turn was to give the proceeds to 
the survivors of Buchi. Plaintiff was certainly, without doubt, 
the written beneficiary in t'he application, but it was for the 
purposes agreed on by the partners-namely, to fund the buy-sell 
agreement. Even though Buchi had what appears to be other 
protection for his family in the event of his death, there is 
nothing presented by Plaintiff that convinces the court that 
Buchi intended to benefit Plaintiff with other than the business 
after Buchi's death. Again, Plaintiff has provided no evidence 
indicating Buchi wanted Plaintiff to have the insurance proceeds 
as well as the partnership. The court finds the evidence-cogent 
and clear that Buchi intended that Plaintiff not be the actual 
beneficiary but the beneficiary only to pass on the proceeds to 
Buchi' s survivors. 
The court finds and concludes that Plaintiff, whether 
explicitly or impliedly, agreed to the buy-sell amendment. That 
was the reason for the insurance in the first place and no 
evidence was presented satisfactorily showing Buchi and Plaintiff 
intended something else when they purchased the larger policies 
in 1989. Plaintiff is not being deprived of anything he is 
entitled to. The insurance contract and the accompanying buy- 
sell agreement provided that the money would go to the surviving 
partner for the benefit of the survivors of the deceased partner. 
Plaintiff has full claim to all of the partnership business. 
Even though Plaintiff was credible and is a hard working 
veteran deserving of better, the facts show that the insurance 
proceeds should not be given to Plaintiff but to the wife and 
survivors of Buchi. Plaintiff provided no persuasive evidence 
Buchi intended Plaintiff rather than his survivors to receive any 
insurance proceeds in any policy taken on Buchi's life. 
Defendant JoAnne Buchi, the wife of Buchi at the time of his 
death, argues that Utah statutory law, U.C.A. 31A-21-104, governs 
here and as a matter of law Plaintiff is not entitled to any 
proceeds from the policy. Plaintiff argues, and did in a pre- 
trial motion filed the day before the trial, that such defense 
was waived as it was an affirmative defense and was not pleaded 
and was thus waived. The court ruled pre-trial that notice had 
been given in the amended counterclaim and in a Motion in Limine 
filed in October, 2000, and thus Plaintiff was not disadvantaged. 
Plaintiff knew at least from that time of the Motion in Limine 
that JoAnne Buchi contended that U.C.A. 31A-21-104 precluded any 
relief to Plaintiff. The parties agreed that the trial evidence 
factually would not be altered by the argument of JoAnne Buchi 
but Plaintiff argued that the court should not consider it as a 
defense. The court ruled the trial would go forward and agreed it 
would give Plaintiff additidnal time to prepare for the argument 
against JoAnne Buchi's argument. After the evidence on August 21 
the court granted Plaintiff's request to argue the matter the 
next afternoon. The'court is of the opinion that whether the 
statutory defense is an affirmative defense or not, Plaintiff had 
notice of it. Notice is the basic premise of the rules on 
pleading. 
The court does not find it necessary to reach the 
application of the statute cited and relied on by Joann Buchi 
given the ruling concerning the facts. However, the court is of 
the opinion that U.C.A. 31A-21-104 does deny relief to Plaintiff. 
Defendants argue that Plaintiff did not hhve an insurable 
interest simply because he was a partner. Plaintiff argues that 
being a partner give.s him an insurable interest, even if there 
was not a buy-sell agreement. The court believes that the Utah 
statute does not give Plaintiff an insurable interest merely 
because of his status as a partner. However, even if it does the 
court's reading of the statute precludes relief for Plaintiff. 
Defendant JoAnne Buchi also argues that there was no consent 
by Buchi for his life to be insured and thus Plaintiff fails. 
Even if Plaintiff had an insurable interest as a partner, 
his only claim to the proceeds was because of the buy-sell 
agreement. U. C.A. 31A-21-104 (1) (b) provides that \'a person may 
not knowingly procure, directly, by assignment, or otherwise, an 
interest in the proceeds of an insurance policy unless he has or 
expects to have an insurable interest in the subject of the 
insurance." The statute goes on in subsection (2) to discuss 
what an insurable interest is and states that "a . . . partner 
has an insurable interest in the life of other . . . partners 
that are an integral part of a legitimate buy-sell agreement 
respecting . . . a partnership interest in the business." If 
Plaintiff had an insurable interest because he was a partner, his 
claim to the proceeds was only as a result of the buy-sell 
agreement. The buy-sell agreement allowed him to procure the 
proceeds but not in the manner which he attempted. Plaintiff was 
entitled only to obtain the proceeds and then pass them on to the 
survivors as agreed in the buy-sell agreement. 
If the partnership does give Plaintiff an insurable 
interest, the partnership itself was not the reason, as concluded 
above, that the insurance was obtained in 1989.  The only 
legitimate reason the partners had to obtain insurance on each 
other was for the buy-sell agreement. Thus, Plaintiff's claim 
and his attempt to "procure" the proceeds by filing a claim for 
himself was not authorized by law. That being so, under 31A-21- 
104(5) the court could and'would order that Plaintiff did not 
have an insurable interest that allowed him to procure the 
proceeds of the policy as he attempted for himself. If he had an 
insurable interest he could have procured the proceeds for the 
purpose of passing the proceeds on to the survivors. The court 
could and would order that the proceeds be paid on an equitable 
basis to the surviving wife and children of Buchi, namely, 
defendants and counter claimants herein, who did have an 
insurable interest in Buchi's life. 
Defendant JoAnne Buchi's arguments with respect to consent 
are subject to the same analysis as above. Buchi clearly signed 
the application and thus consented to the'issuance of the policy. 
However, Buchi did not consent to the issuance of the policy that 
would provide for Plaintiff to receive the proceeds. Buchi 
consented to the issuance of a policy that was for the purposes 
set forth above, namely, as part of a legitimate buy-sell 
agreement. 
For the above reasons, Plaintiff's complaint is not well 
founded. The proceeds of the interpleaded amounts plus the . 
accumulated interest are directed to be released to defendants 
and cross claimants JoAnne Buchi, Natalie Buchi Bennett, 
Annabelle Buchi, Allison Buchi, Lance Buchi, and Jessica Buchi. 
Plaintiff is entitled to the partnership interests. 
DATED this of August, 2001. 
BY THE COURT 
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JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
October 16,2001 
SUSAN BLACK DUNN, #3784 
TIM DALTON DUNN, #0936 
DUNN & DUNN, P.C. 
460 Midtown Plaza 
230 South 500 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Telephone: (801) 521 -6666 
Facsimile: (801) 521-9998 
FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third dudfcfal District 
Attorneys for Counter-Claimant, JoAnne Buchi 
i~ THT T ~ C I ~ W  T m i C m  DISTHCT CO'LT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT, 
Defendants. 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 
Civil No.: 970907879MI 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT, et al., 
Counter-Claimants, 
Judge: Lubeck 
VS . 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Counterclaim Defendant. 
The above-entitled matter came for hearing on October 5,2001 at 12:30 p.m. before Judge 
Bruce Lubeck. Plaintiff Glade Parduhn was present with his attorney, P. Bryan Fishburn. 
Defendant and Counterclaimant JoAnne Buchi was present with her attorneys, Tim Dalton Dunn 
~d Susan Black Dunn. Defendants and counterclaimants, !he Buchi children (Natalie Buchi 
Bennett, Allison Buchi, Annabelle Buch, Lance Buchi and Jessica Buchi) were present with 
their attorney, Martin S. Tanner. 
The Court considered and heard argument regarding the following motions: 
1. Plaintiffs Motion to Modify Memorandum Decision filed on August 27,2001. 
2. Plaintiffs Objections to Proposed Judgment and Instructions to Court Clerk filed on 
September 12,2001. 
3. Plaintiffs Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment filed on September 12,2001. 
4. Plaintiffs Motion Requesting Issuance of Temporary Restraining Order and Motion 
for Injunctive Relief and Request for Emergency Hearing. 
In addition to the above listed motions, the court considered and heard argument on the 
following issues; motions and requests of counsel: 
1. Whether Plaintiff was entitled to a second phase trial in any respect but, specifically 
regarding alleged off-sets. 
2. Whether Defendant JoAnne Buchi's and the Buchi children's attorneys can 
distribute the life insurance proceeds immediately that are presently held in their respective trust 
accounts to JoAnne Buchi and the Buchi children. 
3. Whether Plaintiffs in-court motion for a 30 day stay to the enforcement of the 
Judgment should be granted. 
4. Whether the Judgment and Instructions to the Court Clerk (incorporated by reference 
into this Judgment and Order) signed by the Court on September 14, 2001 should be 
reconsidered or stand in all respects. 
Based on the Motions, Memoranda and arguments, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. Plaintiffs Motion to Modify Memorandum Decision is denied; 
2. Plaintiffs Objections to Proposed Judgment and Instructions to Court Clerk are 
denied; 
3. Plaintiffs Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment is denied; 
4. Plaintiffs Motion Requesting Issuance of Temporary Restraining Order and Motion 
for Injunctive Relief and Request for Emergency Hearing are denied. 
Based on the motions, memorandum and arguments, 
fl IS FURTHER ORDERED: 
1. Plaintiff is not entitled to a second phase trial in any respect, but specifically 
alleged offsets against JoAnne Buchi or the Buchi children. The Court's Memorandum 
Decision of August 27, 2001 addressed all the issues referenced in the stipulation of the parties 
dated August 21, 2001 between Plaintiff and JoAnne Buchi and the Buchi children. Plaintiffs 
claims of offset, if any, should be asserted against the Estate of Brad Buchi and not against 
JoAnne Buchi and the Buchi children individually. 
2. The Judgment and Instructions to Court Clerk incorporated by reference herein shall 
be reconsidered and shall stand. 
3. Plaintiffs in-court motion for a 30 day stay to the enforcement of the Judgment is 
denied. f 
/ &. DATED this ; L. . ay of October, 2001. 
Atorney for the Buchi Children 
Approved as to form: 
TIM DALTON DUNN 
SUSAN BLACK DUNN 
Attorney for the JoAnne Buchi 
P. BRYAN FISI3BUR.N 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

ITEM ''6" 
SUPREME COURT DECISION 
September 6,2002 
IN THE SUPRE~E COU2.T O F  THE STATE OF U T A H  
G l a d e  Leon P a r d u h n ,  No. 20010811  
Plaintiff and  Appellant, 20010926 
N a t a l l e  B u c n l  B e n n e t t ,  A l l i s o n  B u c h i ,  
A n n a b e l l e  B u c h l ,  Lance Buch i  and 
J e s s i c a  B u c h i  ( t h e  "Buchi C h i l d r e n " )  F I L E D  
a n d  J o a n n e  Ruch i ,  
D e f e n d a n t s  a n d  A p p e l l e e s .  S e p t e m b e r  6, 2002  
- -I..-- ---.x=.r-m- 
T n l r d  District, S a l t  Lake County 
The  H o n o r a b l e  Bruce  C .  Lubeck 
The Wonorab le  Anne M .  S t l r b a  
A t t o r n e y s :  P .  Bryan F i s h b u r n ,  Szlt Lake City, f o r  p l a i n t i f f  
M a r t i n  S .  T a n n e r ,  S u s a n  B l a c k  Dunn, Tim D a l t o n  Dunn, 
S a l t  .Lake C i t y ,  f o r  d e f e n d a n t s  
31 On May 23 ,  1979 ,  Brad B u c h i  and Glade  P a r d u h n  a g r e e d  t o  
f o r m  a n  e q u a l  partnership u n d e r  t h e  name U n i v e r s i t y  T e x a c o  
Company and t o  c o n d u c t  a s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n  b u s i n e s s .  The  p a r t n e r s  
. .dded a b u y - s e l l  a g r e e n e n t  t o  t h e  p a r t n n r s h i p  a g r e e m e n t ,  w h i c h  
p r o v i d e d  t h a t  " i n  t h e  . e v e n t  o f  d e a t h  of e i t h e r "  p z r t n e r ,  t h e  
s u r v i v o r  would p u r c h a s e  t h e  d e c e d e n t ' s  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h e  " b u s i n e s s "  
and "do w i t h  t h e  b u s i n e s s  a s  h e  sees f i t . "  They a l s o  a g r e e d  t h a t  
t h e  b u y - o u t  would be f u n d e d  b y  t h e  p r o c e e d s  o f  f i f e  i n s u r a n c e  
p o l i a e s  on e a c h  o t h e r ' s  l i v e s ,  t h e  premiums of w h i c h  w o u l d  be 
p a i d  by t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p -  
92 On J a n u a r y  25 ,  1 9 8 4 ,  B u c h i  a n d  Parduhn amended t h e i r  
p a r t n e r s h i p  z g r e e m e n t  t o  i n c r e a s e  t h e  amount of t h e  i n s u r a n c e  
c o v e r z g e  f r o m  $20 ,000  t o  $100 ,000 ,  and  p u r c h a s e d  l i f e  i n s u r a n c e  
c o v e r a g e  f o r  t h a t  amount .  On J a n u a r y  4 ,  1999 ,  w i t h o u t  a m e n d i n g  
t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  a g r e e m e n t ,  Buchi  a n d  Parduhn  a g a i n  i n c r e a s e d  t h e  
i n s u r a n c e  c o v e r z g e  on e a c h  o r h e r ' s  lives t o  $300 ,000  a n d  $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0  
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0  p o l i c y  on B u c n i ' s  l i f e  named P a r d u h n  
a s  t h e  b e n e f l c l a r y  and  " b u y / s e i l  p a r t n e r "  a s  t h e  p u r p o s e  f o r  t h e  
policy. 
$ 3  Buchi and Parduhn o p e r a t e d  t h e l r  b u s i n e s s  f o r  e l g h t e e n  
. --  - - -  P - . - 7  . -  - .- 7 - A -  y C a L 3 .  L ~ ~ L L Y  1 1 1  1 3 3 1 '  i i l e y  C ; U I > L L ~ L L ~ U  L O  s e i i  ~ n e l r  b u s i n e s s  ana 
s e r v l c e  s t a t l o n s  t o  B l a c k e t t  O i l  Company. They c l o s e d  t h e i r  d e a l  
on J u l y  14, 1 9 9 7 ,  t r a n s f e r r e d  t h e  b u s i n e s s  a s s e t s  t o  B l a c k e t t ,  
a n d  c e a s e d  t o  d o  b u s i n e s s .  BuchF d l e d  on Augus t  7 ,  i997- On 
November 6; 7997 ;  P s rdnhc  f i l e d  zrr ?cr_ir\n xc cstsblrsh his r i sh t  
t o  t h e  p r o c e e d s  of  t h e  i n s u r a n c e  p o l i c y  on B u c h i ' s  l i f e .  Buchi ' s  
wlke and c h l l d r e n  a rgued  t h a t  t h e y  s h o u l d  r e c e l v e  t h e  p r o c e e d s  
under  t h e  b u y - s e l l  agreement .  Parduhn f l l e d  a mo t ion  f o r  summary 
Iudgment,  which t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t  d e n i e d  on t h e  g r o u n d s  t h a t  t h e r e  
were genu lne  i s s u e s  of  m a c e r i a l  f a c t .  
•÷! I n  l t s  August  2 7 ,  2001 Memorandum D e c l s l o n ,  t h e  t r i a l  
c o u r t  awarded t h e  i n s u r a n c e  p r o c e e d s  t o  Buch i f  s s u ~ r v i v o r s ,  
d e t e r m i n i n g  t h a t  t h e  b u y - s e l l  agreement  r ema lned  effective a f t e r  
t h e  b u s i n e s s  and  i t s  a s s e t s  were s o l d ,  t h a t  t h e  i n s u r a n c e  
p o l i c y ' s  designation of  Parduhn a s  t h e  b e n e f i c l a z y  was ambiguous,  
and t h a t  "Buchl i n t e n d e d  t h a t  .[Parduhn] n o t  be t h e  a c t u a l  
b e n e f l c l a r y  b u t  t h e  b e n e f i c i a r y  o n l y  t o  p a s s  on  t h e  p r o c e e d s  t o  
Buch l ' s  s u r v i v o r s . "  Parduhn a p p e a l s  b o t h  t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  
d e n i a l  o f  h i s  mo t ion  f o r  summary judgment and  i t s  Memorandum 
! k c i s i o n .  
ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
•÷5  Parduhn c h a l l e n g e s  t h e  t r i d  c o u r t ' s  d e n i a l  o f  h i s  
motion f o r  summary judgment .  "We rev iew t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  g r a n t  
o r  d e n i a l  of a  mo t ion  f o r  summary judgment f o r  c o r r e c t n e s s  and  
a c c o r d  no d e f e r e ~ c e  ts t h e  t r i a l  c o u x t r s  c o n c l u s i o n s  o f  l a x . "  
Malibu I n v .  CorP. v. Sparks ,  2000 UT 30, 4i 1 2 ,  996  P.2d 1 0 4 3 .  
Parduhn a i s o  c h a l l e n g e s  i h e  t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  c o n c l u s i o n  t h a t  t h e  
i n s u r a n c e  c o n t r a c t  was ambiguous. "Whether a  c o n t r a c t  t e r m  i s  
ambiguous is a  q u e s t i o n  o f  law, which w e  r e v i e w  f o r  c o r r e c t n e s s . "  
Sharon S t e e l  v .  Aetna  Cas .  & S u r . ,  931 P . 2 d  127 ,  130 (Utah  1 9 9 7 ) .  
$6 F i n a l l y ,  Parduhn c h a l l e n g e s  t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  
c o n c i u s l o n  t h a t  t h e  b u y - s e l l  agreement  was e f f e c t i v e  a t  t h e  t ime  
of  Buch i ' s  d e a t h .  " [Wlhe ther  a  c o n t r a c t  e x i s t s  be tween  p a r t i e s  
i s  a  q u e s c i o n  of l aw  which we r ev i ew f o r  c o r r e c t n e s s . "  J o h n  
Deere Co. v .  A & H E a u i p - ,  876 P .2d  880, 883 (Utah  C t .  App. 
1 9 9 4 )  . 
ANALYSIS 
37 The i n s u r a n c e  p o l i c y  unambiguously d e s i g n a t e s  Parduhn 
a s  t h e  b e n e f i c i a r y .  Thus, we r e v e r s e  t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  
r4~4~rmi~~~-sn t h a t  the i n s u r a n c e  pof i cy ' s  ti=-* ---J-: -  
-).-a; Y ~ l d  L I V I I  of Psi-bi-ihrl 
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a s  t h e  b e n e f l c l z r y  was ambrguous .  A c c o r d i n g l y ,  c h e  k e y  i s s u e  
remaining IS  whe ther  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  r e i n a l n e d  ln e f f e c t  
a f t e r  t h e  p s r t n e r s  s o l d  t h e  p a r t n s r s h l p  b u s l n e s s  b e c z u s e  t h e  
t r r a l  c o u r t ' s  u i t l m a t e  c o n c l u s r o n  h i n g e s  o n  i h l s  q u e s t i o n .  
Because  '?ardl-!h? dlxcctly c h d i i e n g e s  the t r l a l  c o u r t ' s  c o n c l u s z o n  
t h a t  t h e  b u y - s e l l  ag reement  r e m a i n e d  effective, o n l y  a f t e r  w e  
r e v i e w  t h i s  r u l i n g  c a n  w e  examine  t h e  p a r t i e s '  r e s p e c t i v e  r l g h t s  
t o  t h e  p r o c e e d s  of t h e  insurance p c l i c y .  
38 The t r l a l  c o u r t  r u l e d  t h a t  " b e c z u s e  ~t x a s  s t i l l  i n  
e f f e c t  a t  B u c h r ' s  d e a t h ,  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t ,  i f  i t  e x l s t e d ,  
w a s  s t i l l  I n  e f f e c t . " '  We h o l d  f h z t  t h e  r r l a l  c o u r t  e r red  i n  
t h l s  c o n c l u s i o n  b e c a u s e  Buchr a n d  Parduhn c o n t r a c t e d  t o  s e l l  and 
s o l d  t h e  m a j o r  a s s e t s  a n d  " t h e  b u s i n e s s "  t o  B i a c k e t t  O i l  Company. 
Thus  t h e y  t e r m i n a t e d  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  a n d  a l s o  d ~ s s o l v e d  
t h e i r  p a r t n e r s h i p  p r i o r  t o  B u c h i ' s  dea:h. 
I. SALE OF THE BUSINESS 
•÷9 B u c h i  a n d  Parduhn  a g r e e d  t o  f o r m  t h e i r  e q u a l  
p a r t n e r s h i p  u n d e r  t h e  name U n i v e r s r t y  Texaco  Company a n d  tc 
c o n d u c t  a s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n  b u s i n e s s .  They o p e r a t e d  t h e i r  b u s i n e s s  
f o r  e i g h t e e n  y e a r s .  E a r l y  i n  1 9 9 7 ,  t h e y  a g r e e d  t o  s e l l  t h e i r  
b u s i n e s s  and  s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n s  t o  B l a c k e t t  O i l  Company. T h e y  
c l o s e d  t h e i r  d e a l  on J u l y  1 4 ,  1 9 9 7 ,  t r a n s f e r r e d  t h e  b u s i n e s s  
a s s e t s  t o  B l a c k e t t ,  and  c e a s e d  t o  d o  b u s i n e s s .  
• ÷ l o  A t  t h a t  p o i n t ,  t h e r e  was n o  b u s i n e s s ,  a n d  n e i t h e r  owned 
a o n e - h a l f  i n t e r e s t  i n  a n y  b u s i n e s s .  F u r t h e r ,  t h e i r  j o i n t  a n d  
m u t u a l  s a l e  t o  i 3 l a c k s t t  i n v o k e d  t h e  d i s s o l u t i o n  p r o v i s i o n s  of t h e  
p a r t n e r s h i p  a g r e e m e n t .  A c c o r d i n g l y ,  t h e y  began  t h e  p r o c e s s  of  
w l n d i n g  up t h e i r  p a r t n e r s h i p  and L i q u i d a t i n g  t h e  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s .  
a1 ? \\A c o n t r a c ?  may be r e s c i n d e d  o r  d i s c h a r g e d  b y  a c t s  o r  
c o n d u c t  of  t h e  p a r t i e s  i n c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h ' . t h e  c o n t i n u e d  e x i s t e n c e  
of  t h e  c o n t r a c t ,  a n d  m u t u a l  a s s e n t  t o  abandon  o r  r e s c i n d  a 
c o n t r a c t  may b e  1 n f e r r . e d  from t h e  a t t e n d a n t  c i ~ c u r n s t a n c e s  a n d  
c o n d u c t  o f  t h e  p a r t i e s . "  1 7 A  Am. Z u r .  2d C o n t r a c t s  •˜ 558 ( 1 9 9 1 )  
( e m p h a s i s  a d d e d ) ;  a c c o r d  Green v. Garn,  11 Utah 2d 375,  3 5 9  P .2d  
1050,  1054 ( 2961)  ; C o m e r  Kina M i n i n a  Co. v.  Hanson,  52 Utah 
605, 1 7 6  P -  623,. 625 ( 1 9 1 8 )  ; see a l s o  1 7 A  Am. J u r .  2 d  C o n t r a c t s  
5 557 ( 2 9 9 1 )  (" I f  t h e  p a r t i e s  t o  a  c o n t r a c t  make a new a n d  
i n d e p e n d e n t  a g r e e m e n t  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  same m a t ~ e r  a n d  t h e  t e r m s  of  
t h e  l a t t e r  a r e  s o  i n c o n s i s t e n r  w i t h  c h o s e  of t h e  f o r m e r  t h a c  t h e y  
A l t h o u g h  i t  r e l u c t a n ~ l y  p r e f a c e s  i t s  c o n c l u s i o n  b y  t h e  
p h r a s e ,  "if it e x i s t e d , "  t h e  t x i a l  c o u r t ' s  c o n c l u s i o n  c h a t  t h e  
b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  was s t i l l  i n  e f f e c t  n e c e s s i t a ~ e s  a c o n c l u s i o n  
L 
 hat i t  a i s o  existed. 
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cannot  s t a n d  together, the l a t t e r  may b e  c o n s t r u e d  t o  discharge 
t h e  f o r m e r . " ) ;  1 7 B  C J S .  C o n t r a c t s  •˜•˜ 4 3 4 ,  435 (1999) . 
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U l c l b h C L L  u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y c u  t i l t :  p d ~ i l e ~ s i l i p  ayreemenc b e c a u s e  t h e  s a l e  
was e n t l r e i y  inconsistent with t h e  partnership's p u r p o s e  of 
running a  s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n  b u s i n e s s .  Both r h e  s u b j e c t  a n d  pu rpose  
of t h e i r  b u y - s e l l  a g ~ e e r n e n t ,  t h e  s e r v l c e  s t a t l o r ,  b u s i n e s s ,  c o d d  
no l o n g e r  be reac.hed hy the h l ~ v - c o "  --A- - - - - - . L I ~ - \ .  >2roomnnL . T L - L  l l l u  L Q Y I c C Z I 1 l - I I L  .,,-.-,-.. .---- 
prov ided  t h a t  on t h e  dea-ch of e i t h e r  p a r t n e r ,  t h e  s u r v l v o r  would 
purchase   he d e c e d e n t ' s  i n t e r e s t  i n  :he " b u s l n e s s "  and  "do w l t h  
t h e  b u s l n e s s  a s  he  s e e s  f i t . "  I n  o t h e r  c ~ r c u m s t a n c e s ,  a  b u y - s e l l  
agreement c o u l d  r e l a t e  t o  buying a n d  s e l l i n g  t h e  r e s l d u a l  a s s e t s  
a f t e r  dissolution of t h e  p a r t n e r s h l p ,  and t h u s  t h e  b u y - s e l l  
agreement would n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  b e  i n c o n s l s t e n " L i t h  t h e  s a l e  of 
t h e  b u s i n e s s  and  d i s s o l u t i o n .  T h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  b u y - s e l l  
agreement ,  however,  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  t h e  s u r v i v i n g  partner w ~ l ~ l d  
pu rchase  t h e  d e c e d e n t  p a r t n e r ' s  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h e  b u s i n e s s  f o r  t h e  
purpose  o f  continuing t h e  b u s i n e s s .  Moreover, i t  conce rnp la t ed  
buylng and s e l l l n g  no o t h e r  a s s e t s  t h a n  t h e  b u s i n e s s  i t s e l f .  
The b u s l n e s s  c o u l d  o n l y  b e  s o l d  o n c e ,  and ~t was s o l d  t o  
Blacke'Lt.  Thus,  no  b u s i n e s s  was l e f t  f o r  a  surviving p a r t n e r  t o  
pu rchase  w i t h  t h e  p r o c e e d s  of a b u y - s e l l  ag reemen t .  I t  wou ld  be  
h l g h l y  u n l i k e l y  t h a t  t h e  p a r t n e r s  e v e r  i n t e n d e d  t h e  r e s i d u a l  
a s s e t s  t o  be t h e  scb-ject  o f  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e r e n t ,  a s  t h e  
d i s s e n t  h y p o t h e s i z e s .  F u r t h e r ,  t h e  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s  would b e  
l i q u i d ,  and t h e r e  i s  no  r eason  why one p a r t n e r  would w i s h  t o  
exchange l i q u i d  a s s e t s  f o r  t h e  l i q u i d  a s s e t s  of  a n o t h e r .  
%13 Because  t h e  p a r t n e r s  n o  lo r -ge r  owned t h e  b u s i n e s s ,  and 
t h e  b u y - s e l l  ag reemen t  c o u l d  no l o n g e r  a l l o w  t h e  s u r v i v i n g  
p a r t n e r  t o  c o n t i n u e  t h e  b u s i n e s s  " a s  he  s e e s  f i t , "  t h e  s a l e  of 
t h e  b u s i n e s s  t o  B l a c k e t t  was c o m p l e t e l y  i n c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e i r  
b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t .  Thus,  Buchi and  Parduhn m u t u a l l y  a s s e n t e d  by 
t h e l r  a c t s  and  c o n d u c t  i n  s e l l i n g  t h e  b u s i n e s s  t o  t e r m i n a t e  n o t  
o n l y  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  agreement g e n e r a l l y ,  b u t  a l s o  t h e  b u y - s e l l  
agreement  s p e c i f i c a l l y .  
11. DISSOLUTION O F  THE PARTNERSHIP 
• ÷ 1 4  L ikewise ,  B u c h i  and Pa rduhn ' s  t r a n s a c t i o n  w i t h  B l a c k e r t  
e l i m i n a t e d  t h e  o b j e c t  o f  and p u p o s e  f o r  t h e i r  p a r t n e r s h i p .  
" P a r t n e r s h i p "  i s  . d e f i n e d  a s  "an a s s o c i a t i o n  o f  two o r  more 
p e r s o n s  t o  c a x r v  on  a b u s i n e s s  f o r  p r o f i t . "  Utah Code Ann. •˜ 4 8 -  
1-3 ( 1 9 9 8 )  ( e m p h a s i s  a d d e d ) .  Buchi and  Parduhn a g r e e d  t o  f o r m  
t h e i r  p a r t n e r s h i p  t o  conduc t  a  s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n  b u s i n e s s .  Based  
on t h e  s a l e  o f  t h e  b u s i n e s s  i n  1 9 9 7 ,  t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t  c o r r e c t l y  
r u l e d  t h a t  t h e  p a r t n e r s h l p  was d i s s o l v e d .  See Utah Code Ann. 
•˜ 48-1-26 (1998) ("The d i s s o l u t i o n  of a  p a r t n e r s h l p  i s  t h e  change  
i n  t h e  r e l a t i o n  of - t h e  p a r t n e r s  c a u s e d  by  any p a r t n e r  c e2s ing  t-. 
NO. 20010811, 20010926 n 
be a s s o c i a t e d  i n  t h e  c a r r y i n g  o n ,  a s  d i s t l n g u l s h e d  f r o m  i h e  
w l n d l n g  up,  o f  t h e  business."); see  a l s o  5 9 A  Am. Z u r .  2 d  
Partnership 5 808 ( 1 9 8 7 )  ("Tn s h o r t ,  d i s s o l u t l o n  designates t h e  
p o l n t  l n  2lme when t h e  p a r t n e r s  c e a s e  t o  c z r r y  on t h e  b u s > n o - Q  
toaeiher."! : C ; l v e  ty. C ~ v z ,  474 F.Zd 480, 484 (N M. 1 9 7 0 ) ;  E m s e n  
v .  K l e r n z n ,  4 9 9  P.2d 787, 789-92 ( M o n ~ .  1 3 7 2 )  ( r e a s o n i n g  that 
s a l e  o f  c r l t l c a l  assets o f  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  dissolved t h e  
~ a r t n e r s h l p ) ;  58 C - J . S .  P a r t n e r s h i p  •˜ 3 0 3  ( 1 9 9 8 )  ( s t a t l n g  
c o n d u c t  inconsistent w i t . h  t h e  c s ~ t i n z a i i e s  o2 i h e  p a r t n e r s h l p  
r e s u i t s  l n  dissolution o f  i h e  p a r t n e r s h l p ) ;  59A Am. Z u r .  2d 
P z r t n e r s h i p  •˜ 824 ( 1 9 8 7 )  (same, c i t i n g  Cave,  4 7 4  P.2d 4 8 0 ) ;  Kruse  
v .  V o l l m a r ,  614 P3 .E .2~2  1136,  1 1 4 0  ( O h i o  C t .  App.  1 9 9 2 )  ( s a m e ) ;  
L y n d s a v  v .  B e v l n s ,  1 2 8  S . E . 2 d  920,  922-923 (Va .  App. 1 9 6 3 )  
( s a m e )  
915 Parduhn  a n d  Buch i  a g r e e d  t h a t  t h e i r  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  
w o u l d  be triggered " ~ n  t h e  e v e n t  of d e a t h  s f  e i t h e r  02 t h e  
p a r t n e r s , "  a n d  nowhere  d i d  t h e  p a r t n e r s  a g r e e  t h a t  t h e  b u y - s e l l  
zg ree rnen t  uould re ina ln  I n  e f f e c t  z f t e r  d i s s o l u t l o n  o f  t h e  
p a r t n e r s h i p .  B e c a u s e  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  was d i s s o l v e d  p r i o r  t o  
B u c h i ' s  d e a t h ,  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  was r e n d e r e d  ~ n e f f e c t l v e .  
S e e  G i r a r d  S a z k  v. i i a i e v ,  332 A.2d  4 4 3 ,  446 ( P a .  1 9 7 5 )  ("If . - - 
d i s s o l u t i o n  o c c u r r e d  d u r l n g  t h e  l i f e t i m e  o f  [ a  p a r t n e r ) ,  t h o s e  
p o r t i o n s  o f  t h e  a g r e e m e n t ,  which a r e  c o n c e r n e d  s o l e l y  x l t h  t h e  
e 2 C e c t  of  t h e  d e a t h  o f  a p z r t n e r ,  a r e  n o t  g e r m a n e - " ) ;  G o e r a e n  v .  
N e b r i c h ,  174 N.Y.S.2d 366 ,  369 (N.Y. Sup .  C t .  1 9 5 8 )  ("{Tlhe 
p a r t n e r s h i p  was d i s s o l v e d  f rom t h e  d a t e  o f  t h e  d e c r e e .  It c a n n o t  
now be s a i d  t h a t  t h e  d e a t h  of  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  . - . c a u s e d  t h e  
d i s s o l u t l o n  o f  t h e  p 2 r t n e r s h i . p  s o  a s  t o  make a p p l i c a b l e  t h e  
p r o v i s i o n s  o f  t h e  buy  2nd s e l l  a g r e e m e n t - " ) ;  see z l s o  59A Am. 
J u r .  2d  I ? a r t n e r s h i ~  •˜ 814 (1987)  ( " [ T l h e  e f f e c t i v e  d a t e  of 
d i s s o l u t i o n  i s  t h e  d a t e  o f  t h e  f i rst  e f f e c t i v e  a c t -  o f  
d i s . s o l u t i o n .  S u b s e q u e n t  a c t s  o r  c a u s e s  o f  d i s s o l u t i e r ,  aze 
Frrels- ant . " j  . 'w'e r e v e r s e  t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  l ega l  c o n c l u s i o n  
t h a t  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a q r e e m e n t  s u r v i v e d  t h e  s a l e  o f  t h e  b u s i n e s s  and  
t h e  a ~ s s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  b e c a u s e :  (1) B u c h i  a n d  
P a r d u h n  " r e s c i n d e d  o r  d i s c h a r g e d  [ t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t )  by  
[ t h e i r ]  ac t s  o r  c o n d u c t  - - . i n c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e  c o n t i n u e d  
e x i s t e n c e  of t h e "  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t ,  1 7 A  Am. 3 u r .  2d C o n t r a c t s  
•˜ 558 ,  a n d  ( 2 )  t h e  d i s s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  p a r t n e x s h i p  p r i o r  t o  
B u c h i ' s  d e a t h  a l s o  r e n d e r e d  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  i n e f f e c t i v e .  
A c c o r d i n g l y ,  w e  a l s o  r e v e r s e  t h e  t r i a . 1  c o u r t ' s  a w a r d  of t h e  
i n s u r ~ n c e  p r o c e e d s  t o  B u c h i r s  s u r v i v o r s  b e c a u s e  i t  w a s  p r e n i s e d  
on t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t  a t  t h e  t i m e  o f  B u c h i ' s  
d e a t h .  
111. DISTRIBUTION OF INSURANCE POLICY PROCEEDS 
'316 Upon t e r m i n a c i o n  o f  t h e  b u y - s e l l  a g r e e m e n t ,  t h e  U t a h  
I n s u r a n c e  Code g o v e r n s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  i n s u r a n c e  p o i i c y  
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p r o c e e d s .  S e c t i o n  31A-21-104 ( 2 )  ( a )  specifically 1lrnlt .s  p a r t n e r s '  
r n s u r a b l e  i n t e r e s t s ,  r e q u i r e d  b y  s e c t l o n  3lA-21-104 (1) (b) f o r  
obtaining l n s u r a n c e  generally, t o  t h o s e  that a r e  " for  p u r p o s e s  of 
l n s u r a n c e  c o n t r a c t s  t h a t  a r e  zn integral p a r t  of a l e g i t r m a t e  
h ~ - ~ y - s p l i  q r e e z 2 n t .  rr r ~ t - - ~  vLa,, p - 2 -  buuc a 1 1 1 1 -  - - -  5 3 l A - 2 i - i G i i  \ Z )  l a j  ti99~) . 
Beczuse the  b u y - s e l l  agreement  was t e r m i n a t e d ,  Parduhn had  n o  
insurable l n t e r e s t  which was " fo r  pu rposes  o f  [ a n ]  l n s u r a n c e  
c o n t r a c t [ ]  t h a t  [wzs] a n  ~ n i e g r a l  p a r t  of a l e g l t r r n z t e  b u y - s e l l  
ag reemen t . "  Thus, ar: r h e  time nf  Bzr,hlr s c!eetkr Pzrdc2.z 
l a c k e d  a n  ~ n s u r a b l e  i n t e r e s t  under  s e c t i o n  31A-21-104 ( I )  ( b ) ,  and 
may "not  knowingly p r o c u r e  . . . an  l n t e r e s t  I n  t h e  p r o c e e d s  of  
[ t h e ]  ~ n s u r a n c e  p o l l c y .  "' :dL •˜ 3 1 ~ - 2 1 - 1 0 4  (1) ( b )  . 
917 However, 
{ a ] n  i n s u r a n c e  p o l i c y  i s  n o t  i n v a . l l d  
because  t h e  policyholder l a c k s  i n s u r a b l e  
l n t e r e s t  . . . b u t  a  c o u r t  w l t h  appropriate 
) u r i s a l c t L o n  may o r d e r  t h e  p r o c e e d s  t o  b e  
p a l d  t o  some personC3] who 1s e q u i t a b l y  
* Accordingly, we a f f i r m  t h e  d l s t r i c t  c o u r t ' s  d e n i a l  o f  
Parduhn ' s  summary judgment  motion based  on t h i s  l e g a l  c o n c l u s l o n ,  
r a t h e r  t han  on t h e  ~ x i s t e n c e  of  g e n z i n e  i s s u e s  o f  m a t e r i a l  f a c t .  
3 .\\ \ Person '  i n c l u d e s  an  i n d l v l d u a l ,  ~ a r t n e r s h i ~ ,  
c o r p o r a t i o n ,  i n c o r p o r a t e d  o r  u n i n c o r p o ~ a t e d  a s s o c i a t i o n ,  j o i n t  
s t o c k  company, t r u s t . ,  r e c i p r o c a l  s y n d i c a t e ,  o r  any s i m i l a r  e n t i t y  
o r  cornbinat ion of e n t i t i e s  a c t i n g  i n  c o n c e r t . "  U tzh  Code Ann. 
•˜ 3iA-1-301 (1999) ( emphas i s  a d d e d ) .  I t  i s  c o n c e i v a b l e  t h a t  t h e  
i n s u r a n c e  p o l i c y  and  i t s  p roceeds  be longed  t o  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  
e n t i t y .  P r o p e r t y  a c q u i r e d  wl th  p a r t n e r s h i p  f u n d s  a r e  presumed t o  
3g. a s s e t s  o-f the p a r t n e r s h i p ,  i n c l u d i n g  in su . r ance  on t h e  l l f e  of 
a  p a r t n e r .  See 59A Am. J u r .  2d P a r t n e r s h i r ,  • ˜5  358, 362  (1987)  ; 
s e e  a l s o  Ferd inand  S. T i n i o ,  Anno ta t ion ,  I n s u r a n c e  on L i f e  of 
p a r t n e r  a s  P a r t n e r s h i o  A s s e t ,  56 A .  L . R .  3d 892, 896-907 (2001)  
(making n o t e  of c a s e 6  where  payment of premiums w a s  r e i e v a n t  o r  
d e t e r m i n a t i v e  i n  d e c i d i n g  i n s u r a n c e  was p a r t n e r s h i p  a s s e t ) .  
However, t h i s  p re sumpt ion  may be  r e b u t t e d  w i t h  e v i d e n c e  o f  a 
c o n t r a r y  i n t e n t i o n  by t h e  p a r t i e s .  See 59A Am. J u r .  2d 
P a r t n e r s h i o  5 359 ( 1 9 8 7 ) .  In de'se.xin.ining t h e - i n t e n t .  o f  t h e  
. . 
p.a , rc ies  r e g a r d i n g  whe the r  such insur .apce  is,, a n  a s s e t  o f  t h e  
p a r t n e r s ~ p ,  c o u r t s % a v e  c o n s i d e r e d  s e v e r a l  f z i c t o r s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  
who <hG p o l i c y  - d e s i g n a t e s  a s  t h e  b e n e f i c i a r y  and  who p z i d  t h e  
p o l i c y  premiums. See 5 6  A.L.R.  3a  a t  895-96. 
Here,  t h e  t r i a l  c o u r t  found t h a t  t h e  i n t e n t  o f  t h e  p a r t n e r s  
was t o  keep t h e  c o s t  e q u a l  f o r  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  and  t h a t  t h e  
p a r t n e r s h i p  i n  f z c t  p a i d  t h e  premxurns. I n  t h e  e v e n t  t h e  
i n s u r a n c e  p o l i c y  i s  an  a s s e t  of t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p ,  t h e  p r o c e e d s  
(Con t inued  on n e x t  p a g e . )  
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e n t i t l e d  t o  them, o t h e r  t h a n  t h e  one  co  whoin 
t h e  p o l l c y  i s  d e s l ~ n a t e d  t o  b e  p a y a b l e ,  o r  lt 
may c r e a t e  s constructive c r u s t  i n  ~ h e  
p r o c e e d s  o r  a p a r t  o f  them on b e h a l f  of  such  
a pe r son ,  2 h ; e c t  r,s 61: i i ~ e  v a i l d  izerms and 
conditions 05 t h e  p o i l c y  o t h e r  t h a n  those 
r e l e t i n g  t o  i n s u r a b l e  i n t e r e s t  o r  c o n s e n t .  
Id. 5 3 l A - 2 1 - 1 0 4  (5 )  . Accordingly, we rem2nd fcr t h s  Cc;ai c o u r t  
-
t o  equ l r ab iy  distribute t h e  r n s u r z n c e  p r o c e e d s  p u r s u a n t  t o  Utah 
Code Ann.  •˜ 31A-21-104 (5 )  - 
CONCLUSION 
$18 We a f f l r m  the t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  d e n i a l  o f  P z r d u h n ' s  mo t ion  
f o r  s u a i a r y  -Judgment on o t h e r  g r o u n d s .  Houever,  we r e v e r s e  t h e  
t r i a l  c o u r t ' s  l e g a l  c o n c l u s i o n s  t h a t  t h e  buy-sell aqzeemz i i t  
su rv ived  r h e  s a l e  o f  t h e  b u s i n e s s  and  t h e  dissolution of t h e  
partnership and t h z t  t h e  i n s u r a n c e  p o l l c y f s  designation of t h e  
beneficiary was ambiguous.  Thus,  we a l s o  r e v e r s e  t h e  trial 
c o u r t ' s  award of t h e  i n s u r a n c e  p r o c e e d s  t o  B u c h l ' s  survivors, and 
remand f o r  t h e  t r i . a l  c o u r t  co  d i s t r i b u t e  t h e  p r o c e e d s  I n  a  manner 
c o n s i s t e n t  w l t h  t h i s  o p i n i o n .  
$19 J u s t i c e  Howe and Judge Davis  c o n c u r  i n  Judge  J a c k s o n ' s  
o p i n l o n .  
$20 Having d i s q u a l i f i e d  t h e m s e l v e s ,  J u s t i c e  Russon and  
J u s t i c e  Wi lk ins  do n o t  p a r t i c i p a t e  h e r e i n ;  Judges  Norman H.. 
Jackson and James Z .  Dav i s  from t h e  Cour t  of Appea l s  s a t .  
DURRANT, A s s o c i a t e  C h i e f  J u s t i c e ,  c o n c u r r i n a  i n  p e r t  and 
d i s s e n t l n a .  i n  p a r t :  
221 1 c o n c u r  w i t h  t h e  m a j o r i t y ' s  c o n c l u s i o n  t h a t  the 
i n s u r a n c e  p o l i c y  unambiguously named Parduhn a s  t h e  beneficiary 
of t h e  i n s u r a n c e  c o n t r a c t .  I f u r t h e r  a g r e e  w i t h  t h e  m a ~ o r i t y ' s  
c o n c l u s i o n  t h z t  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  becween Buchi  and Parduhn w a s  
d i s s o l v e d ,  a l t h o u g h  n o t  t e r m i n a t e d ,  a t  S u c h i ' s  d e a t h .  I d l s a g x e e  
w i t h  t h e  m a j o r i t y ' s  c o n c l u s i o n ,  however, t h a t ,  a s  a  m a t t e r  of 
l a w , . t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  of t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  agreement  was 
( F o o t n o t e  c o n t i n u e d . )  
you ld  b e  d i v i d e d  e q u a l l y  between Buch i ' s  e s c a t e  and Parduhn,  
p u r s u a n t  t o  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  agreement r e g z r d i n g  a s s e c  d i - v i c i c n  2 2  
winding u p .  
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l n o p e r a t l v e  when Buchi d l e d . '  I n  my vlew, we c a n n o t  d e c l d e  
whether  t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v l s i o n  remalned I n  e f f e c t  b e c a u s e  :he 
lnkended 2urpose  of t h e  b u y - s e l l  provision 1s ambiguous. I would 
t h e r e f o r e  remand f o r  a  determination of t h a t  f a c t u a l  question. 
P22 The m a j o r i t y  concedes t h a t  "a b u v - s e l l  l p r o v l s i o n L  
c o u l d  r e l a c e  t o  buy inq  and  s e l l i n a  t h e  r e s l d u a l  a s s e t s  a f 2 e r  
d i s s o l u c l o n  of t h e  w a r t n e r s h ; ~ ,  and t h u s  . . . [rnzchti  n o t  
n e c e s s a r i l v  be  i n c o n s i s t e n t  with t h e  SZIE sf t h e  ~ U S ~ Z C S S  s ~ d  - 
d i s s o l u t i o n . "  (Emphasis  added .  ) The m a j o r l z y  s ~ d e s t e p s  t h l s  
possibility, however, by concluding t h a t  t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v l s i o n  
a t  l s s u e  "contempla ted  buylng  and s e l l l n g  no  o t h e r  a s s e t s  t h a n  
t h e  b u s i n e s s  i t s e l f . "  P u t  differently, t h e  m a j o r l t y  c o n c l u d e s  
t h a t  t h e  p l a l n  l anguage  o f  t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v l s l o n  d e m o n s t r z t e s  
t h a t  ~t was d e s i g n e d  s o l e l y  t o  f m d  transactions r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  
s e r v l c e  s t a t i o n s .  R e l y i n g  on t h i s  c o n c l u s ~ o n ,  t h e  m a j o r l t y  goes  
on t o  h o l d  t h a t  b e c a u s e  t h e  s e r v l c e  s t a t l o n s  had beer! s o l d i  t h e  
b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  had no  e x i s t i n g  pu rpose  a z  t h e  t i m e  Buchl  
a l e d .  I d i s a g r e e .  
• ÷ 2 3  The m a j o r l t y  m i s t a k e n l y .  d e c l d e s  a s  a m a t t e r  o f  l aw wha t  
i s  i n  r e a l i t y  a q u e s t i o n  o f  f a c t -  S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  i t  r e a c h e s  a 
l e g a l  conclusion r e g a r d i n g  t h e  i n t e n d e d  p u r p o s e  o f  t h e  b u y - s e l l  
p r o v l s i o n  even though  t h e  p r o v i s i o n ' s  p u r p o s e  i s  ambiguous .  Flve 
f a c t o r s  s u p p o r t  t h i s  view. 
•÷24 F i r s t ,  t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  d e c l a r e s  t h a t  a f t e r  
p a y i n g  t h e  i n s u r a n c e  p roceeds  t o  t h e  d e c e d e n t ' s  s u r v i v o r s ,  " [ t J h e  
s u r v i v i n g  p a r t n e r  w i l l  own t h e  b u s i n e s s  and  may do w i t h  the 
b u s i n e s s  a s  he  see's f i t  ." (Emphasis  added)  . The p h r a s e  " t h e  
. bus ines s"  i s  n o t  d e f i n e d  anywhere i n  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  ag reemen t ,  
however,  and i s  i n h e r e n t l y  vague .  Indeed,  t h e  word b u s i n e s s  
means, among o t h e r  t h i n g s ,  "economic d e a l i n g s , "  Webs te r '  s 
C o l l e g i a r e  D i c t i o n a r y  1 5 4  ( 1 0 t h  e d -  19981, o r  a "commerc ia l  
e n t e r p r i s e  c a r r i e d  on f o r  p r o f i t , "  B lack ' s  Law D i c t i o n a r y  192  
( 7 t h  e d .  1999)  . Thus,  c o n t r a r y  t o  t h e  m a j o r i t y ' s  v i ew ,  t h e  
p u r p o s e  of t h e  b u y - s e l l . . p r o v i s i o n  cou.l'd e x t e n d  t o  a n y  a s s e t  o f  
t h e  p a r t n e r s h l p f s  b u s i n e s s ,  i n c l u d i n g  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s  r e m a i n i n g  
a f t e r  d i s s o l u t i o n .  The b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n ' s  m t e n d e d  puxpose-  i s  
t h e r e f o r e  c a p a b l e  o f  more t h a n  one r e a s o n a b l e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  
Accordingly, i t  i s  ambiguous.  See P e t e r s e n  v -  S u n r i d e r  C o r ~ . ,  
2002 UT 43, .Fi i 9 ,  4 8  P .3d  918 ( e x p l a i n i n g  t h a t  a " c o n t r a c t  
p r o v i s i o n  i s  ambiguous i f  i t  i s  c a p a b l e  o f  more t h a n  one  
r e a s o n a b l e  ~ n t e r p r e t a t i o n l '  ( i n t e r n a l  q u o t a t r o n s  o m i t t e d ) ) .  
Al though t h e  m a j o r i t y  r e f e r s .  t o  t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  a s  
an  i n d e p e n d e n t  c o n t r a c t  o r  agreement ,  i t  1s a c t u a l l y  an  amendment 
'LO t h e  p z r t n e r s h i p  agreement ,  e n d  I r e f e r  10 ir: a s  s u c h .  
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$25 Second,  t h e  m a j o r i t y ' s  nar row i n t e r p r e c a t l o n  of  t h e  
i n t e n d e d  p u r p o s e  of t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  I g n o r e s  t h e  p a r t n e r s '  
agreement  r e o a r d i n g  what assets t h e  surviving p a r t n e r  c o u l d  
p u r c h a s e  upon t h e  d e a t h  of t h e  o t h e r  p z r t n e r  S p e c l f l c a l l y ,  
s e c k ~ o n  13 o f  t h e  ? a t - t n o r - h z r  22rcemoxt sta;~s t ; i &  t ,-. ~ u j  .., - poll cne 
d e a t h  o f  e l t h e r  p z r t n e r ,  t h e  surv is ;nq  ~ a r t n e r  shaii have  t h e  
r i c h t  to p u r c h a s e  che i n t e r e s t  o f  t h e  d e c e d e n t  I n  t h e  P a r t n e r s h l ~  
. . . .  " ( E n p h a s i s  a d d e d . )  S e c t l o n  13  t h u s  p r o v l d e s  t h e  
surviving p a r t n e r  w l t h  t h e  r i g h t  t o  p u r c h a s e  any i n t e r 9 s C 5 ~  
d e c e d e n t  p o s s e s s e d  i n  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p ,  l n c l u d i n g  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s  
a f t e r  dissolution. Given t h a t  t h e  s u r v i v i n g  p a r t n e r  maintains 
t h e  r i g h t  t o  p u r c h a s e  a n y  ~ n t e r e s t  t h e  d e c e d e n t  p a r t n e r  p o s s e s s e d  
a t  t h e  t l m e  o f  h i s  d e a t h ,  I s e e  no r e a s o n  f o r  t h i s  C o u r t  t o  
assume th2t t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s r o n  o f  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  ag reemen t  
was i n t e n d e d  t o  fund  t h e  pu rchase  of t h e  s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n s  a l o n e .  
R a t h e r ,  xhen viewed i n  i t s  e n t i r e t y ,  t h e  p a r t n e r s h l p  ag reemen t  
s u g g e s t s  t h a t  t h e  p a r t n e r s  mlght  have  i n t e n d e d  t h e  b u y - s e l l  
2 r o v i s i o n  r o  e x t e n d  t o  any a s s e t  o f  t h e  p a r t n e r s h l p ,  l n c l u d i n g  
r e s i d u a l  z s s e t s  r e m a i n l a g  a i t e r  d l s s o l u "  ~ l o n  ' - 
• ÷ 2 6  T h l r d ,  t h e  m a j o r l t y  a s s e r t s  t h a t  " [ i J t  would b e  h i s h - l y  
u n l i k e l v  t h a t  t h e  p a r t n e r s  eve r  i n t e n d e d  t h e  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s  t o  
be t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  t h e  b u y - s e l l  [ p r o v i s i o n ]  . . . - "  (Emphas is  
a d d e d ) .  The s t a n d a r d  f o r  d e c l d l n g ,  a s  a m a t t e r  of law,  w h e t h e r  
t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  had  an  e x i s t i n g  p u r p o s e ,  however,  i s  n o t  
whether  some th ing  i s  " h i g h l y  u n l i k e l y . "  R a t h e r ,  i t  must  be c l e a x  
t h a t  no  r e a s o n a b l e  tr ier of  f a c t  c o u l d  f i n d  t h e  p r o v i s i o n  was 
i n t e n d e d  t o  p u r c h a s e  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s .  See Johnson v. Morton 
T h i o k o l ,  I n c . ,  8 1 8  P.2d 997, 1001  (Utah .1991) ( e x p l a i n i n g  t h a t  
t h e  i n t e n t  o f  t h e  p a r t i e s  i s  p r i m a r i l y  e j u r y  q u e s t i o n  a n d  w i l l  
o n l y  b e  d e c i d e d  a s  a  m a t t e r  of l aw  i f  no  r e a s o n a b l e  j u r y  c o u l d  
reach  a  c o n t r a r y  c o n c l u s i o n ) .  T h i s  s t a n d a r d  i s  r e q u i r e d  i n  t h e  
i n s t a n t  a c t i o n  b e c a u s e  t h e  d i s t r i c t  c o u r t  n e v e r  a d d r e s s e d  t h e  
purpose of t h e  b x y - s e l l  g r o v i s i o n .  
327 Four th ,  a l t h o u g h  n o t  r e q u i r e d  t o  uphold t h e  c o n t r a c t u a l  
p r o v i s i o n ,  a  l o g i c z l  r e a s o n  e x l s t e d  f o r  t h e  p a r t n e r s  t o  e x t e n d  
t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  t o  r e s i d u a l  a s s e t s .  S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  t h e  
p a r t n e r s  might  have  d r a f t e d  t h e  b u y - s e l l  p r o v i s i o n  t o  e s t a b l i s h  a  
s e t  v a l u e  f o r  t h e  d e c e a s e d  p a r r n e r ' s  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p .  
$28 F i n a l l y ,  c o n t r a r y  t o  t h e  m a j o r i t y ' s  a s s e r t i o n  t h a t  any  
d e c i s i o n  t o  s e l l  t h e  g a s  s t a t i o n s  would r e s u l t  i n  " r e s i d u a l  
a s s e t s  [ t h a t ]  would be l i q u i d , "  c h a t  r e s u l t  was n o t  i n e v i t a b l e .  
For  example, t h e  g e s  s t a t i o n s  c o u l d  have been  exchanged f o r  
a n o t h e r  b u s i n e s s  o r  r e a l  p r o p e r t y .  R e g a r d l e s s ,  t h e  p a r t n e r s  were 
f r e e  zo e n t e r  i n t o  a  c o n t r a c t  t h a i  mandated an  exchange o f  l i q u i d  
a s s e t s .  S e e ,  e .  q., Sa . l t  Lake Countv v .  Western Dairvmen Coop. ,  
2002 UT 39, 3 18,  48 P.3d 910 ( s t a t i n g  t h a t  "we have r e p e a t e d l y  
No. 20010811, 20010926  
h a l d  that c o m p e t e n ~  p a r t l e s  a r e  free t o  b a r g a l n  f o r  a n y  term t h a t  
does  n o t  r e q u l r e  a violation o f  t h e  l aw")  
929 Accordingly, a  q u e s t l o n  of f a c t  exlsts r e g a r d i n q  t h e  
, 1 7 c - -  - -- -! &-.i-l;d ........ .. 
' - - J  - - - -  rLI-Ad_)-V.I .J y ~ L y ~ 3 ~ I  Q J I U  L ~clikanci f o ~  d r d ~ ~ ~ d i  
d e t e r i x a a t l o n  on  ?hat i s s u e .  See P l a t e a u  N i n i n a  C o .  v .  U t a h  Div .  
of State Lands  & F o r e s t r v ,  802  P.2d 7 2 0 ,  7 2 5  ( U t a h  1390) ( n o t l a g  
that where a m b i g u i t y  exists I n  a  c o n t r a c t ,  the i n t e n ?  o f  the 
p a r t l e s  1 s  a  q u e s t l o n  of f a c t  t o  be determ.!.nec? h y  .the t r F e r  ef 
fact). 
330 C h i e f  J u s t i c e  Durham c o n c a r s  I n  Associate Chief Justice 
D u r r a n t ' s  o p i n i o n .  
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RULING AND ORDER 
May 14,2003 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Plaintiff, RULING and ORDER 
VS. 
Case No. 030500159 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT, ALISON 
BUCHI, ANNABELLE BUCHI, LANCE 
BUCHI AND JESSICA BUCHI 
("Buchi Children") and JOANNE 
BUCHI, 
Defendants. 
Judge BRUCE C. LUBECK 
Date: May 14, 2003 
The above matter is before the court on remand from the Utah 
Supreme Court (Supreme Court), Parduhn v. Buchi, et al., 2002 UT 
93. The remand is limited to this court's determination of an 
equitable distribution of the insurance proceeds pursuant to Utah 
Code Ann. •˜ 31A-21-104(5). On May 9, 2003, this court held oral 
arguments on four motions that were based on the Supreme Court's 
remand, which included: (1) University Texaco' s motion to 
intervene, (2) Buchi children and Joanne Buchi's motion for entry 
of the submitted Amended Judgment and Order on Remand, (3) 
University Texacors motion for entry of order awarding proceeds 
of insurance to proceeds to partnership and entry of final 
judgment on remand and (4) Parduhn's motion to release cash 
posted as security on appeal. 
Plaintiff Parduhn was present with P. Bryan Fishburn, 
potential intervenor University Texaco was present through Nanci 
Snow Bockelie, defendant Buchi children were present through 
Martin S. Tanner and defendant Joanne Buchi was present through 
Tim Dalton Dunn. 
In summary, the court (1) DENIES University Texaco' s motion 
to intervene and (2) DENIES Buchi children and Joanne Buchirs 
motion for entry of the submitted Amended Judgment and Order on 
Remand, (3) DENIES University Texaco's motion for entry of order 
awarding proceeds of insurance to proceeds to partnership and 
entry of final judgment on remand and (4) GRANTS Parduhnrs motion 
to release cash posted as security on appeal. The court finds 
that an equitable distribution of the insurance proceeds pursuant 
to •˜ 31A-21-104(5) is to the Buchi children and Joanne Buchi. 
The court further finds that the award of insurance proceeds 
during the winding up of the partnership effectively cashed out 
Buchi's interest in the partnership, therefore, the remaining 
partnership assets are Parduhn's. 
BACKGROUND 
The following applicable facts are outlined in the Supreme 
Court decision, Parduhn v. Buchi, et al., supra, 2002 UT •÷•÷•÷1-4: 
On May 23, 1979, Brad Buchi (Buchi) and Glade 
Parduhn agreed to form an equal partnership under the 
name University Texaco Company [University Texaco] and 
to conduct a service station business. The partners 
added a buy-sell agreement to the partnership 
agreement, which provided that 'in the event of death 
of eitherr partner, the survivor would purchase the 
decedent's interest in the 'businessf and 'do with the 
business as he sees fit.' They also agreed that the 
buy-out would be funded by the proceeds of life 
insurance policies on each other's lives, the premiums 
of which would be paid by the partnership. 
On January 25, 1984, Buchi and Parduhn amended 
their partnership agreement to increase the amount of 
the insurance coverage from $20,000 to $100,000, and 
purchased life insurance coverage for that amount. On 
January 4, 1989, without amending the partnership 
agreement, Buchi and Parduhn again increased the 
insurance coverage on each other's lives to $300,000 
and $250,000 respectively. The $300,000 policy on 
Buchi's life named Parduhn as the beneficiary and 
'buy/sell partnerr as the purpose for the policy. 
Buchi and Parduhn operated their business for 
eighteen years. Early in 1997, they contracted to sell 
their business and service stations to Blackett Oil 
Company. They closed their deal on July 14, 1997, 
transferred the business assets to Blackett and ceased 
to do business. Buchi died on August 7, 1997. On 
November 6, 1997, Parduhn filed an action to establish 
his right to the proceeds of the insurance policy on 
Buchi's life. Buchirs wife and children argued that 
they should receive the proceeds under the buy-sell 
agreement. Parduhn filed a motion for summary 
judgment, which the trial court denied on the grounds 
that there were genuine issues of material fact. 
In its August 27, 2001 Memorandum Decision, the 
trial court awarded the insurance proceeds to Buchi's 
survivors, determining that the buy-sell agreement 
remained effective after the business and its assets 
were sold, that the insurance policy's designation of 
Parduhn as the beneficiary was ambiguous, and that 
'Buchi intended that [Parduhn] not be the actual 
beneficiary but the beneficiary only to pass on the 
proceeds to Buchi's survivors.' Parduhn appeals both 
the trial court's denial of his motion for summary 
judgment and its Memorandum Decision. 
Id. 
The Supreme Court concluded as a matter of law that the buy- 
sell agreement was rendered ineffective because (1) Buchi and 
Parduhn rescinded or discharged [the buy-sell agreement] by 
[their] acts or conduct . . . inconsistent with the continued 
existence of the buy-sell agreement . . . and (2) the dissolution 
of the partnership prior to Buchi's death also rendered the buy- 
sell agreement ineffective." Id. at P15 (Citations omitted; 
internal quotation marks omitted). 
The Supreme Court further concluded that the Utah Insurance 
Code governed the distribution of the insurance policy proceeds 
(proceeds). Although Parduhn lacked an insurable interest under 
Utah Code Ann. 5 31A-21-104(l)(b), the Supreme Court concluded 
that this court may order the proceeds be paid to some "person" 
who is equitably entitled to them pursuant S 31A-21-10415). I d .  
at •÷17. 
The Supreme Court footnoted that "person" might include the 
partnership, University Texaco, if the insurance policy was 
intended to be an asset of the partnership. If the policy was an 
asset of the partnership, the Supreme Court concluded that "the 
proceeds would be divided equally between Buchi's estate and 
Parduhn, pursuant to the partnership agreement regarding asset 
division at winding up. " Id. at n. 3. 
The Supreme Court affirmed in part1 and reversed in part. 
The Supreme Court reversed in part because it concluded that the 
buy-sell agreement did not survive the sale of the business nor 
the dissolution of the partnership and that the insurance 
policy's designation of the beneficiary was not ambiguous. Thus, 
the Supreme Court reversed this court's award of the insurance 
proceeds on a legal basis to Buchi's survivors and remanded with 
instruction to this court to distribute the proceeds equitably. 
Id. at • ÷ • ÷  17-18. 
' The Supreme Court affirmed the denial of Parduhn's motion 
for summary judgment on other grounds. 
On a date unknown2 but in approximately early October, 2002, 
the Buchi children left with the clerk of the court a proposed 
Amended Order and Judgment on Remand. That order was held by the 
clerk awaiting a response from plaintiff. On or about January 3, 
2003, the Buchi children filed an affidavit of counsel that he 
had delivered a copy of the proposed order to plaintiff's counsel 
on. December 13 or 23, 2002.3 The court was unwilling to sign the 
order without plaintiff's input. When no response was filed, the 
court on or about January 21, 2003, sua sponte, sent out a notice 
of hearing for March 14, 2003, to consider the proposed order. 
Because the judge who tried the case in Salt Lake City had been 
transferred to Summit County the case was transferred to Summit 
County and a new district court case number assigned. On March 
14, 2003, a hearing was held and Parduhn opposed the proposed 
amended order as improperly filed without motion. Joanne Buchi 
and the Buchi children argued in favor of the court signing the 
order. After hearing arguments, the court ruled that the proposed 
amended order be treated as a motion that the court sign such, 
and allowed Parduhn ten days to oppose and the Buchis' five days 
thereafter to reply. 
On March 19, 2003, Parduhn filed a motion to release cash 
posted as security on appeal. 
On March 24, 2003, Parduhn filed his opposition to the 
proposed amended order. Also, on March 24, 2003, University 
Texaco filed a (1) motion to intervene, (2) motion for entry of 
order awarding proceeds of insurance to the partnership and enter 
final judgment on remand and (3) opposition to the proposed 
amended order. 
On April 1, 2003, Plaintiff filed an objection as to form of 
proposed order/exhibits of Buchi children. 
On April 3, 2003, Joanne Buchi filed her opposition to 
University Texaco's motions. 
On April 4, 2003, the Buchi children filed their reply to 
Parduhnfs opposition to the proposed amended order and their 
opposition to University Texaco's motions. 
The clerk's office does not docket an unsigned order left 
with the clerk. An order is docketed only when it is signed. 
In one paragraph counsel states he delivered the proposed 
order December 13 and in another paragraph he states he delivered 
the proposed order December 23, 2002. 
On April 8, 2003, Joanne Buchi replied to Parduhn' s 
opposition to the proposed amended order. 
On April 18, 2003, University Texaco replied to the Buchi's 
oppositions to both of its motions. 
On May 9, 2003, the court heard oral arguments on all of the 
motions. Additional facts will be provided as necessary to 
resolve the motions. The court took the matter under advisement 
and now issues this ruling. 
I 
MOTION TO INTERVENE 
There are three issues raised by respective parties briefs 
and oral arguments relating to University Texaco's motion to 
intervene pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 24(a). Those issues are: 
(A) whether the motion is timely under Rule 24(a), (B) whether 
University Texaco has an "interest" to intervene as a matter of 
right, (C) if so, whether University Texaco' s "interest" is 
adequately represented by existing parties. 
Rule 24(a) provides in relevant part: 
Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to 
intervene in an action: . . . (2) when the applicant 
claims an interest relating to the property or 
transaction which is the subject of the action and he 
is so situated that the disposition of the action may 
as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to 
protect that interest, unless the applicant's interest 
is adequately represented by existing parties. 
Generally, intervention is not permitted after entry of 
judgment, with exceptions to this general rule made only upon a 
strong showing of entitlement and justification, or such unusual 
or compelling circumstances as will justify the failure to seek 
intervention earlier. Jenner v. Real Estate Services, 659 P.2d 
1072 (Utah 1983). University Texaco acknowledges this general 
rule but argues that the Supreme Court opinion changed the 
posture of this case and so intervention is now proper. 
The court notes that Joanne Buchi argues that University 
Texaco's claim is for permissive intervention under Rule 24(b), 
however, University Texaco's brief only seeks intervention by 
right pursuant to Rule 24(a). 
University Texaco argues that its motion to intervene is 
timely because until the Supreme Court's decision noting its 
interest there was no indication that it had an interest in the 
proceeds. Furthermore, after the March 14, 2003 hearing, 
Parduhn's counsel advised Parduhn that it could be in University 
Texaco's best interest to obtain separate counsel. Parduhn then 
obtained counsel for University Texaco, who filed the present 
motion on March 24, 2003, on behalf of University Texaco. 
Joanne Buchi opposes University Texaco's motion arguing that 
the motion is not timely. Specifically, she argues that the (1) 
the applicable three year statute of limitations bars 
intervention and (2) Parduhn failed to preserve any interest of 
University Texaco by failing to join it as a real party in 
interest at scheduling conferences held before the court, Stirba, 
J., on July 21, 1999 and March 24, 2000 respectively. 
In addition to supporting Joanne Buchirs arguments, the 
Buchi children argue that University Texaco's motion is barred by 
laches, waiver and Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Specifically, 
they argue that Parduhn failed to join University Texaco by April 
7, 2000 as required by the court's March 24, 2000 order. Parduhn 
chose to pursue this law suit individually without joining 
University Texaco until five and a half years later, therefore, 
he waived the right to do so. Parduhn was the only person who 
could have joined University Texaco in this law suit, he did not 
do so and there is nothing to show that he took reasonable steps 
to pursue University Texacofs claim until five and a half years 
later, after trial, judgment, appeal and remand therefore, 
intervention by University Texaco is barred by laches. 
The court concludes that University Texaco and plaintiff 
Parduhn failed to show justification or compelling circumstances 
for University Texaco's failure to seek intervention earlier 
sufficiently to permit this court to allow postjudgment 
intervention. Parduhn, as the only living partner of the 
dissolved Utah partnership, had the duty and discretion to pursue 
any claims on behalf of University Texaco. He chose not to do 
so, as reflected by his actions of filing this law suit in his 
name alone and by failing to join University Texaco by amended 
pleading. To wait until after judgment, appeal and remand to 
attempt intervention is too late without justification or 
compelling circumstances. University Texaco's only justification 
is that it did not believe it had an interest in the proceeds 
until after judgment in favor of Buchi and the Supreme Court's 
decision. The court is not persuaded. If Parduhn believed that 
University Texaco might have an interest, the court finds he 
chose not pursue it. One possible reason for not adding 
University Texaco is because then the proceeds would have been 
divided and Parduhn wanted the proceeds in full to be awarded to 
him. The court does not conclude that in fact occurred, but it is 
a fact that there was no attempt to add University Texaco as a 
party until this late date. Furthermore, even if Parduhn did not 
know that University Texaco might have an interest, the court 
finds that a reasonable person would have recognized that 
University Texaco might have an interest and would have made a 
conscious decision whether to pursue that interest. There was no 
justification or compelling circumstance for University Texaco's 
failure to seek intervention prior to judgment. Therefore, 
University Texaco's motion is untimely. 
Furthermore, University Texaco did not have an interest in 
the proceeds because there is nothing in the record to show that 
Buchi ever intended the proceeds to go to University Texaco. See 
supra 11. 
Moreover, even if University Texaco had an interest in the 
proceeds, its interests as a dissolved Utah partnership are 
adequately represented by existing parties because both partners 
interests are represented in the present law suit. 
Accordingly, the court DENIES University Texaco's motion to 
intervene as untimely. Moreover, the court concludes University 
Texaco did not have an interest and even if it did, those 
interests are adequately represented by the present parties. 
I1 
EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS 
The court now turns to the issue on remand, which is limited 
to this court's determination of an equitable distribution of the 
proceeds pursuant to •˜ 31A-21-104(5). The parties all agreed at 
oral argument that such is the task of this court but the 
parties, and potential intervenor, all argued that equity means a 
distribution in their favor. Even though University Texaco is 
not allowed to intervene the court could still distribute the 
proceeds to the partnership on an equitable basis. 
Section 31A-21-104(5) provides in relevant part: 
[a]n insurance policy is not invalid because the 
policyholder lacks insurable interest . . . but a court 
with appropriate jurisdiction may order the proceeds to 
be paid to some person who is equitably entitled to 
them, other than the one to whom the policy is 
designated to be payable, or it may create a 
constructive trust in the proceeds or a part of them on 
behalf of such a person, subject to all the valid terms 
and conditions of the policy other than those relating 
to insurable interest or consent. 
"Person" includes an individual or partnership. Utah Code 
Ann. •˜ 31A-1-301. "Property acquired with partnership funds are 
presumed to be assets of the partnership, including insurance on 
the life of a partner. . . . However, this presumption may be 
rebutted with evidence of a contrary intention by the parties. . 
. . In determining the intent of the parties regarding whether 
such insurance is an asset of the partnership, courts have 
considered several factors . . . ." (Citations omitted). Parduhn 
v. Buchi, et al., supra, 2002 UT at '316 12.3. Factors considered 
to determine intent of the parties regarding life insurance as a 
partnership asset include: (1) payment of policy premiums, (2) 
beneficiary designated, (3) partnership agreement, (4) initial 
capital to begin partnership, (5) regular practice of using 
partnership funds for personal obligations, (6) facts and 
circumstances surrounding the purchase of policy, (7) conduct of 
parties after purchase of policy, (8) whether assignment of 
policy was revoked, (9) who had the right to change the policy, 
(10) whether the premium was charged back against each partner's 
equity or profit in the partnership and (11) cash value of the 
policy . See 56 A.L.R. 3d 892, 555 4-9, 11, 15. 
This court is bound by the opinion of the Supreme Court. 
That opinion, especially footnote 3, was used by each of the 
parties and potential recipients of the proceeds to justify how 
this court should decide this case. The Supreme Court noted that 
the partnership paid the premiums and that was a factor in 
determining the equity of the situation. It is a factor that 
seemingly favors distribution to the partnership. The Supreme 
Court also stated that the named beneficiary is a factor in 
determining who is equitably entitled to the proceeds. That 
factor seems to favor distribution to Parduhn. Of course what 
makes this case difficult, among other things, is that here the 
partnership paid the premiums but Parduhn was the named 
beneficiary. Whatever guidance this court can take from that 
footnote is thus diluted as those factors are opposed to each 
other and lead to different "equities." There are other factors 
that are to be considered as well as the Supreme Court noted. 
To determine the equitable distribution of the proceeds, the 
court considers all of the evidence adduced at the trial ~nd-ln 
the record. The court considers whether the policy is a 
partnership asset. The court considers the intent of the partners 
and the conduct of the partners and partnership. 
The court finds that the policy was not intended to be a 
partnership asset. Here the business was sold to Blackett Oil. 
No one seemingly thinks that the policies thus belong to Blackett 
Oil. That factor alone seems to indicate the policies did not 
belong to the partnership and were not considered a partnership 
asset. 
Considering all of the facts the court does not believe it 
needs to have a further evidentiary hearing as plaintiff at once 
suggested and as University Texaco suggested. This court 
believes that it can decide the equities based on what is before 
it. This court does not consider materials provided in the 
pleadings in the form of depositions but only considers the 
evidence from the trial. The Supreme Court did not direct that 
further evidence be taken in this matter. This court heard the 
trial and received and considered exhibits from events in 1979, 
1984 and 1989 and later. The court believes that is the best 
evidence as to the intent and conduct of the parties, rather than 
now entertaining someone's opinion and rather than now hearing 
facts tailsred to the issue before the court. The parties had 
opportunity to present whatever evidence they deemed proper and 
the court heard such evidence. Although the premiums for both 
Parduhn and Buchi's policies were paid by the partnership that is 
not the only, nor even the most important, factor- he 
designation of the partner as the beneficiary rather than the 
partnership indicate Parduhn and Buchi intended that their 
policies were their personal assets.] [~lthou~h the buy-sell 
agreement was no longer effective, as decided by the Supreme 
Court, it does provide guidance in deciding Buchi and Parduhn's 
intent when they obtained their policies.~ It is clear that Buchi 
and Parduhn obtained the policies with the intent to provide 
their respective heirs with immediate funds and to cash out the 
deceased partner's interest in the partnership allowing the 
surviving partner to do as he saw fit with the partnership 
business. No additional insurance was provided or purchased for 
the surviving partners use in preserving the business. This 
indicates to the court that Buchi and Parduhn intended that their 
respective heirs be the sole beneficiaries of the policies. 
Furthermore, no discretion was given to the surviving partner to 
determine whether the policy amount was insufficient or in excess 
of the value of the deceased partner's interest in the 
partnership. If they intended the surviving partner to retain 
any portion of the proceeds, the court believes that such a 
provision could have and would have been provided to show such 
intent. 
Further, the partners treated the partnership rather 
casually, basically taking what they needed in many instances. 
Parduhn and Buchi were principally in charge of one of the two 
gas stations and they ran the station basically on their own 
without much intervention from the other. There was evidence at 
trial that partnership proceeds were used to pay for various 
things that were not considered partnership assets. There was 
regular use of partnership funds for personal use and the 
accounting was somewhat relaxed. The conduct of the partners 
shows that the intent was not to provide the partnership as an 
entity with any assets from the insurance policies. 
Moreover, in an accounting between the partners, the 
respective policies would have been divided fairly and equitably 
to both parties. When the partnership was dissolved, as already 
decided by the Supreme Court, neither party had an insurable 
interest in the life of the other and it would hardly seem 
equitable to force the partners, in practical effect, to continue 
the partnership with respect to life insurance. Parduhn would 
receive the benefit of Buchi's policy and Buchi's heirs would be 
in wait for their benefit from Parduhn's policy. Parduhn's 
policy would lose any value beyond its surrender value if the 
premiums were not kept up, and Buchi's heirsf rights might be 
defeated by the failure of Parduhn to continue to pay his share 
of the premiums since the partnership was dissolved. This result 
would be inequitable. Upon distribution of partnership assets it 
is reasonable to believe that each partner would have received 
his policy and could choose to continue or discontinue the 
coverage without claim from the past partner. See, e . g . ,  Miller 
v. Hall, 150 P.2d 287, 290 (Cal. App. 1944) ; see also, Elliott v. 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 116 Ind. App. 404 (Ind. App. 
1946). Here, the partnership was dissolved, but winding up was 
not complete. The court does not believe, as a matter of equity, 
that Parduhn should benefit from the death of Buchi after the 
partnership was dissolved but not terminated. 
The Supreme Court's opinion is not being ignored or 
disobeyed in this discussion. This court realizes full well its 
responsibility to follow the direction of the Supreme Court and 
that is what this court is attempting to do. The Supreme Court 
said in footnote 3 that it is "conceivable" that the policy and 
its proceeds could be a partnership asset because the policies 
were paid with partnership funds. The Court also stated that 
presumption could be rebutted with evidence of a contrary 
intention. This court believes there is already in this case 
strong evidence that rebuts that presumption. The partners 
intended the proceeds of these policies to pass not through the 
estate of the partner but to pass in a non-testamentary manner. 
It is clear the Supreme Court did not affirm this court's prior 
determination that the Buchi heirs were to receive the policy 
proceeds on a legal basis. However, that decision was based on 
this court's erroneous legal determination that they were 
entitled to the policy proceeds. Now the Supreme Court has made 
clear that this court's task is to equitably determine who should 
receive the proceeds. That task is to be undertaken by not only 
considering some factors but all facts before the court at trial. 
That equitable distribution is to be determined not on the 
analysis this court utilized after trial but on a determination 
of equity. In determining equity this court focuses on the 
factors and facts before it, especially including the conduct and 
intent of the parties. That is what this court has done. 
The possible universe of recipients of "equity" include 
plaintiff as he argued, the partnership, the Buchi children, 
Joanne Buchi, the estate of Buchi, the creditors of Buchi, the 
creditors of the partnership, Blackett Oil, and perhaps others 
the court cannot think of. Here, the Buchi children have an 
equitable claim concerning their father. Joanne Buchi was 
Buchi's wife, even though she was not married to Buchi when the 
policies were taken out and even though she and Buchi were in the 
midst of a divorce. When considering the equitable claims of the 
other potential universe of claimants, including that of a long- 
term business partner, the court finds in favor of the family 
(children and wife) of Buchi. Life insurance proceeds are often 
treated differently under the law from other assets. The 
proceeds of this life insurance policy belong to Buchi's heirs. 
The court finds that an equitable distribution of the. 
insurance proceeds is to the surviving wife and children of 
Buchi . 
The court further finds, as a matter of equity, that the 
remaining partnership assets are Parduhn's because the 
partnership was still winding up and not terminated at the time 
of Buchi's death. Considering the intent of the parties, that 
the insurance proceeds cash out the deceased partner's interest 
in the partnership allowing the surviving partner to do as he 
wished with the partnership, the court finds that by awarding the 
insurance proceeds to Buchi's heirs, Buchi's interest in the 
partnership, in effect, was cashed out. Accordingly, the 
partnership assets are Parduhn's. 
I11 
MOTIONS FOR ENTRY OF 
AMENDED JUDGMENT AND ORDER ON REMAND 
BY THE BUCHIrS AND UNIVERSITY TEXACO 
The Buchi children and Joanne Buchi's submitted order does 
not completely reflect the present decision. Considering the 
submission of that proposed order as a motion to sign that order, 
the submitted motion and order is DENIED in its present form. 
University Texaco's motion to intervene was denied, see 
supra I. This court has also concluded University Texaco is not 
equitably entitled to the proceeds. Therefore, the submitted 
order reflecting an award of the proceeds to University Texaco is 
not sustainable. Accordingly, the motion is DENIED. 
IV 
PARDUHN' S MOTION TO RELEASE 
CASH POSTED AS SECURITY ON APPEAL 
When Parduhn appealed this court's earlier decision, he 
posted a $300 cash bond. Parduhn requests the court release the 
bond because the appeal has been decided and remanded to this 
court. Furthermore, the Buchi children and Joanne Buchi did not 
make a timely claim for costs. There was no opposition to 
Parduhn's motion. 
Accordingly, the court GRANTS Parduhn's motion to release 
the $300 cash posted as security on appeal. 
v 
FEES AND COSTS 
This case is a difficult case. Each party to bear their own 
costs and fees. 
Counsel for Joanne Buchi is to prepare an order reflecting 
this ruling in compliance with CJA 4-504.  
DATED this (g day of May, 2003. 
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Date: May 14, 2003 
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METHOD NAME 
Mail 
Mail 
Mail 
Mail 
Mail 
NANCI BOCKELIE 
ATTORNEY 
261 EAST 300 SOUTH 
SUITE 300 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 
SUSAN BLACK DUNN 
ATTORNEY 
230 SOUTH 500 EAST #460 
460 MIDTOWN PLAZA 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
TIM DALTON DUNN 
ATTORNEY 
230 SOUTH 500 EAST 
460 MIDTOWN PLAZA 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
P BRYAN FISHBURN 
ATTORNEY PLA 
4505 SOUTH WASATCH BLVD 
SUITE 215 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84124 
MARTIN S TANNER 
ATTORNEY DEF 
340 BROADWAY CENTRE 
111 EAST BROADWAY 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 
84111-5250 
Dated this /q& day of , 2083 . 
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ITEM "8" 
RULING AND ORDER 
June 18,2003 
b : c  .;i 8 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
Plaintiff, RULING and ORDER 
vs. 
Case No. 030500159 
NATALIE BUCHI BENNETT, ALISON 
BUCHI, ANNABELLE BUCHI, LANCE : Judge BRUCE C. LUBECK 
BUCHI AND JESSICA BUCHI 
("Buchi Children") and JOANNE : 
BUCHI, Date: June 18, 2003 
Defendants. 
The above matter came before the court on objections of 
plaintiff to proposed orders and findings of fact and conclusions 
of law and the objections of University Texaco to proposed 
findings of fact and conclusions of law and on motion of 
plaintiff for a stay pending appeal. 
On May 14, 2003, this court issued a memorandum decision 
ruling in favor of defendants. Defendants provided a proposed 
order as well as detailed findings of fact and conclusions of 
law. Plaintiff filed on June 4, 2003, a request to stay 
enforcement of the judgment while an appeal is taken. Plaintiff 
objected to the order and findings of fact and conclusions of law 
on June 6, 2003, and filed a supplemental objection to the order 
on June 6, 2003. University Texaco, who was denied permission to 
intervene in the May 14, 2003, memorandum decision, also objected 
to the proposed findings and.conclusions on June 6, 2003. 
The court dealt with this matter in a memorandum decision 
after remand as more fully explained in that memorandum decision. 
This court did not intend and did not ask for findings of fact 
and conclusions of law but directed an order as to the judgment. 
Accordingly, the court will order filed unsigned the proposed 
findings of fact and conclusions of law. The court need not deal 
with the objections of University Texaco or plaintiff given this 
resolution. 
As to the proposed order and judgment on remand, the court 
will sign that order and has done so this date with the 
plaintifffs suggested modification. The "partnership" was not 
sold to Blackett Oil and the evidence did not support that the 
partnership was sold. Exhibit 11 shows only that Blackett Oil 
purchases from seller "University Texaco Company" something for 
the price of $1,000,000.00. The order is signed with that 
interlineation as proposed by plaintiff 
As to the motion to stay enforcement of the judgment the 
court is not persuaded by plaintiff. This matter "began" with a 
death in August, 1997. The proceeds of the policy have not been 
distributed, except in part based on this court's earlier ruling 
in favor of defendants.. This court has rendered two decisions, 
the first resulting in a remand with instructions to decide the 
matter based on equitable principles. This court on remand has 
done the best it can and while a conscientious court may retain 
doubts about its decisions, the decision reached by this court in 
its May 14, 2003, memorandum decision is the best this court can 
do. This court believes it is correct or it would not have so 
ruled. If another court believes this court was in error that 
court can so rule. This case must come to a conclusion sometime. 
This court believes its decision is correct and should be carried 
out. The motion to stay the enforcement of the judgment is 
DENIED. 
This Ruling and Order is the Order of the court and no other 
order is required. 
Case No: 030500159 
Date: Jun 18, 2003 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 030500159 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail NANCI BOCKELIE 
ATTORNEY 
261 EAST 300 SOUTH 
SUITE 300 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 
Mail SUSAN BLACK DUNN 
ATTORNEY 
230 SOUTH 500 EAST #460 
460 MIDTOWN PLAZA 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
Mail TIM DALTON DUNN 
ATTORNEY 
230 SOUTH 500 EAST 
460 MIDTOWN PLAZA 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102 
Ma21 P BRYAN FISHBURN 
ATTORNEY PLA 
4505 SOUTH WASATCH BLVD 
SUITE 215 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84124 
Mail MARTIN S TANNER 
ATTORNEY DEF 
340 BROADWAY CENTRE 
111 EAST BROADWAY 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 
84111-5250 
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ITEM "9" 
Utah Code Ann. 5 3 1A-2 1 - 104 
INSURANCE CONTRACTS IN GENERAL 3IA-21-104 
appropriate jurisdiction may order the proceeds to be paid to some person who 
is equitably entitled to them, other than the one to whom the policy is 
designated to be payable, or i t  may create a constructive trust in the proceeds 
or a part of them on behalf of such a person, subject to all the valid terms and 
conditions of the policy other than those relating to insurable interest or 
consent. 
(6) This section does not prevent any organization described under 26 
U.S.C. Sec. 501(c)(3), (e), or (f), as amended, and the regulations made under 
this section, and which is regulated under Title 13, Chapter 22, Charitable 
Solicitations Act, from soliciting and procuring, by assignment or designation 
as beneficiary, a gift or assignment of an interest in life insurance on the life of 
the donor or assignor or from enforcing payment of proceeds from that interest. 
(7) This section does not prevent: 
(a) any policyholder of life insurance, whether or not the policyholder is 
also the subject of the insurance, from entering into a viatica1 settlement; 
(b) any person from soliciting a person to enter into a viatical settle- 
ment; or 
(c) a person &om enforcing payment of proceeds from the interest 
obtained under a viatical settlement. 
(8) Notwithstanding Subsection (I), an  insurer authorized under this title to 
issue a workers' compensation policy may issue a workers7 compensation policy 
to a sole proprietorship, corporation, or partnership that elects not to include 
any owner, corporate officer, or partner as an  employee under the policy even 
if a t  the time the policy is issued the sole proprietorship, corporation, or 
partnership has no employees. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-21-104, enacted by cident and health" for "disability" in Subsec- 
L. 1985, ch. 242, 5 26; 1986, ch. 204, 8 137; tions (3), (4)(a), and (4)(b). 
1991, ch. 21, •˜ 1; 1993, ch. 305, 8 27; 1994, Cross-References. - Group contracts and 
ch. 60,s 1; 1996, ch. 190, •˜ 1; 2001, ch. 116, dependents' coverage, $5 31A-22-501 to 3 U -  
O 54. 22-511. 
Amendment Notes. - The 2001 amend- Group disability insurance defined, 8 3 U -  
ment, effective April 30, 2001, substituted "ac- 22-701. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Application or consent. 
Substantial economic interest. 
Application or consent. 
Any consent in lieu of an application must be 
i n  writing to effectuate a life insurance policy; 
life insurance policy was not effectuated where 
the application therefor was not signed and 
there was no consent thereto in writing. 
Alleman v. Lincoln Nat l  Life Ins. Co., 636 F.2d 
1195 (10th Cir. 1981). 
Substantial economic interest. 
Insured, by selling farm but retaining posses- 
sion of building involved and by obligating 
himself to be responsible for i t  to buyer for the 
time retamed, met the statutog~equirement of 
having a "subsiantial ecor;dmib interest." Na- 
tional Farmers' Union Property & Cas. Co. v. 
Thompson, 4 Utah 2d 7, 286 P.2d 249, 61 
A.L.R.2d 635 (1955). 
COLLATERALREFERENCES 
Utah Law Review. - Recent Legislative Am. Jur. 2d. - 43 Am. Jur. 2d insurance 
Developments in  Utah Law: Workers' Compen- 86 938 fo 1002. 
sation Coverage Amendments, 1996 Utah L. C.J.S. - 44 C.J.S. Insurance $4 218 to 221. 
Rev. 1350. A.L.R. - Insured's ratification, after loss, s f  
INSURANCE CONTRACTS IN GENERAL 3IA-21-104 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. - 43 Am. Jur. 2d Insurance pending Issuance of policy, 12 A.L.R.3d 1304. 
5 s  165 to 167,219 to 222. Temporary f i e ,  wind, or hail msurance pend- 
C.J.S. - 44 C.J.S. Insurance 296. ing issuance of policy, 14 A.L.R.3d 568. 
A.L.R. - Temporary automobile insurance 
31A-21-103. Capacity to contract. 
Any person 16 years of age or older who is otherwise competent to contract 
under Utah law, and who is not subject to any legal disability, may contract for 
insurance. If there is a conservator appointed under Title 75, the conservator, 
rather than the person whose property is subject to the conservatorship, may 
contract for insurance to protect the property under conservatorship. In the 
case of a conservatorship over the person or property of a person under 16 
years of age, the conservator may invest funds of the estate in life or accident 
and health insurance or annuity contracts, but only with the approval of the 
court having jurisdiction over the conservatorship. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-21-103, enacted by cide'nt and health" for "disabilityn in the last 
L. 1985, ch. 242, 8 26; 1986, ch. 204, 8 136; sentence. 
2001, ch. 116,s 53. Cross-References. - Legal capacity of rni- 
Amendment Notes. - The 2001 amend- nors generally, g 15-2-1 et  seq. 
ment, effective April 30, 2001, substituted "ac- 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. - 43 Am. Jur. 2d Insurance C.J.S. - 44 C.J.S. Insurance 5 285. 
$ 193. 
31A-21-104. Insurable interest and consent. 
(1) (a) An insurer may not knowingly provide insurance to a person who 
does not have or expect to have an insurable interest in the subject of the 
insurance. 
(b) A person may not knowingly procure, directly, by assignment, or 
otherwise, an interest in the proceeds of an insurance policy unless he has 
or expects to have an insurable interest in the subject of the insurance. 
(c) Except as provided in Subsections (6), (7), and (81, any insurance 
provided in violation of this subsection is subject to Subsection (5). 
(2) As used in this chapter: 
(a) "Insurable interest" in a person means, for persons closely related by 
blood or by law, a substa:tial interest engendered by love and affection, or 
in the case of other persons, a lawful and substantial interest in having the 
life, health, and bodily safety of the person insured continue. Policyholders 
in group insurance contracts need no insurable interest if certificate 
holders or persons other than group policyholders who are specified by the 
certificate holders are the recipients of the proceeds of the policies. Each 
person has an unlimited insurable interest in his own life and health. A 
shareholder or partner has an insurable interest in the life of other 
shareholders or partners for purposes of insurance contracts that are an 
integral part of a legitimate buy-sell agreement respecting shares or a 
partnership interest in the business. 
3 1A-2 1-104 INSUMTCE CODE 
(b) "Insurable interest" in property or liability means any lawful and 
substantial economic interest in the nonoccurrence of the event insured 
against . 
(c) "Viatica1 settlement" means a written contract entered into by a 
person who is the policyholder of a life insurance policy insuring the life of 
a terminally ill person, under which the insured assigns, transfers 
ownership, irrevocably designates a specific person or otherwise alienates 
all control and right in the rnsurance policy to another person, when the 
proceeds of the contract is paid to the policyholder of the insurance policy 
or the policyholder's designee prior to the death of the subject. 
(3) Except as provided in Subsection (4), an insurer may not knowingly 
issue an individual life or accident and health insurance policy to a person 
other than the one whose life or heaIth is at risk unless that person, who is 18 
years of age or older and not under guardianship under Title 75, Chapter 5, 
Protection of Persons Under Disability and Their Property, has given written 
consent to the issuance of the policy. The person shall express consent either by 
signing an application for the insurance with knowledge of the nature of the 
document, or in any other reasonable way. Any insurance provided in violation 
of this subsection is subject to Subsection (5). 
(4) (a) A life or accident and health insurance policy may be taken out 
without consent in the following cases: 
ti) A person may obtain insurance on a dependent who does not 
have legal capacity. 
(ii) A creditor may, at the creditor's expense, obtain insurance on 
the debtor in an amount reasonably related to the amount of the debt. 
(iii) A person may obtain life and accident and health insurance on 
immediate family members living with or dependent on the-person. 
(iv) A person may obtain an accident and health insurance policy 
on others 'that would merely indemnify the policyholder against 
expenses he would be legally or morally obligated to pay. 
(v) The commissioner may adopt rules permitting issuance of 
insurance for a limited term on the life or health of a person serving 
outside the continental United States who is in the public service of 
the United States, if the policyholder is related within the second 
degree by blood or by marriage to the person whose life or health is 
insured. 
(b) Consent may be given by another in the following cases: 
(i) A parent, a person having legal custody of a minor, or a guardian 
of the person under Title 75, Chapter 5, Protection of Persons Under 
Disability and Their Property, may consent to the issuance of a policy 
on a dependent child or on a person under guardianship under Title 
75, Chapter 5, Protection of Persons Under Disability and Their 
Property. 
(ii) A grandparent may consent to the issuance of life or accident 
and health insurance on a grandchild. 
(iii) A court of general jurisdiction may give consent to the issuance 
of a life or accident and health insurance policy on an ex parte 
application showing facts the court considers sufficient to  justify the 
issuance of that insurance. 
(5) An insurance policy is not invalid because the policyholder lacks insur- 
able interest or because consent has not been given, but a court with 

ITEM "10" 
Utah Code Ann. tj 75-6-201 
75-6-201 UNIFORM PROBATE CODE 
PART 2 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO EFFECT ON DEATH 
75-6-201. Provisions for payment or transfer at death. 
(1) Any of the following provisions in an insurance policy, contract of em- 
ployment, bond, mortgage, promissory note, deposit agreement, pension plan, 
trust agreement, conveyance, or any other written instrument effective as a 
contract, gift, conveyance, or trust are considered nontestamentary, and this 
code does not invalidate the instrument or any provision: 
(a) that money or other benefits previously due to, controlled, or owned 
by a decedent shall be paid after his death to a person designated by the 
decedent in either the instrument or a separate writing, including a will, 
executed a t  the same time as the instrument or subsequently; 
(b) that any money due or to become due under the instrument shall 
cease to be payable in event of the death of the promisee or the promisor 
before payment or demand; or 
(c) that any property which is the subject of the instrument shall pass 
to a person designated by the decedent in either the instrument or a 
separate writing, including a will, executed at the same time as the in- 
strument or subsequently. 
(2) Nothing in this section limits the rights of creditors under other laws of 
this state. 
(3) Any provision in a lease of a safety deposit repository to the effect that 
two or more persons shall have access to the repository, that purports to create 
a joint tenancy in the repository or in the contents of the repository, or that 
purports to vest ownership of the contents of the repository in the surviving 
lessee is ineffective to create joint ownership of the contents of the repository 
or to transfer ownership a t  death of one of the lessees to the survivor. Owner- 
ship of the contents of the repository and devolution of title to these contents 
is determined according to rules of law without regard to the lease provisions. 
The contents of the repository may be delivered on request to any person who 
has access to the repository by the terms of the lease agreement without 
liability on the part of the financial institution or other person where the 
repository is located. 
(4) Any motor vehicle, trailer, semitrailer, or boat registration in the 
names of two or more individuals shall be deemed to be held in joint tenancy 
with right of survivorship unless otherwise indicated. 
History: C. 1953, 75-6-201, enacted by L. 
1975, ch. 150, 6 7; 1986, ch. 158, 8 2. 
Editorial Board Comment. - This section 
authorizes a variety of contractual arrange- 
ments which have in the past been treated as 
testamentary. For example most courts treat 
as  testamentary a provis~on in a prormssory 
note that if the payee dies before payment is 
made the note shall be paid to another named 
person, or a provision ln a land contract that if 
the seller dies before payment is completed the 
balance shall be canceled and the property 
shall belong to the vendee. These provisions 
often occur in  family arrangements. The result 
of holding the provisions testamentary is usu- 
ally to invalidate them because not executed In 
accordance with the statute of wills. On the 
other hand the same courts have for years up- 
held beneficiary designations in life insurance 
contracts. Similar kinds of problems are ans- 
ing in regard to beneficiary designations in 
pension funds and under annuity contracts. 
The analogy of the power of appointment pro- 
vides some historical base for solving some of 
these problems aside from a validating statute. 
However, there appear to be no policy reasons 
for continuing to treat these varied arrange- 
ments as testamentary. The revocable l iv~ng 

ITEM "11" 
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 1) 
AGREEZIE?IT ~ a 2 e  t h i s  z- 
1 9 7 9 ,  by and between B W  K E V I N  BUCHI 
day  of V~Q-\J 
and  GLADE LEON PARDUHN, 
b o t h  o f  S ~ 1 t  Lake County, S t a t e  o f  U t a h .  
1. Xame an? S u s r n e s s .  Tke g z r t l e s  F,ercby fcrx a  
p a r c n e r s h l ?  under  t n e  name of  U N I V E R S I T Y  TEXACO COXFAX\";, zo 
c o n d u c t  a  s e r v i c e  s t a t i o n  b u s i n e s s .  The p r i n c l ~ a l  o f f i c e  
and l o c a t l o n  o f  t n e  b u s i n e s s  s h a l l  b e  a t  331 E a s t  South 
Temple,  S a l t  Lake  C i t y ,  Utah. 
2 .  T s .  The partners hi^ s h a l l  b e g i n  on t h e  
day of , 1979, and s h a l l  c o n t ~ n u e  
L' 
u n t i l  t e m i n a t e d  a s  h e r e i n  p r o v i d e d .  
3 .  C a n l t a l .  The i n i z i a l - c z p i t z l  of t h e  P a r t n e r -  
s h i p  s h a l l  c o n s i s t  o f  c e r t a i n  i t e m s  o f  p e r s o n a l  p r o p e r t y  
comor i sed  of a l l  i n v e n t o r y , . c a s h  and equ ipment  p r e s e n t l y  
on t h e  p r e m i s e s  of 99'1 Gas.: S o u t h  Temple,  S a l t  Lake C i t y ,  
Utah. Each p a r t n e r  s h a l l  b e  c r e d i t e d  v l t h  ha-.-inc c o n t r i -  
b u t e d  50% of t h e  i n i t i a l  c a p i t a l  o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p .  The 
c a ~ i t a l  a c c o u n t s  of t h e  p a r t x e r s  s h a l l  b e  m a i n t a m e 2  i n  t h e  
p r o p o r t i o n s  r n  which t h e y  s k a r e  i n  t h e  partners hi^ p r o f i t s  . 
and losses. 
4. E x r s t l x c  Loans. The p a r t n e r s  h e r e b y  acknow- 
- 
l e d g e  t h a t  S u c h i  i s  o b i l o a t e l  t o  r e p a y  541 ,030  t o  T r a c y  
C o l l i n s  Dank and T r u s t .  S a i l  a n o u n t  was borrowe6 to  pur- 
' c h a s e  t h o s e  a s s e t s  which a r e  now t h c  assets owned by t h e  
P a r t n e r s k i n .  ParEchn s h a l l  be j o i n t l y  l i a b l e  f o r  t h e  re- 
payrcent o f  s a i d  541.000 amount. 
5 .  P r o f i k s  and Loss .  The n e t  p r o f i t s  or  n e t  
lcsses o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i o  s h a l l  b e  2 i s t r i b u t e d  o r  charaecl 
t o  t h e  p a r t n e r s  i n  q u a i  ~ r o o o r t i c n r  a n d  s h a l l  be  c r e 2 i t e d  
oz c. zed, a s  the c a s e  may be ,  t o  t h e  'awlnq: acconnt  o f  
each  p a r t n e r .  
6 .  S a l a r r e s  an'd Drawlnc. No p a r z n e r  s h a l l  r e c e l v e  
any s a l a r y  f o r  s e r v i c e s  rendered  t o  t h e  ~ a r t n e l s h i p .  The 
p a r t n e r s  s h a l l  have equa l  drawings  i n  such amcunts as may 
be ao reed  unon by  t hen .  If a t  t h e  end of  any P a r t n e r s h i p  
y e a r  t h e r e  i s  a d e b i t  ba lance  i n  t h e  drawing accoun: oc any 
par:ner, such p a r t n e r  s h a l l ,  w i t h i n  a  r e a s o n a b l e  t i m e ,  c l e a r  
such d e b l t  balance by a payment t o  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p .  
7 .  I n t e r e s t .  N o  i n t e r e s t  s h a l l  be  p a i d  on t h e  
m i t i a l  c o n t r i b u t i a n s  t o  t h e  c a p i t a l  o f  t h e  Partnership o r  
on any subsequent  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  of c a p i t a l .  Any p a r t n e r  may, 
however, a t  t h e  time of  t h e  format ion  o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p  o r  
a t  any l a t e r  t ime,  l o a n  t o  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p  such  a d d i t i o n a l  
funds  as t h e  p a r t c e r s  may ag ree  upon. 
8.  Management, Du t i e s  and ~ e s t r i c t i o n s .  The 
p a r t n e r s  s h a l l  have e q u a l  r i g h t s  i n  t h e  management of t h e  
- 
P a r t n e r s h i p  bus ines s ,  and each parL%ner sha.11 .devote  h i s  
e n t i r e  t ime t o  the  conduct  o f  t h e  b u s i n e s s .  N e i t h e r  p a r t n e r  
s h a l l ,  w i thou t  t he  c o n s e n t  o f  t h e  o t h e r  p a r t n e r ,  endor se  
any n o t e ,  o r  a c t  as an accommodation p a r t y ,  o r  o t h e r w i s e  
become s u r e t y  f o r  any person .  Without t h e  c o n s e n t  o f  t52 
o t h e r  p a r t n e r  n e i t h e r  p a r t n e r  s h a l l  on b e h a l f  o f  t h e  P a r t -  
n e r s h l p  borrow o r  l e n d  money, o r  make, d e l i v e r  o r  a c c e p t  
any commercial o s p e r ,  o r  execu te  any mor tgage ,  s e c u r i t y  
agreement ,  bond, o r  l e a s e ,  o r  pu rchase  o r  c o n t r a c t  t o  
pu rchase ,  o r  s e l l ,  any p r o p e r t y  f o r  or o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p  
o t h e r  . than t h e  tyne  o f  p r o p e r t y  bought  and s b l d  i n  t h e  r e g u l a r  
c o u r s e  of bus iness .  N e i t h e r  p a r t n e r  s h a l l ,  e x c e p t  w i th  t h e  
c o n s e n t  o f  t h e  o t h e r  o a r t n e r ,  a s s i g n ,  mor tgage ,  g r a n t  a  
s e c c r i t y  i n t e r e s t  i n ,  o r  s e l l  h i s  s h a r e  o f  i n  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p  
o r  i t s  c a p i t a l  a s s e t s  o r  p rope r ty ,  o r  e n t e r  i n t o  any agree-  
ment a s  a r e s u l t  of which any person  s h a l l  become i n t e r e s t e d  
w i  . him i n  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i u ,  o r  do  a c t  d e t r l n e n t a i  -,3 t h e  
b e s t  i z t e r e s t s  of t h e  P a r t n e r s h l ?  o r  which would nake  1% 
l r n p o s s i b l e  t o  c a r r y  on t h e  o r d l n a r y  b u s i n e s s  o f  the P a r t -  
n e r s h i p .  
9 .  Bankinq. A l l  f u n d s  o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h l p  s h a l l  
be d e p o s i t e d  i n  i t s  name I n  s u c h  c h e c k i n g  a c c o u n t  o r  a c c o c n t s  
a s  s h a l l  b e  d e s i g n a t e d  by t h e  partners. A l l  wit?.l?zavals 
t h e r e f r o m  a r e  t o  be made upon c h e c k s  s i q n e e  b y  e i t h e r  ~ a r t n e r .  
10 .  Books. The F a r t n e r s h ~ p  books  s h a l l  be main: 
t a i n e d  a t  t h e  p r i n c i p a l  o f f i c e  o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h l ?  and e a c h  
p a r t n e r  s h a i l  a t  a l l  t i m e s  h a v e  a c c e s s  t h e r e t o .  The books  
s h a l l  b e  k e p t  on a  f i s c a l  y e a r  b a s i s .  
11. V o l u n t a r y  T e r n i n a t i o n .  The P a r t n e r s h i p  may 
b e  d i s s o l v e d  a t  a n y  t i n e  by agreement  o f  t h e  p a - t n e r s ,  i n  
which e v e n t  t h e  p a r t n e r s  s h a l l  pr-oceed w i t h  r e a s o n a b l e  prompt- 
n e s s  t o  l i q u i d a t e  t h e  b u s i n e s s  o f  t h e  P a r t n e r s h l p .  
1 2 .  Withdrawal . E i t h e r  p a r t n e r  s h a l l  have  t h e  
r i g h t  t o  x i t h d r a v  from t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p  a t  an:r t l m e  upon two 
months  w r i t t e n  n o t i c e  t o  t h e  o t h e r  p a r t n e r  of t h e  wi thdrawin?  
p a r t n e r ' s  i n t e n t  t o  withdraw.  The r e m a i n i n a  p a r t n e r  s h a l . 1  
have  t h e  r i g h t  t o  e i t h e r  p c x c h a s e  t h e  w i t l i d r a v i n g  p a r t n e r ' s  
i n t e r e s t  i n  t h e  partners hi^ o r  t o  t e r m i n a t e  and l i q u i d a t e  
t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p .  I f  t h e  r e n a i n i n g  p a r t n e r  e l e c t s  t o  pur-  . 
c h a s e  t h e  withdrawin? p a r t n e r ' s  i n t e r e s t ,  h e  s h a l l  pay f o r  
s a i d  i n t e r e s t  upon such  t e r m s  and c o n d i t ~ o n s  a s  t h e  p a r t i e s  
m u t u a l l y  a q r e e .  I f  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  p a r t n e r  d o e s  n o t  elect t o  
p u r c h a s e  t h e  i n t e r e s t  o f  t h e  w i t h d r a w i n g  p a r t n e r ,  t h e  p a r t n e r s  
s h a l l  p r o c e e d  w i t h  r e a s o n a b l e  p romptness  t o - l i q u i d a t e  t h e  
1 3 .  Death. Upon t h e  d e a t h  o f  e i t h e r  p a r t n e r ,  t h e  
szrvi*:ing ? a r t a e r  s h z l l  ha-.-e t h e  right 2 F t h e r  t~ p u r c h a s e  t h e  
i n t e r e s t  o f  t h e  d e c e d e n t  i n  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p  o r  t o  t e r m i n a t e  
and l i q u i d a t e  P a r t n e r s h i p  b u s i n e s s .  I f  t h e  s u r v i v i n g  
p a r z n e r  e l e c t s  t o  p u r c h a s e  t h e  d e c e d e n t ' s  i n t e r e s t ,  he  
s n a i l  s e r v e  n o t r t e  I n  w r i t i n q  o f  s u c h  e l e c t l o a ,  w i t h i n  30 
d a y s  a f t e r  t h e  d e a t h  of t h e  d e c e d e n t ,  upon t h e  e x e c u t o r  
o f  t h e  deceden t .  I f  t h e  s u r v i v i n g  p a r t n e r  e lects  to p u r c h a s e  
t h e  i n t e r e s t  of t h e  d e c e d e n t  i n  t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p ,  t h e  
p u r c h a s e  p r l c e  s h a l l  b e  e q u a l  t o  o n e - h a l f  ( 1 / 2 )  t h e  v a l u e  
of t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p  a t  t h e  t i m e  o f  t h e  e i e c t i o n -  T h e  s o r -  
v i v l n q  p a r t n e r  and t h e  e s t a t e  o f  t h e  d e c e d e n t  s h a l l  m d t u a l l y  
a g r e e  upon t h e  method of v a l u a t i o n  t o  b e  u s e d  i n  v a l u l n g  t h e  
P z r t n e r s h i p .  I f  &h.e s u r v i v i n g  p a r t n e r  d o e s  n o t  elect t o  
m i c h a s e  t h e  i n t e r e s t  of t h e  d e c e d e n t  i n  t h e  p a r t n e r s h i p ,  
h e  s h a l l  proceed w i t h  r e a s o n a b l e  p r o m p t n e s s  t o  l i q u i d a t e  t h e  
b u s m e s s  of t h e  P a r t n e r s h i p .  The s u r v i v i n q  p a r t n e r  and t h e  
e s t a t e  o f  t h e  d e c e a s e d  p a r t n e r  s h a l l  s h a r e  e q u a l l y  i n  t h e  
p r o f l t s  and l o s s e s  o f  t h e  b u s i n e s s  d u r i n y  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  
l i q u i d a t i o n .  
I N  VITNESS WHEREOF t h e  p a r t i e s  ' have  e x e c u t e d  t h i s  
agreement  t h e  S a t e  and  y e a r  first zbove  w r i t t z n .  
It is utiderstood by a l l  people concerned, t h a t  in t h e  event 
of d m t b  ~f e i the r  of t h e  partners,  Brad K. Buchi o r  Glade L. Parduhn, tha t  
the partnership w i l l  end, and a l l  obl igat ions  t o  the  deceased's m i v o r s  ' 
f inancia l ly  v i l l  be released by peying.off  of t h e  deceased persons mrr~'ivor8. 
Both p r t n e r s  a r e  insured f o r  820,000.00 and all of wh'ich w i l l  go t o  the  
deceased persons wife o r  s u ~ ~ i v o r s .  Whcn.the m i v o r s  receive  t h e i r  
820.000.00. they release the  other partner of my obl igat ion in t h e  business. 
The surviving partner w i l l  nm t he  business and may do with t h e  business -6 
he see ' s  f i t .  I n  the event t h e  business is  in Financia l  t rouble  when e i the r  
partner d i e s ,  the deceased's survivors mus t  make a reasonable e f f o r t  t o  remedy 
the  situation. I n  the event both par tners  a r e  k i l l e d  together,  t h e  surfivors 
of both have an equal i n t e r e s t  in the  business and what ever is done with the 

ITEM "12" 
HANDWRITTEN 1984 AMENDMENT 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 2) 
Things To Do 
-

ITEM "13" 
NORTHERN POLICY NL 00989085 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 3) 
Insured: Brad Buchi 
Owner: Glade Parduhn 
Beneficiary: Glade Parduhn 
Flexible Premium 
Adjustable Life 
Insurance Policy 
Nonparticipating 
Death Benefit Payable at  Death 
Flexible Premiums Payable 
During the Insured's Lifetime 
Adjustable Face Amount 
We will pay the proceeds if we receive due written proof that 
the Insured died while this policy was in force. Payment will 
be made to the Beneficiary named in the application or  later 
named by you. Payment will be subject to the terms of this 
policy. 
We issue this policy in consideration of the attached 
application and payment of the premium as-shown on the 
Policy Data Page.. 
The provisions on the following pages are a p a n  of this policy. 
This policy is issued at Seattle, Washingcon. Right ro Examine and Cancel Policy 
You may cancel this policy by giving 
written notice of cancellation to N0it.h- 
ern Life Insurance Company, P.O. Box 
12530, Seattle, Washington 981 I1 o r  to 
the agent from whom you bought the 
policy and by returning the policy before 
midnight of the twentieth (20th) day after 
the date you receive the policy. The 
cancellation will be effective as of the 
Effective Date.  We will return a!: 
/ payments that you made for this policy 
wi:h.rin ten (iG) days after we receive 
APPROVED % notice of cancellation and the policy. 
I / Thjspolic~ is a legal conrracr ber ween you (the Owner) L. .J Norrhern Li/e Insurance Company. 
Read Your Policy Carefully. 
NORTHERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
S I . - S ~  4 n7 A Stock Company P.O. Box 12530, Seattle, WA 981 1 1  
INDEX PAGE 
Accumulation Value ......................... 7 
Assignment ............................... 1 1  
Beneficiary ............................... 10 
Cash Surrender ............................. 9 
Cash Value 9 
................................. 
Definiti~ns ................................. 5 
Effective Date .............................. 5 
Extended Term Insurance ...................... 9 
Face Amount Change ........................ 7 
Grace Period ............................... 6 
Incontestability ............................ 11 
.................................... Loans 10 
Misstatement of Age or Sex ................... 11 
Monthly Deduction .......................... 8 
Sonforfeiture Options ........................ 9 
Ownership of Policy ......................... 1 1  
Paid-up Insurance ........................... 9 
Partial Withdrawal .......................... 9 
............................ Policy Data Page 3 
Premiums ................................. 6 
Reinstatement .............................. 6 
Settlement Options ......................... I2  
Suicide .................................. I 1  
Termination .............................. I I 
P O L I C Y  D A T A  ' P A G E  
F L E X I B L E  PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE L I F E  
"STATUS 1 AS OF DATE 0 2 - 2 0 - 1 9 8 9  
POLICY INFORMATION: 
P O L i C Y  EFFECTIVE DATE ................ 
.................... P O L I C Y  ISSUE DATE 
I N I T I A L  FACE AMOUNT .................. 
CURRENT FACE AMOUNT .................. 
MINIMUM FACE AMOUNT .................. 
DEATH B E N E F I T  OPTION ................. 
ISSUE AGE AND SEX ..................... 
PREMIUM RATE CLASS ................... 
PREMIUM CLASS RATING FACTOR .......... 
0 2 - 2 0 - 1 9 8 9  
0 2 - 2 1 - 1 9 8 9  
$3OO,OOO 
$3OO,OOO 
$ 2 5 , 0 0 0  
OPTION A ( L E V E L  AMOUNT OPTION) 
3 5  MALE 
PREFERRED 
100% 
PREM I UMS : 
I N I T I A L  PREMIUM ...................... $ 1 8 8 . 3 4  
PLANNED P E R I O D I C  PREMIUM ............. $ 1 8 8 . 3 4  
...................... CONTROL PREMIUM $ 4 , 0 2 2 . 6 4  
............................ FREQUENCY MONTHLY 
.............. MINIMUM MONTHLY PREMIUM $ 1 8 8 . 3 3  
............ NO LAPSE GUARANTEE PERIOD 10 YEARS 
l NTEREST RATES: 
GUARANTEED ANNUAL INTEREST RATE ...... 4 . 5 0 %  
GUARANTEED MONTHLY INTEREST RATE ..... 0 . 3 6 7 4 8 %  
EXCESS INTEREST EXCLUSI.ON AMOUNT ..... NONE 
............ P O L I C Y  LOAN INTEREST RATE 7 . 4 0 %  ( I N  ADVANCE) 
.......... NONFORFEITURE INTEREST RATE 5 . 5 0 %  
PERCENT OF PREMIUM EXPENSE CHARGE .... 8 5 . 0 0 %  FOR PREMIUMS PAID I N  
THE F I R S T  P O L I C Y  YEAR, WHICH DO NOT EXCEED THE 
CONTROL PREMIUM, BUT, AS A MIN!MUM, TH!S RATE 
A P P L I E S  U N T I L  THE EQUIVALENT OF T W L V E  MINIMUM 
MOHTHLY PREMIUMS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED. 5.00% FOR 
A L L  OTHER PREMIUM AMOUNTS. 
MONTHLY POLICY CHARGE ....,............ NONE 
MONTHLY AMOUNT CHARGE ................ NONE 
MONTHLY A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  CHARGE ........ $ 1 . 0 0  YEAR ONE; $ 5 . 0 0  OTHER YEARS 
............ PERCENT OF P A R T I A L  WITHDRAWAL 2 0 %  PER P O L I C Y  YEAR I N  POLICY 
YEARS 2 - 2 0  AND 100% THEREAFTER 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  I S  U S E D  TO SEQUENCE ANY P o t l r Y  CHANGES. FOR EXAMPLE, A STATUS 
OF ' 1 '  INDICATES THE O R I G I N A L  P O L I C Y  DATE, ' 2 '  I S  FOR T 8 E  DATA AFTER 
THE F I R S T  CHANGE, ETC. 
P O L I C Y  NUMBER N L 0 0 9 8 9 0 8 5  
l NSURED BRAD K E V I N  BUCHl 
O R I G I N A L  OWNER GLADE LEON PARDUHN 
P O L I C Y  D A T A  P A G E  
FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE 
*STATUS 1 AS OF DATE 02-20-1989 
MORTALITY TABLE: 1980 COHMISSIONER'S STANDARD ORDINARY MORTALITY TABLE (M), 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY 
CORRIDOR PERCENTAGE TABLE: 
ATTAINED AGE PERCENTAGE OF ACCUMULATION VALUE 
00-40 2 50% 
4 5 2 15% 
50 185% 
5 5 150% 
60 130% 
6 5 120% 
7 0 115% 
75-90 105% 
9 5 100% 
FOR AGES NOT LISTED, THE PROGRESSION OF PERCENTAGES IS L.lNEAR 
BETWEEN LISTED AGES. 
TABLE OF SURRENDER CHARGES: 
FOR POLICY YEARS 1-5, THE SURRENDER CHARGE IS $3,492.00 
THE FOLLOWING TABLE SHOWS SURRENDER CHARGES FOR THE LAST MONTH OF 
EACH OF THE POLICY YEARS 6-20. SURRENDER CHARGES FOR PRECEDING 
MONTHS IN POLICY YE'AR 6-20 ARE PRORATED BY MONTH BETWEEN THE 
AMOUNT SHOWN FOR THE CURRENT POLICY YEAR AND THE AMOUNT FOR THE 
LAST h3NTH OF THE PRECEDING POLlCY YEAR. 
POL l CY SURRENDER 
'YEAR CHARGE # 
POLICY SURRENDER 
YEAR CHARGE # 
# IN LAST MONTH OF POLICY YEAR. 
FOR THlS STATUS, THERE ARE NO SURRENDER CHARGES AFTER THE 2OTH 
POLICY YEAR. 
THlS TABtE APPLIES TO THE INITIAL FACE AMOUNT. A TABLE OF 
ADDITIONAL SURRE ... ' iR  CHARGES WILL BE PROVIDED FOR EACH APPROVEE 
INCREASE IN THE FACE AMOUNT. 
POLICY NUMBER NL00989085 
INSURED BRAD KEVIN BUCHl 
P O L I C Y  D A T A  P A G E  
SCHEDULE OF OPTIONAL BENEFITS 
":STATUS 1 AS OF DATE 02-20-1989 
OPTIONAL BENEFITS ..................,.. NONE 
POLICY NUMBER NL00989085 
INSURED BRAD KEVIN BUCHl 
PAGE 3R 
Table of Monthly Guaranteed Cost of Insurance 
Rates per $1,000 
Atramed Male Female 
A F  Rate Rate 
0 0.2 1922 0.15670 
1 0.08585 .0.07001 
- 
- 
- 
Attained Male Fernaje 
Age Rate Rate 
35 0.18087 0.14169 
36 0.19338 0.15169 
Attained Male Female 
Age Rate Rate 
70 3.45943 1.93374 
7 1 3.80023 2.!3204 
DEFINITIONS 
age - The insured's age on the Effective Date or  a Policy second day of each month is your Monthly Ann~versary Date. 
Anniversary is the age at last birthday. 
S e t  Premium - The Net Premium is credited to the 
Beneficiary - The person named to receive the proceeds Accumuiatl~n Value as described in thls policy's Accumula- 
payable at the Insured's death. The Beneficiary may be more tion Values provision. The Net Premium 1s calculated as 1 
than one person. multiplied by 2 (1x2) ,  where: 
Code - The Internal. Revenue Code of 1954, as amended. !. is the premium paid. 
Current Face Amount - The Current.Face Amount is shown 2. is I .O minus the applicable Percent of Premium Expense 
on the Policy Data Page. You may change the Current Face Charge shown on the Policy Data Page. 
Amount as described in  thls policy. The Current Face 
Amount ~ollowing a change in Face Amount will be shown on Policy Anniversary - The anniversary of the Effectwe Date. 
a new Policy Data Page. Policy Year - Any period of twelve (12) consecutive months 
Death Benefit - This policy provides two Death Benefit starting with the Effective Date  or  with any Policy 
The option chosen is shown on the Policy Data Anniversary. The first Policy Year starts on the Effective 
Page. Date. 
Option A (Level Amount Option) -The Face Amount 
includes the Accumulation Value. In this case, the 
Death Benefit is the greater of: 
I. The Face Amount on the date of death; or  
2. The Accumulation Value on the date of death 
multiplied by a corridor percentage, according to 
the Insured's attained age, as shown on the Policy 
Data Page. 
proceeds - The amount we pay when the Insured dies or  
when this policy is surrendered, provided all the policy terms 
are met. 
At surrender, the proceeds equal the Cash Value minus any 
policy loans. 
At death, the proceeds payable include: 
The Death Benefit then in force. (See Option A and 
Option B definition.) 
Option B (Additional Amount Option) - The Plus any additional amount provided by rider on the life 
Accumulation Value is in addition to the Face Amount. of the Insured; these benefits are also subject to the 
In this case the Death Benefit is the greater of: terms of the rider. 
1.  The Face Amount on the date of death, plus the 
Accumulation Value on the date of death; or  
2. The Accumulation Value on the date of death 
multiplied by a corridor percentage, according to 
the Insured's attained age, as shown on  the Policy 
Data Page. 
Effective Date - The date the first premium is due. The 
Policy "uata Page shows the Effective Date. We measure 
Policy Years, Policy Anniversaries, and premium due dates 
from the Effective Date. 
in force - The terms of this policy are in effect. 
Minus any policy loans and loan interest due. 
Minus any unpaid Monthly Deductions. 
The amount of the proceeds may be changed by us in 
accordance with -these policy provisions: 
1. Nonforfeiture Prwisions 
2. Incontestability 
3. Misstatement of Age or  Sex 
4.. Suicide Exclusion. 
rider - An attachment to the policy which provides 
additional benefits. 
Insured - The persor, whose life is insured under this policy. we, us, our - Northern Life Insurance Company at its Home 
The Policy Data Page shows the Insured. Office in Seattle, Washington. 
Issue Date -The date this policy is prepared. We measure the written, in writing - A written request or notice, signed, 
incontestability and suicide provisions from the Issue Date. dated and received at our  Home Office in a form we accept. 
Cor.:act cs or yoar agent for forms. 
lMonrhIy ~nn ive r sa ry  Date - The day of ' .. month that is 
'he same day of the month as your Effective Date. For you, your - The current Owner of this policy. The Owner 
txample, if your Effective Date is Marc11 'c, 1978, then the may be someone besides the Insured. 
PREMIUMS UESCHEDULED ADDITIONAL PREhIICMS 
The initla1 premium, which is shown on the Policy Data Page, 
1s the amount paid on or before the delivery of this policy. 
There is no insurance until the initial premium is paid. A11 
premiums are payablc in advance of the period to wh~ch they 
apply. 
The amount and frequency of premium payments will affect 
the ~ccumuiation Value and Cash Value and how long the 
insurance will remain in force. 
We may require proof which satisfies us that the Insured is still 
insurable on the same .basis as when we first issued the policy 
if any payment, planned or unscheduled, would increase thc 
difference between the Death Benefit and the Accumulation 
Value during the current Policy Year. 
Even though Planned Periodic Premiums and Unscheduled 
Additional Premiums state otherwise, we reserve the right to 
refuse to accept any premium which wodd  disqualify your 
policy for favorable tax treatment under the Code. If 
premiums paid during any Policy Year exceed the maximum 
permitted under the Code, we will return the excess premiums 
with interest to you within 60 days after the end of the Policy 
Year. However, you have the right to pay the premium 
required to keep this policy in force to  the end of the Policy 
Year. 
Pay premiums by sending them to  the address shown below. 
Upan request, we will send y0u.a receipt signed by one of our 
officers. Please include your policy number. The current 
address for payment is: 
Northern Life Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 12530 
Seattle, Washington 981 l I .  
PLANNED PERIODIC PREMIUMS 
You may pay Planned Periodic Premiums once a year, every 
6 months, or every 3 months. These modes are referred to as 
annual, semi-accus, or  qc?rter!y. If yo:: chaose, we nz i  zlso 
deduct Planned Periodic Premiums from your bank account 
monthly. 
- . 
The amount and frequency of the Planned Periodic 
Premiums you chose are shown on the Policy Data Page. You 
may change the frequency and amount of Planned Periodic 
Premiums by notifying us in writing of the change. 
The amount of any Planned Periodic Premium must be at 
least S25. We reserve the right to  limit the amount of any 
increase. 
Depending o r  the frequency of premium payment and the 
method of payment you have chosen, we will send you 
periodic premium notices. In any case, we will send these 
notices to you at least once a year. 
Premium payments other than the Planned Periodic 
Premiums may be made at any time while this policy is in 
force. We can limit the number and amount of these 
additional 'payments. 
GRACE PERIOD 
If, on any Monthly Anniversary Date. rhe Cash Surrender 
Value is less than the Monthly Deduction for the policy 
month to  follow, we will give you a grace period of 61 days to 
pay a premium that provides enough Cash Surrender Value to 
cover the Monthly Deduction. 
However, under some conditions the grace period will not 
begin even if the. Cash Surrender Value is less than the 
Monthly Deduction for the policy month to  follow. 
During the No.Lapse Guarantee Period shown on the Policy 
Data .Page, the 61 day grace period will not begin if on  cach 
Monthly Anniversary Date during the period, 1 is greater 
than 2, where: 
Is the sum of a11 premiums paid to date minus any policy 
loans and partial withdrawals; and 
Is the sum of the Minimum Monthly Premium for cach 
policy month since the Effective Date. including thc 
month following the Monthly Anniversary Date. Thc 
Minimum Monthly Premium is shown on the Policy 
Data  Page. The Minimum Monthly Premium is 
increased whcn the Face Amount is increased or  when a 
new rider is added or  increased. The new Minimum 
Monthly Premium will be shown on a new Policy Data 
Page. 
During the grace period, we will send you notice of the 
premium required to  keep this policy in force. If the required 
premium is not paid within the grace pcriod. we lapse the 
policy. A lapsed policy is no longer in force and has no Cash 
Surrender Value. We will send you and any assignee of record 
notice of the ttquired premium at ieasr 30 days beiore we 
lapse this policy. 
If the Insured dies during the grace period, we deduct any 
unpaid Monthly Deductions from the proceeds. 
REINSTATEMENT 
Reinstatement means putting a lapsed policy back in force. 
You can reinstate this policy anytime-within 5 years aftcr i t  has 
lapsed as long as you have not surrendered it for its Cash 
Surrender Value. 
To reinstate this policy and any riders: 
1. You must subinit proof which satisfies us that all 
Insureds are still insurable; and 
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2. You must pay a premium large enough to keep the 
policy in force for at least 2 months. 
This policy will be reinstated only as of a Monthly 
Anniversary Date. If you have met conditions 1 and 2 and an 
Insured dies before the Monthly Anniversary Date on which 
the policy would be reinstated, we will pay the Death Benefit 
as of that Monthly Anniversary Date. The Accumulation 
Value on the date of reinstatement will be the amount 
provided by the premium paid to reinstate this policy. 
Subsequent Accumulation Values will be calculated as shown 
in the Accumulations Values provision. 
After reinstatement, the Surrender Charges will be those in 
effect on the date of termination, reduced in the same 
proportion as the Accumulation Value on the date of 
termination to the Surrender Charge on that date. The 
Surrender Charge.will not be less than zero. 
FACE AMOUNT CHANGE 
After the first Policy Year, you may change your Face 
Amount by notifying us in writing. Changes are allowed only 
if this policy continues to  qualify as Life Insurance as defined 
by the Code. Changes listed in 1,2 and 3 below go into effect 
on the Monthly Anniversary Date that follows the date we 
receive your request..If we receive your request on  a Monthly 
Anniversary Date, the change goes into effect on that day. 
The Face Amount in effect at  any time must be at least. equal 
to the Minimum Face .Amount -shown on the Policy Data 
Page. 
Increases in the Face Amount must be at least $5,000. 
, Increases cannot be made after the Policy Anniversary 
following the Insured's 75th birthday. 
Decreases in Face Amount are allowed only if the Cash 
Surrender Value is greater than zero. At least 6 months must 
elapse between decreases. 
Changes are subject to the following: 
1. I i a  decrease in Face Amount is requested, the reduction 
will be applied in the following order: - .  
a. To the most recent increase in Face Amount; 
b. To the next most recent increases in Face 
Amount; then 
c. To the Face Amount on the Effective Date or  the 
Current Face Amount, if smaller. 
2. If the Additional Amount Option 1s in effect, you may 
request in writing to change to the Level Amount 
Option. In this event, the Face Amount of this policy is 
changed so that it equals the Death Benefit in force 
immediately preceding the effective date of the change; 
3. I f  the Level Amount Option 1s in eifecr. xou may request 
in writing to change to the Addit~onal Amount Option. 
This change reduces the Face Amount so that I I  then 
equalsthe Death Benefit minus rhe Accumularlon Value 
Immediately preceding the effective date of the change; 
then 
4. An increase will require written proof the Insured is still 
insurable. An approved increase will go into effect on 
the Monthly Anniversary Date on or next following the 
date of the approval. If an increase 1s approved. 
additional Surrender Charges will be applied to that 
increase. We will send you written notice of the amount 
and duration. The Mi'nimum Monthly Prem~um will be 
increased when the Face Amount is increased. 
ACCUMULATION VALUE AND 
NONFORFEITURE PROVISIONS 
ACCUMULATION VALUES 
The Accumulation Value on  the Effective Date will be the 
initial Net Premium paid on that date minus rhe Monthly 
Deduction for the first policy month. On each subsequent 
Monthly Anniversary Date, the Accumulation Value will be 
calculated as 1 minus 2, plus 3 minus 4 (1 - 2 + 3 - 4), where: 
1. is the AccumuIation Value on the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus one month's intercst. 
2. is any partial withdrawals since the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus interest from the date of 
withdrawal to the Monthly Anniversary Date. 
3.  is the total of all Net Premiums received since the 
preceding Monthly Anniversary Date plus intercst from 
the date received to the Monthly Anniversary Date. 
4. is the Monthly Deduction (as described in the Monthly 
Deduction provision) for the policy month following 
rhe ' ~ o n t h I y  ~nn ive r sa ry  Date. 
On any day other than a Monthly Ann~versary Date, the 
Accumulation Value will be calculated as 1 minus 2 plus 3 (1 
- 2 + 3), where: 
I .  is the Accumulation Value on the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus interesr from the Monthly 
Anniversary Date to  the date of the calculation. 
2. is any partial withdrawals since the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus interest from the date of  
withdrawal to the date of rhe calcular~on. 
3. is the total of all Net Premiums received since the 
preceding Monthly Anniversary Date plus interest from 
the date received 10 the date of the calculation, 
ACCUMULATJON VALUE AND 
NONFOR FEJTURE PRO VISIONS continued 
INTEREST RATE ON ACCUMULATION VALUE 
The Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate  applied In the 
calculation of the Accumulation Value is shown on the Policy 
Data Page. This rate is an effective annual interest rate 
compounded yearly. The Guaranteed Monthly Interest Rate 
is shown on the Policy Data Page. This rate is an effective 
rr?c?nth!y h e r e s t  rate which, compounded monthiy, is 
equivaient to the Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate. 
Interest in excess of the Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate 
may be applied in the caIculation of the Accumulation Value 
in a manner which our Board of Directors determines. More 
than one rate of interest may apply to the Accumulation Value 
at any time. Inrcrest may vary by calendar year, policy year 
and date of premium payment. 
However, interest in excess of the Guaranteed Annual 
Interest Rate will not apply to any p a n  of the Accumulation 
Value that is less than the Excess Interest Exclusion Amount 
which is shown on the Policy Data Page. 
The interest rate applied to any portion of the Accumulation 
Value which represents a loan may be less than the interest 
rate applied to the rest ofthe Accumulation Value, but not less 
than the Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate. 
MONTHLY DEDUCTION 
"Monthly Deductiori", as used in this policy, refers to a charge 
which is made against the Accumulation Value. I t  does not 
refer to your premium payment. 
The Monthly Deduction for a policy month will be calculated 
as 1, plus 2, plus 3, plus 4 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4), where: 
I .  is the cost of insurance (as described below) and the cost 
of any rider benefits for the policy month. 
2. is the Monthly Policy Charge shown on  the Policy Data 
Page. 
3. is the Monthly Amount Charge (shown on  the Policy 
Data Page) multiplied by the Face Amount divided by 
%I,000. This chargc applies to the Initial Face Amount 
and to any increases in the Face Amount during the 
Term shown on the Policy Data  Page. The Term applies 
to the Initial Face Amount from the Effective Date of 
the policy and to any increases in the Face Amount 
from the effective date of that increase. This charge is 
not made if the increase in Face Amount is due solely to 
a change of Death Benefit from the Additional Amount 
Option to  the Level Amount Option. This charge 
applies to  the Face Amount of the Additional Insured 
Rider in the same way that it applies to this policy's Face 
Amount. 
4. is the Monthly Administrative Charge shown on the 
Policy Data Page. This cha- ,? applies in all Policy 
Years. 
COST OF INSURANCE 
We determine the cost of Insurance on  a monthly basis. The 
cost of insurance is determmed separately for the Initial Face 
Amount an'd any increases made later. If the Level Amount 
Option is in use and there have been increases In the Face 
Amount, then the Accumulation Value will first be considered 
to be a part of the Initial Face Amount. If the Accurnuiarion 
Value on the Monthly Anniversary Date exceeds the Initial 
Face Amount. i t  will be considered to be a pan of  any 
increases in Face Amount in the order of these increases. The 
cost.of insurance is calculated as 1, multiplied by the result of 
2 minus 3 minus 4 [I (2 - 3 - 4)] where: 
1. is the cost of insurance rates as descrilied in the Cost of 
. Insurance Rates provision increased by the Extra Cost 
of Insurance Rate shown on the PoIicy Data Page; 
2. is the Death Benefit at  the beginning of the. policy 
month, divided by I plus the Guaranteed Monthly 
Interest Rate; 
3. is the Accumulation Value at  the end of the preceding 
policy month; and 
4. is any Net Premium received o n  the Monthly 
Anniversary Date minus any partial withdrawals on the 
Monthly Anniversary Date. 
COST OF INSURANCE RATES 
The monthly cost of insurance rate for this policy is based on 
the insured's sex, attained age, and premium rate class as 
shown on the Policy Data Page. If your Death Benefit is a 
percentage of the Accumulation Value as described under the 
definition of "Death Benefit" in Level Amount Option, Item 
2, o r  Additional Amount Option, Item 2, the premium rate 
class with the most recent effective date will apply. Attained 
age means age last birthday on the prior Policy Anniversary. 
We will determine monthly cost of insurance rates based upon 
expectations as to future cost factors. -4ny change in cos: of 
insurance rates will apply to all in the same insurance class 
whcse policies have been in force for the same period of time. 
Except for the Face Amounts in a Special Premium Class, 
the cost of insurance rates can never be greater than those 
shown in the Table of Monthly Guaranteed Cost of 
Insurance Rates. For  Face Amounts in a Special Premium 
Class, the guaranteed cost of insurance rates arc calculated 
by multiplying the rates shown in the Table of Monthly 
Guaranteed Cost of Insurance Rates by the Premium Class 
Rating Factor shown on .the Policy Data Page. 
BASIS OF COlMPUTATIONS 
Minimum cash values are based oq the Commissioners 
Standard  Ordinary Mortality ( C 5 3 )  Table and the 
ACCUMULATfON VALUE AND 
NOn'FORElTURE PROVISIONS continued 
Nonforfe~ture Interest Rate as shown on the Policy Data 
Page. Where required, a detailed statement of the method of 
computation of cash values under thls policy has been filed 
with the insurancedepartment of the state in which this policy 
was delivered. Cash values under this policy are not less than 
the minimums required by the state in which thls policy was 
delivered. 
NONFORFEITURE PROVISIONS 
COXTINUATION O F  INSURANCE 
(EXTENDED INSURANCE) 
In the event Planned Periodic Premiums are not continued, 
insurance coverage under this policy and any benefits 
provided by rider will be continued until the Cash Surrender 
Value ts not large enough to cover the Monthly Deduction: In 
this event, the policy will continue in force until the end of the 
grace period. (See the Grace Period provision.) The Face 
Amount and Death Benefit Option during the continuation 
of insurance will be the same as when Planned Periodic 
Premiums were last being paid unless you make later changes 
in the Face Amount. 
PAID-UP OPTION 
At any time before the Policy Anniversary following the 
Insured's 95th birthday, you may use the Cash Surrender 
Value to purchase single premium paid-up life insurance. The 
amount by which this insurance exceeds its Cash Surrender 
Value cannot be greater than the amount by which this 
policy's Death. Benefit exceeds this policy's Accumulation 
Value. On the Policy Anniversary following the Insured's 95th 
birthday, the Cash Surrender Value will automatically be used 
to purchase single premium paid-up life insurance. We base 
the single premium for paid-up insurance on the Insured's sex, 
age. and premium classes at the time this option .is exercised 
and the single premium life insurance .rates in effect a t  that 
time. These rates may not exceed the net single premium rates 
bzsed on the C~mmissioneis S:~iidiiid Ordinary Mortality 
(CSO) Table, and the Nonforfeiture Interest Rate, both of 
which are shown on the Policy Data Page. 
CASH VALUE, CASH 
SURRENDER VALUE, AND 
PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL BENEFITS 
CASH VALUE 
The Cash Value of this policy is the Accumula~ion Value 
mlnus any Surrender Charge. The Cash Value is never less 
than zero. 
SURRENDER CHARGE 
The Surrender Charge is a charge against the Accumulation 
Value. The amounr and d u r a t ~ o n  of the Surrender Charges 
are shown on the Table of Surrender Charges on the Policl; 
Data Page. 
Additional 'Surrender Charges will apply to any approved 
increase in the Face Amount and increases to this policy 
resulting from the Insured's Cost of Livrng Rider, if attached 
to thls policy. We will send you wrltten notlce of the amount 
and duration. This charge is not.made if the increase in Face 
Amount is due solely to a change of Death Benefit from the 
Additional Amount Option to the Level Amount Option. 
If Surrender Charges are shown on an annual basis, they 
grade uniformly by policy month between the. consecutive 
years shown. 
Any decrease in Face Amount will not reduce the original or  
any additional Surrender Charges. 
CASH SURRENDER VALUE 
You may surrender this policy for its Cash Surrender Value by 
sending us written notice. The Cash Surrender Value is equal 
to  the Cash Value minus any policy loans. 
The Cash Value within 30 days of a Policy Anniversary may 
not be less than the Cash Value on such anniversary, minus 
any subsequent partial withdrawals. 
PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL 
After the first Policy Year, you may withdraw part of your 
policy for cash by sending us written notice. The amount of 
any partiaI.withdrawa1 must be at  least the minimum partial 
withdrawal we then require. The maximum partial 
withdrawal equals the Cash Value times the Percent of Par t~al  
Withdrawal shown on the Policy Data Page but not to exceed 
the full Cash Surrender Value. Only one partial withdrawal is 
allowed in any Policy Year. The Accumulation Value is 
reduced by the amount of the partial withdrawal. 
If the Leve! Azo-n t  0p:Ton is :in use, :he Fzcc Amount wili be 
reduced by the amount of the partial withdrawal requested. 
The Face Amount after withdrawal may not be less than the 
Minimum Face Amount shown on the Policy Data Page. We 
have the right to defer payment for up to 6 months after we 
receive notice. 
The reductions in Face Amount due to any panial withdrawal 
will be applied in the following order: 
1. To the most recent increase in Face Amount: 
2. To the next most recent increases in Face Amoi .+ then 
3. To the Initial Face Amount or the Cu~j.rn; Face 
Amount, if smaller. 
POLICY LOANS 1. This policy is in force. 
CASH LOANS 2. The Insured is alive. 
After the first Policy Year. if  t h ~ s  policy has a loan value, you 
may use it as security to take out a loan from us. We will not 
lend you more than the loan value. We will deduct any unpaid 
policy loans before paying the proceeds. 
The loan value is the result of 1 minus 2 minus 3 f 1 - 2 - 31 
where: 
1. is the Cash Value; 
2. is any unpaid policy loans; and 
3. is the loan interest to the end of the then current Policy 
Year. 
If the policy loan exceeds the Cash Value, the policy will lapse. 
LOAN INTEREST 
We charge interest a t  the Policy Loan interest Rate shown on 
the Policy Data Page. 
On the date of the loan, interest is due in advance until the 
next Policy Anniversary. After that, interest for each full year 
is due in advance. Unpaid interest becomes a part of the 
existing loan, and we charge interest on it. 
3. We have the written consent of any and all irrevocable 
beneficiaries. 
A change of beneficiary should be sent to  our Home Office in 
Seattle, Washington. 
The change will take effect on the date you signed.the request. 
But, i t  will not affect any payment or action we make before 
we receive and record your request. 
PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS 
In settling this policy, we deduct all unpaid policy loans. Then 
we pay the proceeds in this way when the insured dies, unless 
we have agreed otherwise: 
I .  We first pay any collateral assignees. 
2. Then we pay the beneficiaries last named in wnting. We 
pay them in equal shares, unless you have requested 
otherwise. 
3. If there are no beneficiaries, we pay you. 
4. If you have died, we pay your estate or assigns. 
. 
If a beneficiary dies before receiving the proceeds and: 
REPAYMENT 
1. at the same time as the Insured; or 
You may repay all o r  part of any policy loan during the 
Insured's lifetime. If not repaid during the Insured's lifetime, 
we deduct the policy loan from the proceeds. 
When you make a payment on a policy loan, you must tell us 
that you are making a loan payment. 
When there is an outstanding policy loan, we-reserve the right 
to consider the s u m  of any payments, planned o r  
unschedulcd, we receive as policy loan repayments and not as 
premium payments. 
BENEFICIARY AND 
PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS 
BENEFICIARY 
The beneficiary is named in the application. You may name, 
add, or change beneficiaries by written request. 
You may name a beneficiary whom you cannot later change 
without his consent. 17'- 's ED. irrevoczb!e beneficiary. 
You may change bene5ar ies  by written request if all of these 
are true: 
2. within 15.days after the Insured's death; 
we will pay the proceeds as if the Beneficiary died before the 
Insured. 
We pay all proceeds from this policy at our Home Office in 
Seattle, Washington. We may require that you send. us this 
policy. 
The proceeds held or  paid under this policy are exempt from 
creditors to the extent allowed by law. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
ENTIRE CONTRACT 
The entire contract is: 
I. this policy; and 
2. all applications, riders and amendments attached at the 
time of issue; and 
3. all later applicat:,.x, riders and amendments we may 
attach or send you ro attach. 
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Unless fraudulent, all srarements made by or on behalf of 
anyone covered by t h ~ s  policy are representations and not 
warranties. Only statements found in an  attached applicat~on 
may be used to cancel this policy or  as our defense ii we rcfosc 
t o  pay a claim. 
Only our Pres~dent or  Secretary can change this policy on our 
behalf. No agent or other person can change-this policy. Any 
change must be in writing. 
OWNERSHIP OF POLICY 
The original owner is shown on the Policy Data Page. During 
the Insured's liferime, you have the rights and dutles outlined 
in this policy. But, we need the consent of any and all 
irrevocable beneficiarres and existing collateral assignees to 
grant many of them. 
You may change the ownership of this policy. This transfers 
all your rights and duties as Owner to a new Owner. The new 
Owner may then make any change the policy allows. The 
Owner's rights end at the Insured's death. 
You may also name a contingent Owner who will own this 
policy if you die before the Insured. If there is no  contingent 
Owner and you die before the Insured, your estate or assigns 
will be the Owner. 
Change of ownership must be sent to  ou r  Home Office in 
Seattle, Washington. The change must be in writing. I t  will 
take effect on the date you signed the request. But, it will not 
affect any payment or action we make before we receive and 
record your request. 
ASS1 GNMENT 
You may assign t h ~ s  policy as collateral. This limits your rights 
to obtain the Cash Value. It also limits the Beneficiary's right 
to  the proceeds. An assignment does not change the Owner. 
When we pay the proceeds, we need only rely on what the 
assignee states is the debt due as collateral. 
To assigr. this policy as collateral, we need these:. 
I .  a dated, written notice; and 
2. the written consent of any and all irrevocable 
beneficiaries. 
We are not responsible if an assignment is not valid. 
An assignment applies only if we receive it. It will take effect 
on  the date signed. But, it does nnt ?ffect m y  pzyzent or  
action we make before we recelve and record your request. 
This policy has a 2 year contestable period running from 
the Issue Dare shown on the Policy Dara Page. After this 
policy has been In force during the Insured's lifet~me for 2 
years from the Issue Date. we cannot c l a ~ m  your policy IS void 
or refuse to,pay any proceeds w ~ t h  respect to the Initial Face 
Amount unless the policy has lapsed. 
If you make a Face Amount Increase or premium paymen.t 
that requires proof o i  insurability. the corresponding Death 
Benefit increase has its own 2 year contestable period running 
from the effective date of the increase in Death Benefit. 
If the policy has lapsed and has been reinstated. the 
reinstatement has its own two (2) year contestable per~od 
running from the date of the latest reinstatement applicat~on. 
This applies to statements made in the reinstatement 
application. 
This incontestability provision does not apply to any 
disability benefits under the policy. 
MISSTATEMENT O F  AGE OR SEX 
If the Insured's age or  sex IS misstated. the Death Benefit will 
be the amount that the most recent cost of insurance would 
purchase using the current cost of insurance rates for the 
correct age and- sex. 
SUICIDE EXCLUSION 
If the Insured commits suicide, while sane o r  insane, within 2 
years of the Issue Date, we only refund all premiums already 
paid on this policy and any attached riders, minus any policy 
loans, and minus partial withdrawals. 
Also, if the Insured commits suicide, while sane or insane, 
within 2 years of the effective date of an  increase in Face 
Amount or  premium payment that requires proof of 
insurability. for the proceeds associated with that increase, we 
only refund the cost of insurance for that increase. 
TERMINATION 
This policy ends when any of the following occur: 
I. The end of the grace period if the required premium is 
not paid. 
2. The Insured dies. 
3. You ask, in writing to surrender this policy for its full 
Cash Surrender Value. 
4. The policy anniversary following the !xured's 95th 
birthday. 
5. If policy loans exceed the Cas!! Value. 
If we make a Monthly Deduction from the ~ccumulat ion 
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GENERAL PRO VISIONS continued 
Value after terminating this policy, the deduction is not 
considered a reinstatement of the policy or  a waiver of the 
terminations. That deduction will be credited to the 
~ccumulation Value as of the date of the deduction. 
ANNUAL REPORT 
Each year we will send you free of charge an annual report 
showing your cash value and accumulation value as of the 
date of the report, the premiums paid, interest credited, and 
the loans and charges since the last report. We will send you 
additional reports for a fee upon request. 
PROJECTIOK REPORT 
If you ask, we will provide a report which shows projected 
future results. The report will be based on the following 
assumptions: 
1. The Death Benefit Option you specify; 
2. Planned Periodic Premiums you specify; 
3. Accumulation Value a t  the end of the prior Policy Year; 
and 
4. Any other necessary assumptions specified by you or  us. 
We will charge a fee for each report. 
DEFERMENT 
We may defer granting a loan or paying any cash surrender or  
partial withdrawals for the period law permits, but not 
beyond 6 months. We cannot defer granting a loan solely to 
pay premiums on one of your policies with us. If we defer 
paying the cash surrender or partial withdrawal for 30 days or 
-more, we pay interest at 3'/10/o a year from the surrender or  
withdrawal date to the payment date. 
We reserve the right to amend this policy in order to  include 
any future changes relating to this policy's remaining qualified 
for treatment as a Life Insurance policy under the foll~wing: 
2. Internal Revenue Service rulings and regulations. 
3. Any requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue 
Service. 
We wi.. . a i d  you a copy of any amendments promptly. 
We are not liable for any tax or tax penalty you owe resulting 
from failure to comply with the requ:remenrs of the Code. 
Regulations and Rulings imposed on this policy. 
This poiicy does not share In our profits or  surplus. Xo 
dividends are paid under this policy. 
SETTLEMENT 
OPTIONS 
CHOICE OF OPTION 
Settlement options are ways of paying all or  part of the 
proceeds of this policy other than in one sum. 
You may choose or change an option by writing to us at any 
time before the Insured dies o r  before the policy matures or is 
surrendered. If no option hasbeen chosen before the Insured 
dies, the Beneficiary may choose one. But, the Beneficiary 
cannot choose an. option if we have already paid him the 
proceeds. 
An option cannot be chosen if any of these are true: 
1. The proceeds are payable to  an assignee. 
2. The proceeds are not payable to a natural person who 
takes them in his own right. 
3. The total amount is less than $1,000. 
4. Each payment underthe option would be less than S20. 
PAYEE 
A payee is a person -to whom we pay part or all of the 
proceeds. 
The Beneficiary is the payee for any proceeds payable at the 
death of the Insured.. 
You or the Insured may be the payee if: 
1. Option 1, 3, or  4 is chosen; and 
2. the option is chosen to  apply at maturity or surrender of 
this policy. 
The Insured will be the payee if: 
1.  Option 2 or 5 is chosen; and 
2. th ;,,tion is chosen to  apply at maturity or surrender of 
this policy. 
The payee receiving payments may name or change a 
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contingent payee. A contingent payee is the person who will 
be paid any final amount otherwise due the payee's estate. 
If: 
I .  the payee dies; and 
2. there 1s no contingent payee; 
we will make payment to the payee's estate or  assigns. 
Payment will be in a lump sum. 
The amount paid will be as follows: 
I .  Options 1 or 2 - the present value of the unpaid 
guaranteed installments, based on two and one-half 
percent (2'11%) yearly interest; 
2. Options 3 or 4 - the unpaid balance. 
SUPPLEMENTARY CONTRACT 
When an option becomes effective, this policy must be 
surrendered to us. .We will give the payee a Supplementary 
Contract that describes the option. The Supplementary 
Contract will be effective: 
I .  on the date the Insured dies; o r  
2. on the date the proceeds of the policy otherwise become 
due. 
The effective date of the Supplementary Contract is the date 
the first payment is due to the payee under Option 1,2, o r  4. 
For Option 3, the due date of the first payment depends on 
how often interest will be paid. The due date for payment 
under Option 3 will be one, three, six or  twelve months after 
the effectwe date of the Supplementary Contract. 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 
If you choose an option for the Beneficiary, the Beneficiary 
cannot do any of these uniess you consent In writing during 
the Insured's lifetime and we approve: 
1. assign or transfer any interest in payments due under the 
option; 
2. change the option or  the terms of the option. 
If money is left with us under an  option, it will be part of our 
general funds. We have n o  duty to keep the money separate or  
invest it separately. 
INTEREST 
We guarantee yearly interest of two and one-half percent 
(2)4%) under all optlons. Thls amount has been included In 
the installments shown in the tables. We may decide to 
pay more than two and one-half percent (2%5)yearl!. interest 
on Options 1 through 4. If we do, we will apply the excess 
inrerest to the money on deposit with us under the option. We 
may guarantee more than two and one-half percent (,!A%) 
yearly i n t e r h  under Option 5 .  Contact us for details. 
OPTION 1. INSTALLMEKTS FOR A FIXED 
PERIOD 
We will pay the proceeds In equal installments for a certain 
number of years. The length of time can be from one ( I )  to 
thirty (30) years. .Installments may be paid monthly. 
quarterly, semi-annually or yearly. The Option 1 Table shows 
the amount of each installment. 
OPTION 2. INSTALLMENTS FOR LIFE WITH A 
GUARANTEED PERIOD 
We will pay the proceeds in equal installments for either ten 
(10) or  twenty (20) years, plus as long after that as the payee 
lives. The amount of each installment depends on: 
1. the period of time chosen; and 
2. the payee's sex; and 
3. the payee's age on his birthday following the duedate of 
the first payment. 
The Option 2 Table shows the amount of each installment. 
We require satisfactory proof of the payee's age before we pay 
under Option 2. 
OPTION 3. INTEREST INCOME 
The proceeds are kft  with us during the payee7s lifetime. They 
bear yearly interest of at least two and one-half percent 
(2'/1%). Interest will be paid at the end of each interest period. 
Tf;t in:eies: period mzy St ---*L-' ,A .~ , , , , ,A~ ,  quarierly, seiiii- 
annually, or yearly. The least amount of interest for every 
$1,000 of proceeds left with us and not withdrawn is: 
1. yearly 525.00 
2. semi-annually S 12.42 
3. quarterly S 6.19 
4. monthly S 2.06 
The payee can wrthd:.i:ll any part of the proceeds at any time. 
But, the amount of any withdrawal cannot be less than 5/00. 
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OPTION 4. INSTALLMENTS OF A FIXED 
AMOUNT 
We will pay the proceeds, plus interest, in equal installments 
until they are used up. Yearly interest on the unpaid portion 
will be at least two and one-half percent (254%). The 
installments may be monthly, quarterly, semi-annually o r  
yearly. The total amount payable each year cannot be less 
than five percent (5%) of the initial amount of proceeds left 
with us. 
OPTION 5. OTHER ANNUITY FORMS 
We will pay the proceeds under any other annuity form which 
we may offer when the proceeds become due. The amount of 
each annuity installment from the policy proceeds will be 
104% of the installment the policy proceeds would otherwise 
buy based on our rates and rules in effect on  that date. 
Contact us for details. 
OPTION 1 TABLE 
YEARLY AND MONTHLY.INSTALLMENTS FOR EACH $1,000 OF PROCEEDS 
No. of 
Ycan 
Payable 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
AMOUNT O F  
INSTALLMENTS 
Yearly Monthly 
No. of 
Years 
Payable 
I1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I8 
19 
20 * 
AMOUNT O F  
INSTALLMENTS 
Yearly Monthly 
No. of 
Years 
Payable 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
AMOUNT O F  
INSTALLMENTS 
Yearly Monthly 
The amount of semi-annual and quarterly installments per $1,000 of proceeds may be figured by multiplying the 
amount of the yearly instaliments shown above by -5031 and 2523, respectively. 
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AGE O F  PAYEE 
Malc 
7 and 
under 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
23 
29 
30 
Fcrnalc 
12 and 
under 
I3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
3 5 
OPTIOS 2 TABLE 
MONTHLY IKCOME FOR EACH S1,000 O F  PROCEEDS 
GUARAXTEED 
PERIOD 
Ih: YEARS A G E  OF PAYEE 
M alc 
3 1 
32 
3 3 
34 
35 
36 
3 7 
3 8 
39 
40 
4 1 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
4 9 
50 
5 1 
52 
53 
54 
5 5 
GUARAXTEED 
PERIOD 
IN YEARS AGE OF PAYEE 
Female 
6 1 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
58 
69 
70 
7 1 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
8 1 
82 
83 
84 
85 
GUARAXTEED 
PERIOD 
iS YEARS 
In lieu of such monthly installments, annual, semi-annual or  quarterly installments may be selected. They shall be 
respectivety twelve, six and three times the monthly installments shown. The first installment is then payable five and one- 
half months, two and one-half months and one month, respectively, later than the date on which the first monthly 
installment would have been paid. 
Pogr IS 
CONSUMER DISCLOSURE FORM DIRECTOR PLUS UNIVERSAL LIFE 
FiEAD THIS FORM CAREFULLY iT CCNTAINS !NtPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE POLICY YOU AilE 
GUYING. THE COMPANY WILL NOT ACCEPT AIL' APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE WITHOUT THIS FORM. 
This policy has a iront end toad. Thls means :hat a charge is aeduc:ed from :::e premium you pay us. A greater charge is 
deducted from t9e premium for the firs! year's coverage ?>an !cr aher yeaa. We credit in!erest only on the arnount 
iemainmg after the charge is deducted. 
- 
I he ~ i i q  prov~des that :.iierssi is ~i~Gii ;d  ic the A ~ ~ ~ i i i l u ; ~ ; ; ~ i t  ';'a;"; ;fia manner sei by Gii 8oard 0: 3iisctoi; I: YGLL 
use thts policy as security for a loan frcm us. we will coniinue to credit interest to She Accumulatior: Value. However, the 
interest credited tc the portion represenred by the loan will be less than credited to the rest of the Accumulaiion Value. 
since we earn more lnterest on the unloaned amount. lnteresi is credited from the time the Company receives the 
f"rn!rtrn 2! i ? ~  C(J.TP C.f l r . 0  . 
- 
You will recei../fi 2 L?rr??gter illustration of the >?lit; performance on both a guaranleeo and nongu2:?~!s3 !prcject%d) 
Dasls. The nsngtiarantsea cacr;;~iions inawe amo.;is or '.~cI~:irGnd merest" oeslg;lea to rewaro long term 
- -.--. * -.Ae-- . I ( -  2- --A -..----r-- A- ---a2 -_la:.:---, :-A ----I I' - 2-1:..---. :-r ---- r :- ---2A-2 2 ... :Is L - ----':*--I --, ...- 
~ ~ I L ~ I I W I ~ C I ~ .  v v c  uv I lui yuat at I[- LU b~ CNI~ auuIuwt (at 81 11~1~51. II auV1~Iu( IPI 11 I I C I G ~ L  13 LIGUIIGU. II  W I I I  UC LI CuIIcU UI 18y 1u 
policies wnich have be% rn force at leas1 ten years. Additional interest may also be credited at the end of the 15th and 
20th policy years. The computer illustration will explain this in more detail. 
-. . 
! n!s pn!icy pem1I1.z you tc start n? S!OJ? premium payments. wiihin cemin limitalions. If  a premium is requi!td and is not 
paid. insurance coverage will lapse. 
If any oolicy on the pro~osed insured's life is assigned to us, we will apply its values. if any. to the Accumulation Value 
under tne policy applied for. Any such premiums and the new values basea on them will be shown in a new Policy Data 
?z$e sen: 5 you zn tke firs! Poky P.nniversary if c.3 policy IS \r: !orce on that date. 
vQ!JR POLICY CONTAINS A 2E-DAY INSPECTION PERIOD so that you will have a cnance to review all its provisions 
If you do not wish to keep the poiicy, ye9 may return i? !e us cr ycur agent :vi!hin 20 days and receive a full refund of any 
premium paid. If any poiicy on the proposed insured's life !s essiped to us. we will asslgn any such policy on the 
insured's life back to our assignor. send such assignment to the app!icable inscrer. and pay our assicpoi any cash we 
receivea from tne ?oky  (It may not be possible to reinstate dividenos. premium deposit accounts. etc.) 
I understand that neither Northern Life nor my agent can provide tax advice. and that I must consult my own tax adviser 
regarding the tax treatment of thls insurance policy. I unaerstand that the tax status of this policy should be reviewed 
ysarly. 
By stgning this form. 1 request that Northern Life preoare for me an illcs!ration of policy benefits based on = 
. - F/ Date 
N O R T H E R N  LIFE 
i N S U R A N C E  CO. 
- >O .OX a , - ~ r  u r* 
LEASE BE ADVISED, ON ! - 1 - cc 1
'NORTHERN LIF5 
IRSURANCE C 3 .  
APPLICATION 
P.0  OX 12530. Seanle. WA 981 I 1 0989085 
PACE 1 
5.k. Ccrle 
f d. 0 Vhve! af Frtmrm or Warver of Monrnfy Declucilon 
f e. 5 kccoenr;! C:2z;:. ?eneft:: A x w n l  5 
2. social  ~ e c u r i t y   NO.^ L-x L f - 3  3 -2- 3 1. Li F j m q  516% Un::: - 3 Chrioren il;oer: Un~rs 
3. M a h f  Status Stngle married O Wtdowed G Seoaiareg 0 Otvorced g. fl Addtrronal litsure: Rlder 
4. Sex B-Male Female 5. Birthplace [Srare) ( J J ~  on Amounr S 
7. Age Ac-. Beneitaanes. (ri nde! on olner than pnnary lnsuredf 6. Date of Birth {N.a:D-Yi.i 'f /4/) 7 
8. Height  Ft. In. 3 Weight: t b s F f  0 
U Ly/Afl /a Address 
Occupat~on 111 nde; on orher than pnmary rnsuredl 
israre1 (/&.-?A (Zip] q+( L/ h. 0 Other 
~ - 4 7 ~ -  r ;aJ -p / -  16. C l u s  o f  R isk j lpp l ied  r: (Standard nless orhenvise shown here.) 1 Oa. Occupation  
3- l a LJ,; .c a -3 ,& 6 b. Dzscnbe Gultes 9 c. How long tn Orcupar~on? - 17a. Premium Payment Mode: Annual 0 Semi C ~ u a n &  D ABC &Z Sal Sav D Crher 7 1 a. Annual Income from Occupation S b. tintveaal Plans Jnlf: Srtpurareo Modaf Premium? 5 g- 3 jn: 3 3 n z  i! ES :5 luvcn:!~ q p . )  
c- Bill~no Address IStreerl 4 n/ Er . --,P~ . 
;i :;i ;:zi k i X 3 5 ~ j  iki X:f-Zi$i'j?< fZiiXt5; >. 
Auromarn Premam'loan. if available? P e s  0 No 
c. Benefir Oprton (Unrvenal Plans Only) P)A Level 0 B lncreasrng 
d. 00 you plan to suspend premlum payments when qualified? 
IJ Yes j W o  ON/A If yes. ar stan of wn~ch year? 
18. Life lasuranct or Annuities in Fons  I f f  None So S!alrl 
I 
4 lChec~ .! b e l x  replaced.1 Ynrr Life Amt AD6 Amt. 
19. Rcp iacemt~ t  IChxk ~ a c h  pollcy above lo be replaced and irrach requmd 
replacemen1 forms.] 
h. Have any lrfe tnsurance or annurry pollcres on the life of rhe Proposed lnsured 
lapsed wilhtn rhe ias: 12 monrns? 0 Yes W o  
20. For Juvenile Insurance [ages 0 rhru 1 4 )  lcomolere Ownenh~p recrlon also) 
a. Amount of tnsurance tn ione on.rlie oi iarner? 
m o m ?  (If none on efrner. grve pamculan.) 
b. Numbti of siblings? 
c. Amount of insarance m fone on each brorher or sater? 
21. Family Yemben  111 family rider. chiiden rider or purchaser benefit apolied for) 
Proposed for Izsuranx Relaitonship ro Brnholace Dare of B ~ n h  Age Hetgnl Welghl 
Proposed insured (Sra~e) Mo.-Cay-Yr. 
a. Spouse's ioner names Gera:is to "Yes" Answers. 
b. Are mere any children under age 18 on whom coverage IS nor betng requesl~d? 0 Yes a No 
c. A n  i t e r e  any ch:!aren ;frown above w:c do nor live WI:~ lire applicanr? 0 Yes 2 N c  7 C 3 
22. Foreign Trrre!, Ariation and Militar). 
a. Do pu tnrens to travel DU!S~? in& U.S. or Canada unrnlr: me ncx! rws Mia ucepr isr-a;alron tnpj7 
b. 09 you rareno ro !ly orner rban as  2 oasseng:: or have you !!own oihe: ihan 2s i pzss%icn: 
d g n q  the pas1 Wo years7 1: ''Yes". r o m o i w  Avtarion Oces~ionnam 
c. Ar; yoil a meat?:. 01 do you b'N?no i3  Xi3132 i intmi~?;. ii! ;h2 a r m 3  ~ o P ~ ? s .  ;;)cl'jjin$ : f j e i ~ ? $ i  
23. Avocation a n d  S p o r t t  DO yoo panlctpate in retreattonal acaviers rnvomc:  
a. Aeronautics (including hang-g!iding. u ~ r r a h g n ~  soanng. sky d t v q .  oailoonrngj? 
b. Co;npeeove m n g  of powered vehdes  (rncludmg motorcycles. auromob~ies and boars)? 
c. Re:reatlonai venrties over ooen rerrain. rrails. sand. snow or i te  lincluding snownobi!es. din 
brkes and dune buggtes)? 
d. Any of rhe tollovnng - skin or scuba dtvtng. mountain clrmbing. rodeos. compeoeve skirsg? 
24. O t h e r  In su rance  
a. Have you nad a r e p s 1  fcr 11fe or neakk insurance decsned posrpcned. rared or resrnxed 
m any way' 
b, Is any appllcartor: for life insurance pend~ng w t h  any other conpany7 Swe name of comoany 
ZE. Jriving Record  Dnver s Lkense No. S I ~ I P  .A 
Wirnm rhe pas1 3 years have pu been cmwcred of  or pleaoed g d : y  1% 
2. Tt.zx -,r x r ;  acny ;xihit;; an:!;; ;:ndxt;l 
h. i h ~ r c t ,  uri& I;IC I I I ~ C I I L ~ :  c; O ~ L U ~ I O I  andlor dmus? 
26. Have  You Ercr: 
a. Had ; family member mrh dia~eiks. hean or crrcularory disease or cancer? 
b. H a i  a weight ctiange over 10 If;; In h e  pas! year? If 'Yes". pounds ~ a i n e d  or losr and reason? 
c. Recetved ma1rr:;nts or jo~ned an organmuon for alronolwn or d n y  addicrro:1: 
d On a reptar b a s s  used artti&n!:ti>a. X s u r a t e s .  cocaine. coder,;;. taliucmooens. heroin. 
iSB. marijuan~. sedarwes. rracquiimn or nab i~  i o m n g  drugs except a s  prescribec oy a pihysic~an? 
c. Been conncred of  a ielony m the pas1 10 yean? 
27. Describe any arhlenc program(s1 yorr engage in 
How ofren? 
28. 'Wbtt is your alcohol consumption? 
[Dnnk = one 12 m. beer. one 5 O.Z. ,glass o! vine or 1 o t  of hard s p ~ n t s )  
Proposed Additlonal Insured fdnnks per week1 
O None 0 1-5 0 6-i: 0 15.30 3 More 
29. Smolring S t a t e m s n t  
I do nt l  now s;ns:e c:ga:enes. ! ! w e  n?! SC~!& 3ny c:garet!es for ar 
l ean  m e  pzst twelve months. I do nor use robacco m any orner f o m  except: 
" A- 
- . - - . - . .. 
.-, "!-.?_ -?.-: - - _  r . - - .. 
l ~ i o n  o n i t  ii tnis s ra lerncnr  aooiics.! 
P ,  s e d  P r o p o s e d  Remarks  & de ta i l s  - 
l e d  Additlonal i n s u r e d  to "yes" a n s w e r s  
Yes  No Yes No 
30. S p e c i a l  In s t ruc t ions  
3:. Ownership S e c t i o a  
a. Dwneis Name M7d 
b. Socral Secunry or Tax No. 
-y& - LU - 3 f 9 Y 
c. Relar lons~~p 10 Proposed Insured 
d. What amount o i  Insurance in quesrlon i 8  of fis. apoiica~ro; o: pendmg 
w:h xhe: c c m w c s  is s@!e !o Owner a s  Beneficiary? 
Company Amount 
c 
of insurance in force and pendmg on Owneis life? 
6 00, o 
\ 
li juveniie app:Icxton and p a r 6  is . ::a and benefioary p h z  
PAGE 3 - Plea;? ct:cle a m o :  t tec and owe detatls tncl.~dtng 03~;31 '~ name 
an: adirsjs. dale. ~0rat:an. and o n s m  ;ona:tron. Soctifv Fenon 
32. H u  9 Propmsd ln ru red  aver hui or  b r a n  mhkctd that hs/rbc had: 
a, Any disoder oi the t:rculatorv system. hean anomer. nean mumu;. htgk 
blood pressurz or pemslen:. f r e q m t  or severe chesr patn? 
b. Cam;  or rumor o: any l\Qe or locarton? 
c. Any nervoos. menial or sraln d~sorder. secure or ronvufsion or faln::ng s~el:s 
or persistent. frequent or severe dmness? 
d. Any dtsorder of tne lungs. bronchial tubes. or rerprmory system? 
a. Any dncder of the nose. throat, mourh. eyes or ean? 
f. Drat t~es or any disorder o i  rhe r h p r d  or any oiher gland. or swollen or 
enlarged lympn nodes? 
g. Any disorder of rhe stomach. gall bladder, liver. intesr~nes. rectum or orher 
aodominat disorder? 
h. Any dtsorder of rhe hdneys. bladder, prostate. or unnacy system? 
i. Ai.! i::on;sr .;i n e  bnasts. uterus or ovaries? 
j. Sypnlits. nemes. recurrear gonormea or otner sexuaky rransm~rted diseases? 
t Any dnorder of the bones or jornrs: or any form of rfieumarm. anhrius or gout? 
1. Any phystcal Impartment defomny. paralysts or ampuiation? 
m. 47 i-nnra Ce!it::q 2:sczk;. AIDS. 3: AIDS !%lam! C;.~;F!E; :ARC:. 3; 
;m msi~t :~ IO:~C:!!~~ ~r?nstrnm rn rha AlflS vtrt~s? 
Durinp the prsr fire y a m  has ray Proposed lawred: 
r. Consulted been eramlned or been treared by sny physrcian or pracnaoner 
not listed above? 
o. Had an X-rav. e;.-c;:ocardiooram or  anv laborarorv test or nudv? 
Show results. i f  known. 1 
p. Hao obsaairon or iizaraenr a1 a clinic. hogiral, or ~ n v b n m n ?  I O n  
Addkonai medical afomanon: 
DECtARATlON 
I M r e  deciare ro mylour best knowfedge and belief. the answers shown m this applicatiaa are comple~e and rrue. ] /We agree: 
1. All o f  the follomng an? the basts for and shall be pan of any insurance contract: (a) this appltcation; (b) any amendment(s) to rhis -apofica~ion: (c) any 
;i;ie.%efiis made !n any Medical haiiiiiituon: pan 2. 
2- Er:e:t 2s snown in !!is q;!icx!on'r Condi?ion?l Qtce:;:. 03 ioscmce vi!! be effecjve cz:3 a!! c! ;hs !c:t;wng 3ccr;r: {a; all ptnc i is  i o  32 insured ZE 
airre and In ine same health as s n o w  heretn when the follomng (b) and (c) happen: (b) a.pohcy IS delwemo and any requ~red amendmentfs] to rhe appilcarton 
n srgned: (c) full payment of !he first premium has been made ro  he Company. 
3. Any poftcy or nder tssued on this applicat~on will belong only to  the h m r .  
4. Arrepung a p o k y  mll mi@ any change made by rhe Company in the space enttrled: "For Home Offtce Endonemenn". B u t  no change can be made as 
to amounr premium. classificauon. insurance plan or benefirr, or issue age wrhout my/our w n m n  consent. 
S & DAY 0 
- 
.-. -.. - 
X 
~ r - : , ~ ? . '  ;: @.. .+!., :sf ~~~~~~f~ :!.:<=;; ..-u 
. - 
OFFICER SIGNING FOR CORPORATION OR FIRM \<!Pi TITLE) - 5 R r l ~ F  PROPOSED I ~ ~ R E O  (IF FAMILY RIIjEh .'t:LUOEDI 
.. -. ...- -:, r:.- S F - , . -  
PROPOSED ADDITIONAL INSURED ,<!;;.I:. +2;. 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE ONLY TO NORTHERN LIFE. SIGN AUTHORIZATION ON NCCl PACE. 
:IORTHERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, Seattle, Washington MEDICAL EXAMINATIOH Part 2 
d. Cnesr pam. gaipiraaon. high blood Dressore. rheumartc fever. hear! murmur, 
......... hean attack or orher disorder of rhe hean or biood vessels? 
e. Jaund~ce. txesrinal bleedtng. ulcer. hemla. colitts dtvenrcuhtls. recurrent 
iE5;:c2c:. 2; 2:icr cj:z4z: z! +: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A .  ~:~~-~z~~ !?::: z; --w-d-dA--'~ .,-.-.-- .. fz- 1 
1. ;qr .  albumtn. blood or pus in unne: venereai o n w e ;  .;me or otner otsoroer 
1 
o! kidn-y. Me&ier. proSDlr or re~m~urwcro ~ y s !  .............. C1 B-1 
g. Diaberes, rhvrotd or orher endotnne daorden? ................. 0 Ef 1 
b Elwdns. anhnils. gon, or disorder of B e  muxies or bones. maudag rhe 
spae. back. or jotnts? ................................. 0 
i Deformity, bmeness or amputation? ........................ O 
- -. . . .  - 4 --/ 1- u~surue~ ut satt..lrrasts. ;~IIIVII yiat~us: rysr? .................. u o 
i Tunor or cancer? .................................... G 2 
1. Anemta, i ~ m v n e  deficiency or any !her b lco l  dander7 ........... O E3' 
6. Have you had any care or treatrnenr or medtcal a w e  for aicohol or drug usage? 0 B' 
?. !,t p! ~'ctr!  22; e! !!?c !?!!ocit?.?: mcro !k:! nuzc: !-cph:r;--t?.?$r. b2h::c::s. 
3. iAMliY RECORD: Show agc an3 oresenr hea!tr:. oi t i  de~eased. :Sow aoe ar death ant  c a m  cl d a r n  
cocatne. codeme. haliuanogens. hkmtn. LSD, manIuana.'seoarives. rranquiluen or 
... habii hrn ing Ciciki? If prescnbed for yoti by i ptys;cian. please explain G d 
... 9. Have pc used :c,Laccc prodms? Type? Amcunr? Dare 12s: se:' each? 0 F3' 
9. An you now under observarlon or taking rrearment? bsr medicattons. wli5 
d x w .  any spzcist din gthm rne iasr 5 years. Cwe dares ............ fi I 
farner 
10. Have you had any change in wetgh~ tn rhr past year? ............... G B-1 
11. Otner rhan aoove. nave you mrhtn the past 5 yean: 
a. Had any menral or physical disorder not bred above? ............. 
k. Had a checkup. consulrarion. illness. injury. surgery? .............. B/ 
1 
4. a. Name and address of your penonal phyactan: fi,?flf4 *, A J . 20% k-8 /3J( GC s g u  cb7,1(~ 8416 
b. Cate and reason lasr consulred J /Q 7 - k % " ! j d  
c. Wkir Irearmen: was given or medr;;rton orescnbed? A9 
5. DO YOi! iikVE f i R  3kVE YOU Fv'Efl 283 Aifi KNilWN iFiBiCAiiON Oi: Yes No c~tati: c f  "Ye:" answerz. !Idenrriy auesrlons number. :ircte appil:ab!e 
...................... . 
b. Ofmness, ianrmg. convulstans. severe or freouenr nez0a:r.e. soeech detoc~. 
Ia. Daoder of eyes. ears. nose. or rhroar? Z 3 itemr: include diagnoses. dares. duratton. ano names and addresses o i  ail 
- arten?o; pnysrclans 2nd medtcal fac~ltrtesj. 
paralysts or s!roke: menral or nervous ctsorder7 ................ 9 4 
Ace 
53 
Fresen! Healrh 
&Wd' 
d. Had elecrmcardiograrn. X-ray. orner diagncslic lest? .............. 
8. Been adnsed l o  have any diagnosric resr haspitafaatton. or surgery whtch has 
nor been cornpieled? .................................. 
12 Far '. !hsrory: Diaberes. catxer,Jtgh blood presrure. hean or kidney orsease, 
menin il;sss or suicde? W I w - 4wa* ................................. - 
k . \ . j r i  thai \he sratemenrs and answers shown aoove are true ano compie~e to rne oesl 01  if knowedge and beftef. and f agme thar rney mall be conadere0 the 
basts of any insurance issued. 
Date6 at day of t. U&4. /? .i9 k 
W~rness . h i//d . 
h 8 8 j 1 ! t 6 ; ,  P, g ~ % $ f o f  M e r l c '  61 UiRlOel '&gnature o i  Proposed Insdied or Signature o! Parent 
-.,-.-A ~n .--..- A *  . . A *  
Morher / 63 
Cis:e of Dea;; 
&<- ( ~ z ~ e r c  
Brc!nerr & Sts!:s 1 Aces I Piexem i k a n n  or Cause of Dea:fi 1 
L tic. i i v tq  * 37,13 1 &/ 
NO. arceased - I ( .zB ~La+-i 4 ' ~  
#DKTHERU UFE INSUFLAWCE COMPANY. Sannle, Washington MEDICAL MAYfIYATfOX Pan 
1. PROPOSED INSURED: Pnn! Full Name 2 DAE Of BIRTH 
. k k ;  Month 4 y /%3 
3. FAMILY RECDRD: Show aoe and prestnr health. or if deceased. show age ar daarh and cause of death. 
t h e  Resen! Heafth I Cause of Death Brnthcrs & %ten Ams f h u m 1  Hoafrt! or Cause of O m s  
~srhn SCj ( GUUF ( & r c )  ( NO. h n g  * 2 1378*3 1 
4. A Nsme and t d d w  of p u r  penonal phynriao: X/mncf/l &t-, 2% br(L $3 &st G%,,u J 8 4 / ~  
h Date and reason b s ~  cnnsulred 4/57 - /ktd& 
c Whar trearmenr rvas qrven or medicarton pmsmbed? h/n 
5. DO IOU HAVE OR HAVl YOU MR HAD ANY KliOWti 1NDlCATION OF: Yus Io ( Oeuik of .YE'' a n n r n .  (ldendfy p m o n s  number. k t e  apphrabk 
A Onorder- of eyes. can. nose. or throat? ...................... D E hems: include diagnores. darn. duramn. rnd names and addresses o i  rG 
L Dmness. falnnnfj. convuiu'onr. severe or frequenr hestkche, speech d e f e a  anending ptpuans and mdiral fariliriesj. 
padyus or snob: mental or nervous disorder? ................. D 
r Shonness of brezrh. pemsrilnt hwneness or cough. blood spming. chronic 
bmncnik pleurisy. xsmma. empnyserna. ruberculous or cnmnrr: nsplmrory 
......................................... Dj.. disorder? L Ches! pain. palpnation; high blood pressure. heumaut fever. hsan murmur, h r ,  anac). or orher disorder of the hean or blood vessals? . . , . - ., . . a Jtundire. inteninal bleeding. dm. hema. coliris. divnr~:ulitrs. recumnr 
- indiguaon. or orher d~snrder of rne nomacn. mtestlnes. h e r  or ~allblautler? 
1. Suy;:. ifburnis blood or pus in unne: venereal d i s w e ;  none or orher d~sorder 
5L. - 5 i i * +  -Fr;+ 
of bdney. Madder. pmstalr of npmoucrive organs? .............. 13 
t- n-L-+, &-:A -. -L-. --A---- 
t Q G 2  
we., O I U .  ,I.,."*" "* UUtOl O,,UULI.IIS :kiiiiicisf ................. r; ef 
L; Neunris. mnmis. gour or disorder of rhe m u l e s  or bones. incfuding rhe 
spine. h & o r  joinrs? ................................. D 0' 
i Deformity. tameness or amputarion? ........................ 8/ 
j. k o r d a r  of skin. bream. tymph glands: c p ~ ?  .................. 17 
t Tumor or cancer? .................................... D 0' 
L h m t a ;  immunr deficiency or any other blood disorder? ........... -w 
6. Have p u  had my can or marment m medical advice fm dcohol or drug usagt? D Q/ 
- - L , g I.: . 
7. iiave p u  used any oi me ioiiowing more man nnce: Ampneramtnes, barbrrurares. t = r .  
cocaine. d d m .  hsllurinogens. herom. LSD. marijuana. sadaiies. mnoui t i in  or - -. L r_: 
habr: f&g dnrgs? 11 presnibed for p u  by a physician. plesse wla in  ... a a( i ? - ' . -   v 2 7  t . - - - 
- - . -.> 8. Have p u  uad tabatto pmdum? Type? Amount? Dare lasr used each? . . - 0 z a .  . -. 
-. 
. - 
- .  
- -_ 
* - 3. Are you now under observadon or tatjng m n n e n l ?  Lirt medicanons. mrh 
-. . 7.- 
- -_- 
- 
h g e .  any, rpeual diet wirhm rhe tast 5 t.earz. Give dates ............ D 0 - . - -  
C, ,- 
-a Id. Have p u  had my change in weigh1 in rhe p a n  ysar? ............... 0 
11. Orher rhsn tbm, hve you mrhin rhe pan 5 p n :  
r Had any munal or ph*l d b r d e r  not Lined above? ............. D B/ 
L Had a rhsctup.  tio on, illness. aqvr): nngrry? .....-........ 17 d 
r Bear a pnicnr in a hospnaf. &c. n n s t o ~ u m .  or orher medial faciliry? . 
L !id d c s a o d i o g r a m .  X-ray. other diagnomc test? 0 .............. 
t r l .  
W 
E U  & t/?PC J EU\ 1PfS I(. d-  
L &m m h d  ro have any diagnosuc ust horpirathauon. or surgery which has 
m bcm m p l m d ?  .................................. 0 A,, a n .  e- Vih h &c-+ 4 8 ~  
19- 'Imiiy fiinory: Diabetes. =hqh blood p m u r e .  hean or bdney disease. 
menial afnen m winde? a * - rurm* ................................. 
I dtdam drn TJE natemenrs and a m  shown above sre me and complere ro the btsr of my knorvfedge and b&f. md I rgree rtP1 b e y  shall be considered rhe 
(6% dal of .19 84 
M.D. h 
. . .  .- 
To make a claim or exercisc your rights under this policy, 
plcasc write to us at the address below and include your policy 
number. 
Northern Life Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 12530 
Seattle, Washington 981 i i 
NORTHERN LIFE IXSURANCE COMPANY 
A Stock Cornpk.lj + P.0: Box 1x30. Scattlc, Washinnon 981 I1 
An A+ (Superior) A.M. Besr Rated Company 

ITEM "14" 
NORTHERN POLICY NL 00989086 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 4) 
Insured: Glade Parduhn 
Owner: Brad Buchi 
Beneficiary: Brad Buchi 
.. . 
-. .. 
. .- 
- -  ..-...- ?- ...- , ~rws' .3 - . .  .; .:.* ...~ .. .. 
. . : .. - . . 
7":'  
- - *. c:;?&&., . <," -.- .:, ,. 
. . 
,, .. . . >. : .8t~.. A p P.11 CATI.0 .#.....:.. . .. Ni: . .... . .. K I D  .. : .. PAGE. 1.. 
':_. .:*, ...---..,:c.- . . - ;>. :. . .. ....; ...- ;, -5k.*:2&y.-: 2-.> <-;@j~$:+;:::: >.. ., . . .. - .  '. 
. .;y 2- s P. 
.- Glk Code- 
.= 1: A?;.:; .; :' ' . - ...&*~&-. .. ...= - . :; - : ..! 
. PART. ~.&$@?ir.- .. 
.:.,. ._ - 
... .. 
.. - . : . - . . . .>! ;.: ~~;~&~$~>;:< : 2.. . +;. . < 
.. . : - - . . - ;: . . .*.?,.&.- ,...-- .j-- , 
flsedv 4% 
2. Social Security No. 5C2-2-~4-2-.&'2Y 
3. Mari ta l  Status 0 Singfe @-Married 0 Widowed 0 Separated O Divorced 
4. Sex m a l e  0 Female 5. Birthplace (Stare) 04.34 
6. Date of Binh (Mo.-0-Yr.) >/fiYAy 7: Age a. 
8. Height  Ft In. Weight: ~ b s / o L )  
9. ~es idence  (Sireel) $1 ? /A//" ,AYF 
(City) ~ ~ J F F -  w 
 rare^ ' (zip) g* ? 
1 Oa. Occupation s x ~ ~ t _ ?  O-I-PG 
- b. Oescribe Duties ,A 7 +* - c---k- 
/f/. q P a -  f- c. How Long in Occupation? 
1 1 a. Annual Income from Occupation $ 
(re: parent i f  rhis is juvenile app.) 
or Net Income Afrer Expenses (for self-employed pek.ons) $ W~C, 
5 %  - 7 9 3  P 
equally. or to the sumvor(s) unless otherwise stated. 
(If address is different than Proposed lnsured show in Agent's reporr.; 
b. Contingent Beneficiary: Show name and relationship to Proposed lnsured 
equally. or to the survivorki) unless otherwise stated.. 
Beneficiary(iesJ have the righr ro change settlement mode unless you request 
othenvise here. 
14. Name and Address o f  Proposed Insured's Personal Physician 
Name - f l d ~ f c  
Address 
Date and Reason last consulted? 
15a. P lan of Insurance. (State Flan Titie Exactivj .b,Amotini . 
Automatic Premium Loan. i f  available? &?is- 0 No . . 
c. Benefk option (Universal Plans Only) m T e v e l  0 8 Increasing . 
.. .. 
d. 0 Walver of Premium or Waiver of E.,,t,,,a., ,,VI ..,.. 
e. 0 Accidental Death Benefit: Amounr S 
1. 0 Family Rider: Un~ts 0 Children Rider: Unirs .- 
g. 0 Addition21 Insured Rider 
on Amount $ 
Beneficiaries. [if rider on other than pnmaq insured) 
- - 
Address 
Occupation (if rider oo other than primary insured) 
h. 0 Other ' 
16. Class of Risk Applied For: (Standard unless otherwise shown here.) 
17a. Premium Payment Mode: Annual O Semi C) Ouaneriy 0 
-A8C @ Sal Sav O Other 
- b. Universal Plans Only: Stipulaied ModaLPremium? $ 2-/3 A 7 
r BilJing Address (Streed 6 rn . <Q-&/P 
 city] 1 (state) @PI A 
d. Do you plan to suspend premium payments when qualified? 
0 Yes @ f b  DN/A  If yes. at stan of which year? 
18. Life lnsurance or Annuities i n  Force I l f  None So Srarel 
~ - 
J Company (Check if beinq replaced.] . 
. . I:[ Spouse 1. I I 
19. Replacement (Check each policy above. to be r$aced and arrach required 
replacement forms.) 
a. Are any of lhe currently-in force life insurance or an u~ry policies to be replaced 
by the insuniice applied for? O Yes @ - 
b. Have any life insurance or annuity policies on rhe life f the Proposed Insured 
lapsed wilhin tihe lan:lZ months? O Yes ) d o  
20. For Juvenile insurance (ages 0 thru 14) (complete Ownership section also) 
a. Anouni of insumace in farce 6: !ife af fxhe:? 
mo!hef? - (If none on either, give paniculars.) 
b. Number of siblings? 
c. Amount of insurance in force on each bro~her or sister? 
.- 
21. Family Members (If family rider, childen rider or purchaser benefit applied for) 
Proposed for insurance Relar~onship ro Binhplace Dare of Binh Age Height Weigh1 
- Proposed Insured (Stare) Mo.-Day-Yr. 
a. Spouse's :otmer names Derails ro "Yes" Answers. 
b. Are there any children under age 18 on whom coverage is  nor being reques~ed? 0 Yes 0 No 
c. Are-there any children shown above who do nor live with the applicanr? 0 Yes D No 
AN-850 0 (1/87) 
PAGE 2 
22. Foreign Travel, Aviation and Mil i tary 
a. Do you intend to travel outstde the US. or Canada within the next w o  yean except for vacation trips? 
' l o  you intend to fly other than as a passenger or have you flown other than as a passenger 
unng the past two years? If "Yes":compfete Aviation Questionna~re 
c. Are you a member. or do you rntend to become a member, of the armed forces, including reserves? 
23. Avocation and Sports Do you panicipare in recreational activities involving:' 
a. Aeronautics (including hang-gliding. ultralight, soaring. sky diving. ballooning)? 
b. Compet~tive racing of powered vehicles (including motorcycles. automobiles and boats)? 
- c. Recrearional vehicles over open terrain, trails, sand. snow or ice (iocluding snowmobiles. din 
bikes and dune buggies]? 
d. Any of the following - skin or scuba divmg. mountain climbing. rodeos, competitive skiing? 
24. Other Insurance 
a. Have you had a requesl for'life or health insurance declined, postponed, rated or restricted 
in any way? 
b. Is any application for life insurance pending with any. other company? Give name of company. 
25. Driving Record Oriveis License No. stare -AZ&L 
. Within the .past 3 years have you been convicted of or pleaded guilty to: . 
a. Three or more moving violations and/or accidents? 
b. Driving under the influence o f  alcohol and/or drugs? 
26. Have You Ever: 
. a. Had a family member with diabetes. hean or circulatory disease or cancer? 
b. Had a weight change over 10 lbs. in the past year? If "Yes", p&nds gained or lost and reason? 
c. Received treatments or joined.an organization for alcoholism or drug addiction? . 
d. On a regular basis used amphetamines. barbiturates. cocaine. codeine, hallucinogens. heroin. 
LSD. marijuana. sedatives. tranquilizers or habit farming drugs except as prescribed by a physician? 
e Been convicted of a felony in the pas1 10 years? 
Proposed Proposed dernarks &\ 
lnsured Additional Insured to "yes" anzw 
Yes N o  Ye.s N o  
27. Describe any athletic progim(s) you engage in 30. Special Instructions 
How often? 
28. What  i s  your alcohol consumption? 
(Drink = one 12 oz beer, one 5 or. glass of wine or 1 02. of hard spirits] 
Pmposed Insured (drinks per week] 
O None 0 1-5 816-14 0 15-30 0 More 
Pmposed Additional insured (drinks per week] 
0 None 0 1-5 0 6 4 4  0 15-30 0 More 
29. Smoking Statement 
I do nor now smoke cigarettes. 1 have not, smoked any cigarertes for at 
fezs: :he pas! weke months. I do i o t  use tobacco in any other form excepr: 
X 
SIGNATURE OF PROPOSED AOOITIONAL INSURED ' 
[Sign only i f  this statement applies.] 
1 do not now smoke cigaretres. 1 nave fioi smoked any clgareites for at 
lezsi the past twelve mohths. I do not sse :obacco in any orher form except: 
X 
SIGNATL!RE OF PRDPOSEO INSURED 
[Sign only if this statement app l ies j  
31. llmemhb Sect i  
b. Social Security or Tax No. Cs%c gY - 3~ 37 
c. Relationship 10 Proposed 1 n s u r e d ~ f i k 4  * - 
d. What amount of insurance in quesuon 18 of this application or pending 
with other companies is'payable ro Owner as Beneiiciaty? 
Compcrcy A-I..... nlt(uuw. 
e. What is the amount of insurance in force and pending OQ Uwneis fife?. 
4' // 7 2- 2, d o  0 
" 
If Juvenile app&alion an 
explain. _L 
, Has any Proposed Insured ever had or been advised that he/she had: 
.a. Any disorder of rhe circularoiy system, hean disorder. hean murmur, high 
'ood pressure or persistent, frequent or severe chest pam? . 
o. Cancer or tomor of any type or location? 
c. Any neivous. mental or brain disordel, seizure or convulsion or fainting spells 
or persistent. frequent or severe dininess? 
d. Any disorder of the lungs. bronchial tubes. or respiratory system? 
e. Any disorder of rhe nose, throat mouth, eyes or ears? 
f. Oiaberes' or any disorder of the thyroid or any orher gland. or svollen or 
enlarged lymph nodes? 
g. Any disorder of the stomach. gall bladder, fiver. inrestines. recrum or other 
abdominal disorder? . 
h. Any disorder of the kidneys, bladder. prostate. or urinary system? 
i. Any disorder of the breasts. uterus or ouaries? 
j. Syphilis, herpes. recurrent gonorrhea or other sexually'transmitted diseases? 
k. Any disorder of rhe bones or joinrs: or any form of rheumatism. arthritis or gout? 
I. Any physical impairment deformity, paralysis or ampuiarion? 
m. An immune deficiency disorder. AIDS, or AIDS Related Complex (ARC). or 
rest resuks indicating exposure to the AIDS virus? 
During the past five years has any Proposed insured: . 
n. Consolred. been examined or been rreared by any physician or practitioner 
not listed above? 
o. Had an Xay. elecuocardiogram or any laboratory test or study? 
Show resulrs. if known. 
p. Had obsenrarion or ueatmenr at a clinic. hospital, or institution? 
a. Had or been advised to have a surgical operation? . 
Please circle appropriate item .and give details including Ooctois name 
and address. date. duration. and present condition. Specify Person 
Yes No 
.,Jitional medical informadon: 
33. To the hesr of your knowledge and belia!, IS each person propnsed ior insurznce iree from mental and physical.disorder? g- NO 
I f  "No". give details 
. . 
DECLARATION 3. 
I /We declare to my/our besr knowledge and belief. the answers shown in this .application .are complete and true. I/We agree: 
1. All of the following are the basis for and shall be pan of any insurance contracr: (a) this applicarion: (b) any amendmentfsj to rhis.application: (c) an) 
statements made in any Medical Examination:pan 2. 
2. Except~as shown in this application's Condirional Receipt. no insurance will be effective until all: of rhe folloving occur: (a) all persons ro be insured are 
. ..&ye and in thi: sami: hetilih ss shtwn ha;& whm tha fc!lowi:'ng (b] and (c] he~pen: (5) e po!icy is de!ivered and any required amendment[$) to the applicatioc 
is signed: (cj full payment of the first premium bas been made to the Company. 
3. Any policy or rider issued on this application will belong only ro the Owner. . 
4. ~ c c e ~ t i n g  a policy will ralify. any cha"ge made by the ~ o r n ~ a n y  i ' the space entitled, "For Home Office Endorsements". Bur, no change can be made a: 
to amount premium. classification, insurance plan or benefits. or issue age wibour my/our writren consent 
Check paid with application $ fi>< 6 7 
PROPOSED INSURE3 to: parenl, if Proposed insurzd is 2 am04 
OFFICER SIGNING FOR CORPORATION OR F~RM (GIVE TITLE) s p ~ u s r - s f  MSEO,INSURED WJAMILY RIDER INCLUOED~ 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE ONLY TO NORTHERN LIFE. SIGN AUTHORIZATION ON NEXT PAGE. 
AGENTS R E P O R T  
Concerning all persons proposedfor insurance: 
a. Were you unable ro see any of them? 0 Yes jZl-tb If. '*Yes'' please srare cicumnances. 
J. Are you aware of anyrhing unfavorable about the health. character. habits. occupadon or family history of any of them? 0 Yes W l f ,  "Yes" explain 
below. 
How long have you known Proposed insured? .--A, you .related? O Yes d o  Relationshrp 
To the best of your knowfedge. has any proposed insured smoked cigarertes within the past year? '0 No 
Are rhere any ocher names by which any proposed insured is now or was forrnedy known? (Include names and changes by marriage: please stare reason 
for the change.) 
Previous address. i f  any. within the past five years: 
Residence: (Street) Business: (Street) 
(City) (City) ' 
(State) (ZP).  . (State) (zip) 
If Proposed Insured is reiired, what was hidher former occupadon? 
Date Life policy to save age? 0 Yes F 
Special comments or.addiriona1 undeiwnting information: 
't Certification 
Arrequired by Federal Law. did you gtve Pre-NoLe for Federal Fair Credit Reponing Act to Proposed Insured? J & f e r  I3 No 
Do you have reason to believe that replacement.of exisring insurance is  involved? 0.Yes % 
If 'Yes": 0 Replacement / comparis~on enclosed 0 Replacement / comparision not required. 
I hereby cenify that I personally solicited and secured this applicarion and- know the penon(s) to be insured am the person(s) described in thrs applicanon. I 
further cenify that I have asked the Applicant or Proposed insured and Proposed Additlorial Insured each o f  the quesrions in the application and have cor[ectly 
and fully recorded all answers and petsonally witnessed-rhe signarure(s) heretn. I know of nothing affecting rhese risks.which is nor fully set fonh in rhese papers. 
and 1 recommend the acceptance of the risk 
&A , .- .. 04%. < this . day , 19 .z-& 
A Soliciting Agenr G/J$L ,&L4L4- LYJ 63757 / 0 u 7 ~  
Agenf s Name (prinr) Agency # . Agent # % of laerest 
TELEPHDYE SUPPLEMENTAL JNQUIRY 
Please complete the secuon below so we can contact your client at a convenient time. 
Telephone Numbers: 
Home: ( 1 Day: Yes No 
m r k :  ( W ( )  z - 9 w  ? / . 7  / 0 Day: Yes 6 NO.  
Most convenient day, rime and place for interview call: h d f i / L -  ,A)dpJ 
.-.- 
OLYMPUS COVE CHEVRON 8-84 
40i3 WASATCH BLVD. 3 1-273/1240 SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84124 
19 3%- A? 214 
, 
'.- \ / 
Dollars 
CONSUMER DISCLOSURE FORM 
UNIVERSAL LIFE 
READ THIS FORM CAREFULLY. IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMAT~ON ABQUT THE POLICY YOU ARE 
BUYING. THE COMPANY WILL NOT ACCEPT AN APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE WITHOUT THIS FORM. 
The policy you are about to buy provid& that interest is credited!~ the Acc"mulation Value in a manner set by our 
Board of Directors. .If you use this policy as security for a loan from us, we will continue to credit interest to the 
Accum~lati~n Value. However, the interest credited to the portion represented by the loan will be less than credited 
to the rest of the Accumulation Value since we earn more interest on the unloaned amount. Interest is credited from 
the time the Company receives the premium at its Home Office. 
Depending upon your policy. it will have either a 15 year .or 20 year declining surrender charge. (Your ledger 
illustration will show which charge applies or you may ask your agent) This means that if you surrender the policy 
or want a policy loan during thoseyears, the amount available to you will be less than the full Accumulation Value. 
This policy permits you to start or stop premium payments, within certain limita6ons. If a premium is required and is 
not paid;insurance coverage will lapse. 
If any policy on the proposed Insured's life is assigned to us, we will apply its values, if any, to the Accumulation Value 
under the policy applied for. Any such premiums and the new values based on them will be shown in a new Policy 
Data Page sent to you on the first Policy Anniversary if your policy is in force on that date. 
YOUR POLICY CONTAINS A 20-DAY INSPECTION PER!OD so that you will have a chance to review all its 
provisions. i f  you do not wish to keep the policy, you may return it to us or your agent within 20 days and receive a 
full refund of any premium paid. If any policy on the proposed Insured's life is assigned to us, we will assign any such 
policy on the Insured's life back to our assignor, send such assignment to the applicable insurer, and pay our 
assignor any cash we received from the policy. (It may not be possible to reinstate dividends, premium deposit 
accounts, etc.) 
........-.-.....*-.---..-.....-.-...~.-..........~..-.-..-.~-..-.-~-..-.-.,-..-...-...-.....-..... 
i understand.that neither Northern Life nor my agent can provide tax advice, and that I must consult my own tax 
adviser regarding the tax treatment of this insurance policy, I understand that the tax status of this policy should be 
reviewed yearly. 
By signin this form, I request that .Northern Life prepare for me an illustration of policy benefits based on 
% annual effective interest. 
KA NORTHERN LIFE 
INSURANCE CO. I I 
F.O. Box 12530. Sunle. WA 981 11 
7 
Date ! 
$1 890.(4/87) White copy: Home Office Canary copy: Owne: 

ITEM "15" 
NORTHERN POLICY NL 00989084 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 5) 
Insured: Brad Buchi 
Owner: Lissa Buchi 
Beneficiary: Lissa Buchi 
P O L I C Y  D A T A  P A G E  
FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE WHOLE LIFE 
*STATUS 1 AS OF DATE 02-20-1989 
POLICY INFORMATION: 
POLICY EFFECTIVE DATE ........... 02-20-1989 
POLICY ISSUE DATE ............... 02-21-1989 
............. INITIAL FACE AMOUNT $250,000 
............. CURRE.NT FACE AMOUNT $250,000 
............. MINIMUM FACE AMOUNT $200,000 
............ DEATH BENEFIT OPTION OPTION A (LEVEL AMOUNT OPTION) 
ISSUE AGE AND SEX ............... 35 MALE 
.............. PREMIUM RATE CLASS PREFERRED 
PREMIUM CLASS RATING FACTOR ..... 100% 
PREM I UMS : 
.................. INITIAL PREMIUM $87.50 
PLANNED PERIODIC PREMIUM ..,..,.,. $87.50 
FREQUENCY ........................ MONTHLY 
.......... MINIMUM MONTHLY PREnlUM $87.45. 
........ NO LAPSE GUARANTEE PERIOD 9 YEARS 
INTEREST RATES: 
GUARANTEED ANNUAL INTEREST RATE .. 4.50% 
GUARANTEED MONTHLY INTEREST RATE . 0..36748% 
EXCESS INTERST EXCLUSION AMOUNT .. NONE 
POLICY LOAN INTEREST RATE ......... 7.40% (IN ADVANCE) 
...... NONFORFEITURE INTEREST RATE 5 - 50% 
DEDUCT I ONS: 
PERCENT OF PREMIUM EXPENSE CHARGE 3.00% 
............ MONTHLY POLICY CHARGE NONE 
............ MONTHLY AMOUNT CHARGE NONE 
.... MONTHLY ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGE $4.OG 
PERCENT OF PARTlAL WITHDRAWAL ...... 20% PER POL'ICY YEAR IN POLICY 
. YEARS 2-20 AND 100% THEREAFTER 
*'STATUS1 IS USED TO SEQUENCE ANY POLICY CHANGES. FOR EXAMPLE., A STATUS 
OF ' 1 '  INDICATES THE ORlGiNAL POLICY DATE, '2' IS FOR THE DATA AFTER 
THE F i HST CHANGE, ECT. 
POL I CY NUMBER ~~00989084 
I NSURED BRAD KEVIN BUCHI 
ORIGINAL OWNER L ISSA P BUCH l 
PAGE 3 
P O L  I C Y  D A T A  . 4  G E 
FLEXIBLE PREMlUfi ADJUSTABLE WHOLE LIFE 
*STATUS 1 AS OF DATE 02-20-1989 
HORTALITY TABLE: 1980 C0HMlSSi0NERtS STANDARD. ORDINARY HORTALITY TABLE 
FOR NON-SMOKERS, AG.E LAST BIRTHDAY 
C9RR:DOR PERCENTAGE TABLE: 
ATTAINED AGE 
00-40 . 
4 5 
50 
5 5 
60 
-65 
70 
75-90 
95 
FOR AGES NOT LISTED, THE 
BETWEEN LISTED AGES. 
PERCENTAGE OF ACCUMULATION 
250% 
215% 
185% 
150% 
130% 
120% 
115% 
105% 
100% 
PROGRESS I ON OF PERCENTAGES 
VALUE 
IS LINEAR 
TABLE OF SURRENDER CHARGES: 
FOR POLlCY YEARS 1-5, THE SURRENDER CHARGE IS $4,450.00 
THE FOLLOWING TABLE SHOWS SURRENDER CHARGES F O ~  THE LAST MONTH OF 
EACH OF THE POLICY YEARS 6-20. SURRENDER CHARGES FOR PRECEDING 
MONTHS IN POLICY YEAR 6-20 ARE PRORATED BY IIONTH BETWEEN THE 
AMOUNT SHOWN FOR THE CURRENT POLICY YEAR AND THE AMOUNTFOR THE' 
LAST MONTH OF THE PRECEDING POLICY YEAR. 
POL ICY SURRENDER 
YEAR CHARGE # 
POLICY SURRENDER 
YEAR CHARGE # 
# IN iAST MONTH OF POLICY YEAR. 
FOR THIS STATUS, THERE ARE NO SURRENDER CHARGES AFTER THE 2OTH 
POLICY YEAR. 
THIS TASLi APPLIES TO THE INITIAL FACE AMOUNT. A TABLE OF 
ADDITIONAL SURRENDER CHARGES MILL BE PROVIDED FOR EACH APPROVED 
INCREASE IN THE FACE AMOUNT. 
POLlCY NUMBER NL00989084 
INSURED BRAD KEVIN BUCHI 
P O L \  C Y  D A T A  t , G E  
SCHEDULE OF OPTIONAL BENErITS 
"STATUS 1 AS OF DATE Q2-20-1989 
OPTIONAL BENEFITS .................... NONE 
POL I CY NUMBER NL00989084 
INSURED BRAD KEVIN BUCHl 
Table of Monthly Guaranteed Cost of Insurance 
Rates per $1,000 - Male 
1 
Attaincd Preferred Standard 
Age Rate Rate 
Attained Preferred Standard 
AiF Rare Rate 
Attaincd Preferred Standard 
Age Rate Rate 
Table of Monthly Guaracteed Cost of Insurance 
Rates per $1,000 - Female 
Attuned Preferred Standard 
Age Rate Rate 
Page 5 
Attained Preicmd Standard 
Age Rate Rate 
Attained Preferred Standard 
Age Rate Rare 
i 
DEFINITIONS 
age - The Insured's age on the Effective Date or a Policy 
Anniversary is che age at last binhday. 
Beneficiary - The person named to rcceive the proceeds 
payable at the Insured's death. The Beneficiary may be more 
than one person. 
Code - The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended. 
Current Face Amount - The Current Face Amount is shown 
on the Policy Data Page. You may change the Current Face 
Amount as described in this poIicy. The Current Face 
Amount following a change in Face Amount will be shown on 
a new PoIicy Data Page. 
Death Benefit - This poiicy provides two. Death Benefit 
Options. The option chosen is shown on the PoIicy Data 
Page. 
Option A (Level Amount Option) - The Face Amount 
includes the Accumulation Value. In this case, the 
. Death Benefit is the greater of: 
1. The Face Amount on the date of dcath; or 
2. The Accumulation Value on the date of death 
multiplied by a comdor percentage, according to  
the Insured's attained age, as shown on the Policy 
.Data Page.. 
Option B (Additional Amount Option) - The  
Accumulation Value is in addition to the Fact Amount. 
In this case the Death Benefit is the greater of: 
1. The Face Amount on the date of dcath, plus the 
Accumulation Value on the date of death; or 
2. The Accumulation Value on the date of death 
muitipiied by a comdor percentage, according to  
the InsurcdS attained age, 3 shgwr, on the Policy 
Data Pagc. 
Effective Date - The date the .first prcmium is due. The 
Policy Data Page shows the Effective Date. We measure 
Policy Years. Policy Anniversaries, and premium due dates 
from the Effective Date. 
in force - The tenns of this policy arc in effect. 
second day of each month is your Monthly Anniversary Date. 
Net ~ r t m i u m  - Thc Net Premium is credited to the 
Accumuiation Value as describcd in this policy's Accumula- 
tion Values provision. The Net Premium is caicu1ared as 1 
multiplied by 2 (IxZ), when: 
1. is the premium paid. 
2. is 1.0 minus the Percent of Premium Expense Charge 
shown on the'Policy Data Pagc. 
Policy Anniversary - The anniversary of the Effective Date- 
Policy Year - Any period of twelve (12) consecutive months 
starting with the Effective Datc or with any Policy 
Anniversary. The fmt Policy Year starts on the Effective 
Datc. 
proceeds - The amount we pay when the Insured dies or 
when this poiicy is surrendered, provided all the policy terms 
are met. 
At surrender, the proceeds equal the Cash Value minus any 
policy loans. 
At dcath, the proceeds payabie include: 
The Death Benefit then in force. (See Option A and 
Option B definition.) 
Plurany addition4 amount provided by rider on the life 
of the Insured; these benefits arc also subject to the 
terms of the rider. 
Minus any policy loans and loan interest due. 
Minus any unpaid Monthly Deductions. 
The amount of the proceeds may be changed by us in 
accordance with these policy provisions: 
1. Nontbtieiture Provisions 
2. IncontestabiIity 
'3. Misstatcmcnt of Age or Sex 
4. Suicide Exclusion. 
rider - An attachment to the poiicy which provides 
additi0r.d benefits. 
Insured - The person whose life is insured under this poiicy. we, us, our - Nonhcrn Life Insurance Company at its Home 
The Policy Dara Page shows the Insured. Office in Seattle, Washington. 
Issue Date -The d m  t.h.2 po!icy is prepared. Wc measure rhe in writing - A wrirtcn request or notlce, signed, 
incontestability and suicide provisions from the Issue Date. dared and received at our Home Office ~n a form wc accept. 
Contact us or your agent for forms. 
~ m t h l y  Anniversary Date - The day of the month that is 
the same day of rhe month as your Effective Datc. For you, your - The currcnt Owner of this policy. The Owner 
example, if your Effective Date is March 2, 1978, then the may be someone besides the Insurcd. 
UNSCHEDULED fiDDITIONAL PREMIUMS 
m e  initial prcmium, which is shown on the Poiicy Data Pagc, 
is the amount paid on or bcforc thc dclivcry of this policy. 
n c r e  is no insurance until thc initid premlum is paid. All 
prcmums arc payablc in advancc of the pcriod to which they 
apply. 
Thc amount and frequency of premium paymcnts will affcct 
the Accumuiation Vaiuc and Cash Valuc and how.iong the 
insurance will nmain in forcc. 
Wc may rcquircproof which satisfies u s  that the Insured is still 
insurable on the same basis as when we first issucd thc policy 
if any payrncnt, planned or unscheduled, would increase the 
difference bctwecn the Death Bcncfit and the Accumulation 
Valuc during the current Policy Ycar. 
Evcn though Planned Pcriodic Premiums and Unscheduicd 
Additional Prcmiurns statc.othcrwisc, we.rcscrvc thc right to 
rcfusc to acccpt any prcrnium which would disqualify your 
policy for favorablc tax trcatmcnt undcr thc Codc. If 
prcmiums paid during any Policy Year excctd the maximum 
permitted undcr the Code, we wiU return the cxcess prcmiums 
with intcnst to you within 60 days after thc end of the Policy 
Year. Howcvcr, you h a w  thc right to pay the prcrnium 
rcquircd to kcep this policy in. forcc.to the cnd of thc Policy 
Ycar. 
.r prcmiums by sending thcm to the addnss shown below. 
upon rcqucst, wc wiIl scnd you a rcccipt signed by onc of our 
officers. Picase include your policy number. Thc currcnt 
addrcss for payrncnt is: 
Nonhcrn Life Insurance Company 
P.O. Box I2530 
Scattlc, Washington 98 I1 1. 
PLANNED PERIODIC PREMIUMS 
You may pay Planned Pcriodic Premiums once a year, cvcry 
5 months, or cvcry 3 months. These modcs arc rcfcrred to zs 
'mnual. semi-annual, or quarterly. If you choose, wc can also 
icdcc: ?!anncd Icriodic Premiums from your bank account 
nonthly. 
. ,  
h e  amount and frequcncy of the Planned Periodic 
rcmiums you chosc arc shown on thc Policy Data Pagc. You 
lay changc thz frcqucncy and amount of Planned Pcriodic 
remiums by notifying us in writing of the changc. 
le  amount of any Planncd Pcriodic Prcrnium must bc at 
s t  525. Wc rcscrvc the right 10 limit thc amount of any 
:reax. 
iding on thc fnquency of premium payrncnt and the 
:rued of payrncnt you havc chosen, we will scnd you 
iodic pnrmum notices: In arly case, wc will scnd thcse 
:ices to you at least once a ycar. 
Premium paymcnts other than the Planncd Pcriodic 
Prcm~ums may bc made at any ume wnilc thls poiicy is In 
forc:. We can limit the numbcr and amount of these 
additional paymcnts. 
GRACE PERIOD 
If, on any Monthly Anniversary Datc, the Cash Suncndcr 
Value is lcss than the Monthly Deduction for the policy 
month to follow, we will give you a gracc period of 61 days to 
pay apremium that provides cnough Cash Sunendcr Valuc to 
cover the Monthly Deduction. 
However, undcr some conditions the gacc  pcriod will not 
begin even if the Cash Surrendcr Value is lcss than the 
Monthly Deduction for the policy month to follow. 
During the No Lapse Guarantee Period shown on the Policy 
Data Page, the 61 day gracc pcriod will not begin if on each 
Monthly Anniversary Date during the period, I is grcatcr 
than 2, where: 
Is the sum of all prcmiums paid to date minus any policy 
loans and partial withdrawals; and 
Is the sum of the Minimum Monthly Premium for each 
policy month sincc the Effcctivc Datc, including the 
month following the Monthly Anniversary Date. The 
Minimum Monthly Pnmium is shown on the Policy 
Data Pagc. The Minimum Monthly Prcmium is 
increased whcn the Face Amount is increased or when a 
new rider is added or increased. The new Minimum 
Monthly Prcmium wilt be shown on a ncw Policy Data 
Page. 
During the grace period, we will send you notice of the 
prcmium rcquircd to keep this poiicy in forcc. If thc required 
prcmiurn is not paid within the gracc period, we lapse thc 
policy. A lapsed policy is no longcr in force and has no Cash 
Sanerider Value. We will scnd you notice of the rcquircd 
prcmium at !e=: 30 days beforc wc iapsc this poIicy. 
If the Insured dies during the gracc period, we deduct any 
unpaid Monthly Deductions from thc proceeds. 
REINSTATEMENT 
Rcinstatemcnt Incans putting a lapscd policy back in forcc. 
You can rcinstatc this policy anytime within 5 ycars aitcr it has 
lapsed as long as you havc nor surrcndcred ir for its Cash 
Surrendcr Value. 
To reinstate this policy and any ridcrs: 
1. You must submit proof wh~ch sarisfics us that all 
Insureds arc s d i  insurable; and 
PREMIUMS continued 
2. YOU must pay a premium large enough to keep the 
policy in force for at least 2 months. 
This policy will bc rclnstated only as of a Monthly 
Anniversary Dare. If you have met conditions 1 and 2 and an 
Insured dies before the Monthly Anniversary Date on which 
the poky would be reinstated, we will pay the Death Benefit 
as of that Monthly Anniversary Date. The Accumulation 
Valuc on the date of rcinstatcment will bc the amount 
provided by the premium paid to reinstate this policy. 
Subsequent Accumulation Values will be calculated as shown 
in the Accumulations Values provision. 
After reinstatement, the Sumnder  Charges will be those in 
effcct on the datc of termination, reduced in thc same 
proportion as the Accumulation Vaiue on the date of 
termination to the Surrender Charge on that date. The 
Surrender Charge will not be less that zero. 
If the Level Amount Option is in effect. you may requt 
in writing to change to the Additional Amount Opcio 
This change reduces the Facc Amount so that it tht 
cquals the Dcath Benefit minus rhe Accumulation Val1 
immediately preceding the effective date of the chang 
then 
An increase will require written proof the Insured is stii 
insurable. An approved increase will go into effcct 01 
the Monthly Anniversary Datc on o r  next following thc 
date. of the approval. If an increase is approvcd. 
additional Surrcndcr Charges will be applied to tha t  
increase. We will send you written notice of the amount  
and duration. The Minimum Monthly Premium wiIl be 
increased when the Face Amount is increased. 
ACCUMULATION VALUE AND 
NONFORFEITURE PROVISIONS 
FACE AMOUNT .CHANGE 
ACCUMULATION VALUES 
After the first Policy Year, you may change your Face 
Amount by notifying us in writing. Changes arc aIlowcd only 
if this policy continues to qualify as Life Insurance as defined 
by the Code. Changes listed in I ,  2 and 3 below go into effect 
on the Monthly Anniversary Date that foilows the date we 
receive your request. If we receive your rcqucst on a Monthly 
Anniversary Datc, the change goes into effcct on that day. 
The Face Amount in effect at  any time must be at least equal 
to the Minimum Face Amount shown on the Policy Data 
Page. 
'Increases in the Facc Amount must be at lcast S5.000. 
Increases cannot be made after the PoIicy Annivcrsary 
following the Insured's 75th birthday. 
Decreases in -Face Amount are allowed only if the Cash 
Surrender Value is grcater than zero. At least 6 months must 
elapse between decreases. 
Changes are subject to the following: 
1. If adecrcase in Face Amount is requested, the reduction 
will be applied in the following order: 
To the most recent increase in Face Amount; 
To the next most rccent increases in Face 
Amount; then 
To the Facc Amount on the Effective Date or the 
Current Face Amount, if smaller. 
2. If the Additional Amount Option is in effect, you may 
request in writing to change to the Level Amount 
Oprion. In thls event, the Face Amount of this policy is 
changed so that it equals the Death Benefit in forcc 
immcdiarcly preceding the effective date of the change; 
The Accumulation Value on the Effectivc Date will be the  
initial Net Prcrniurn paid on that date minus the Monthly 
Deduction for the fmt policy month. On each subsequent 
Monthly Anniversary Date, the Accumulation Value will be 
calculated as 1 minus 2, plus 3 minus 4 (1 - 2 + 3 - 4), whcrc: 
is the Accumulation Value on the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus one month's interest. 
is any partial withdrawals since the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus interest from the datc o f  
withdrawal to the Monthly Annivcrsary Date. 
is the total of all Net Premiums received since the 
preceding Monthly Anniversary Date plus interest from 
the date received to the Monthly Anniversary Date. 
is the Month!y Deduction (as described in the Monthly 
Deduction provision) for the ?o!icy m ~ m h  following 
the Monthly Anniversary Datc. 
On any day other than a Monthly Anniversary Date, the 
Accumulation Value will be calculated as 1 minus 2 plus 3 (1 
- 2 + 3), where: 
is the Accumulauon Value. on  rhcprcceding Monthly 
Annivcrsary Date plus interest from the Monthly 
Annivenary Date to the datc of the calculation. 
is any partial withdr?wzls sizce the preceding Monthly 
Anniversary Date plus interest from the datc of 
withdrawal to the datc of the calculation. 
~s the total of all Ner Prcmmms reccived since rhc 
precedins Monthly Anniversary Date plus interest from 
rhe date rcccwcd to the dale of the calculatlon. 
-4 CCUMULATION VALUE AND 
NONFORFEITURE PR 0 VISIU continued 
INTEREST RATE ON ACCUMULATION VALUE 
The Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate applied in the 
calculation of the Accumulation Value is shown on the Policy 
Data Page. l h i s  ratc is an effective annual interest rate 
compounded yearly. Interest m excess of the Guaranteed 
Annual Interest Rate may be applied in the calculat~on of the 
Accumulation Value in a manner which our Board of 
Directon determines. However, intcrcst in excess of the 
Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate will not apply to any pan  of 
the Accumulation Value that is less than the Excess Interest 
Exclusion Amount which is shown on the Policy Data Page. 
More than one ratc ofinterest may appiy to the Accumulation 
Value at any time. 
The Guaranteed Monthly Intercst Rate is shown on the 
Policy Data Page. ?his rate is an effective monthly interest 
rate which, compounded monthly, is equivalent to the 
Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate. 
The interest rate applied to any portion of the Accumulation 
Value which represents a loan may be less than the interest 
rate applied to the rest of the Accumulation Value, but not less 
than the Guaranteed Annual Interest Rate. 
MONTHLY DEDUCTION 
"Monthly Deduction", as used in thispolicy, refers to achargc 
which is made against the Accumulation Value. It does not 
refer to your premium payment. 
The Monthly Deduction for a policy month will be calcuiated 
as 1, plus 2, plus 3, p i e  4 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4), where: 
I.  is the cost of insurance (as described below) and the cost 
of any rider benefits for the policy month. 
2. is the Monthly Policy Charge shown on the Policy Data 
Page. 
3. is the Monthly Amount Chargc (shown on the Policy 
Data Page) multiplied by the Face Amount divided by 
S1.000, This charge applies to the Initial Face Amount 
and to any increases in thc Face Amount during the 
Term shown on the Policy Data Page. The Termapplies 
to the Initial Face Amount from the Effective Date of 
the policy and to any increases in the Face Amount 
from the effective dart oi that increase. This charge is 
not made if the increase in Face Amount is due solely to 
a change of Death Benefit from the Additional Amount 
Option to the Level Amount .Option. This charge 
applies to the Face Amount of the Additional Insured 
Rider in the same way that it appiies to this poiicy's Face 
Amount. 
4. is the Monthly Administrative Charge shown on the 
Policy Data Page. This charge applies in all Policy 
Years. 
COST O F  INSURANCE 
We determine the cost of insurance on- a monthly basis. T h e  
cost of insurance 1s determined separately for the Initial Face 
Amount and any increases made later. If the Level Amount  
Optloh is in use and there have been increases in the Face 
Amount, then the ~ccumulation Value will first be considered 
to be a part of the Initial Face Amount. If the Accumulation 
Valuc on thc Monthly Anniversary Date exceeds the Initial 
Face Amount, it will be considered to be a pan of a n y  
increases in Face Amount in the order of these increase. T h e  
cost of insurance is calculated as 1, multiplied by the result of 
2 minus 3 minus 4 [l (2 - 3 - 4)] where: 
1. is the cost of insurance rate as described in the Cost of  
Insurance Rates provision; 
2. is the Death Bencfit at the beginning of the policy 
month, divided by 1 plus the Guaranteed Monthly 
Interest Rate; 
3. is the Accumuiation Value a t  the end of the preceding 
poiicy month; and 
4. is any Net Premium received on  the Monthly 
Anniversary Date minus any partial withdrawals on the  
Monthly Anniversary Date. 
COST O F  INSURANCE RATES 
The monthiy cost of insurance rate for this policy is based o n  
the.insured's sex, attained age, and premium rate class as 
shown on the Policy Data Page. If your Death Benefit is a 
percentage of the Accumulation Value as described under i h t  
definition of "Death Benefit" in Level Amount Option, Item 
2, or Additional Amount Option, Item 2, the premium rate 
class with the most recent effective date will apply. Attained 
age means agc last birthday on the prior Poiicy Anniversary. 
We will determine monthly cost of insurance rates based upon 
expectations as to future cost factors. Any change in cost of 
i~xwiaiiee izza will apply to aii in the same insurance class 
whose policies have been in force for the same period of time. 
Except for the Facc Amounts in a Special Premium Class, thc 
cost of insurance races can never be greater than those shown 
in the Table of Monthly Guaranteed Cost of Insurance Rates. 
For Facc Amounts in a Special Premium Class, the 
guaranteed cost of insurance rates are caiculated by 
multiplying the standard rates shown in the Table of 
Guaranteed Cost of Insurance Rates by the Premium Class 
Rating Factor shown on the Poiicy Data Page. 
BASIS OF COMPUTATIONS 
Minimum cash values are based on the Cornmissloners 
Standard Ordinary Mortality (CSO) Table and the 
A cCUMULA TI ON YA L UE A N r  
NONFORFITURE PR 0 VISIOA, ,oniinued 
Nonforfeiture Interest Rate as shown on the Policy Data 
.Page. Where requircd, a detailed statcrnent of the method of 
computation of cash values undcr this policy has been filed 
with the insurance department of the state in which this policy 
was dclivcred. Cash values under thls policy are not less than 
the minimums required by the state In which this policy was 
dcIivcred. 
NONFORFEITURE PROVISIONS 
CONTINUATION OF INSURANCE 
(EXTENDED INSURANCE) 
In the event Planned Periodic Premiums are not continued, 
insurance coverage .under this policy and any benefits 
provided by rider will be continued until the Cash Surrender 
Value is not largc enough to covcr the Monthly Deduction. In 
this event, the policy will continue in force until the end of the 
grace period. (See the Grace PeSod provision.) The Face 
Amount and Dearh Benefit Option during the continuation 
of insurance will be the same as when Planned Periodic 
Premiums were last being paid unless you make later changes 
in the Face Amount. 
PAID-UP OPTION 
At any time before the Policy Anniversary foliowing the 
Insured's 95th birthday, you may use the Cash Surrender 
Value to purchase single premium paid-up life insurance. The 
amount by which this insurance excetds its Cash Sunendcr 
Value cannot be greater than the amount by which this 
poiicy's Death Benefit exceeds this policy's Accumuiation 
Value, On the Policy Anniversaryfollowingthe Insured's 95th 
binhday, the Cash Surrendcr Value will automatically be used 
to purchase single premium paid-up life insurance. We base 
the single premium for paid-up insurance on the Insured's sex, 
age, and premium classes at the time this option is excrciscd 
and the single premium l i e  insurance rates in effect at that 
time. These ratcs may not exceed the net single premium rates 
based on the Commissioners Stzndard Ordinary Mondity 
(CSO) Tablc. and the Nonforfciture Interest Rze ,  50th sf 
which are shown on the Poiicy Data Page. 
CASH VALUE, CASH 
SURRENDER VALUE, AND 
PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL BENEFITS 
CASH VALUE 
The Cash Vahe of this policy is the Accumufation Value 
minus any Surrendcr Charge. The Cash Value is never less 
than zero. 
Value. The amount and duramn of the Sunendcr Charge 
are shown on the Table of Surrender Charges on the Poiic! 
Data Page. 
Addiripnal Suncnder Chargcs wiil apply to any approved 
increase in the Facc Amount and increases to this policy 
resulting from the Insured's Cost of Living Rider, if attached 
to this policy. We will send you written notice of the amount 
and duration. This charge is not made if the increase in Facc 
Amount is due solciy to a changc of Death Benefit from the  
Additional Amount Option to the Level Amount Option. 
If Surrender Charges are shown on an annual basis, they ' 
grade uniformly by policy month between the consecutivc 
years shown. 
Any decrease in Face Amount will not reduce the original or 
any additional Surrender Charges. 
CASH SURRENDER VALUE 
You may surrender this p o k y  for its Cash Surrender Value by 
sending us written notice. The Cash Surrender Value is equal 
to the Cash Value minus ky policy loans. 
The Cash Value within 30 days of a Policy Anniversary may 
not bc less than the Cash Value on such.anniversary, minus 
any subsequent panial withdrawals. 
PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL 
After the fmt Policy Ycar, you may withdraw part of your 
policy for cash by sending us written notice. The amount of 
any partial withdrawal must be at least the minimum partial 
withdrawal we then require. The maximum partial 
withdrawai equals the Cash Value times the Percent of Partial 
Withdrawal shown on the Poiicy Data Page but not to exceed 
the full Cash Sumnder Value. Only one partial withdrawal is 
allowed in any Poiicy Ycar. The Accumulation Value is 
reduced by the amount iif the partial wirndrawd 
If the Level Amount Option is in use, the Face Amount will be 
reduced by the amount of the partial withdrawal requested. 
The Face Amount after withdrawal may not be less than the 
Minimum Face Amount shown on the Policy Data Page. We 
have the right to defer payment for up to 6 months after we 
receive notice. 
The rcductions in Face Amount due to any panlal withdrawal 
will be applied in the following order: 
1. To the most rcccn: iccrease in Face Amount; 
2. To the next most recent increascs In Face Amount; then 
.SURRENDER CHARGE 
T i e  Surrender Charge is a charge against the Accumularion 
3. To the Initial Facc Amount or the Current Facc 
Amount. if smallcr. 
POLICY LOANS 1. n s  policy is in forcc. 
CASH LOANS 2. Thc insured is alive. 
Aftcr the first Poiicy Year. if t h s  policy has a loan value, you 
may use it as security to take out a loan from us. We will not 
lcnd you more than the loan vaiue. We will dcduct any unpaid 
policy loans beforc paying thc proceeds. 
3. We have the written consent of any and all irrcvocabl~ 
- beneficiaries. 
A change of bencficiary should be sent to our Home Officc ir 
Seattle, Washington 
The loan value is the result of I minus 2 minus 3 1 1 - 2 - 31 
where: The change wilI take effect on the date you signed thc request. 
But, it will not affect any payment or action we make before 
we receive and record your request. I. is the Cash Value: 
2. is any unpaid policy loans; and PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS 
3. is the loan interest to the end of the then current Policy 
Year. 
Insettling this policy, we dcdua ail unpaid policy loans. Then 
we pay the proceeds in this way when the Insured dies, unless 
wc have agreed otherwise: 
If the policy loan cxcceds the Cash Value, the p o k y  will lapse, 
I. We first pay any collateral assignees. 
LOAN INTEREST 
2. Then we pay the beneficiaries last named in writing. We 
pay them in equal shares, unless you have requested 
otherwise. 
We charge interest at thc Policy Loan Interest Rate shown on 
the Policy Data Page. 
On thc date of the loan, interest is due in advance until the 
next Policy Anniversary, After that, interest for each full year 
is due in advance. Unpaid intcnst becomes a part of the 
existing loan, and:we charge interest on it. 
3. Lf t hen  arc no beneficiaries, we pay you. 
4. If you have died, we pay your cstate or assigns. 
If a beneficiary dies before receiving the proceeds and: 
REPAYMENT 
1-  at the same timc a s  the Insured; or 
You may repay all o r  part of any policy loan during the 
Insured's lifetime. Lf not repaid during the Insured's lifetime, 
we dcduct the policy loan from the procecds. 
2. within IS days after the Insured's death; 
we will pay the procccds as if the Beneficiary died beforc the 
I n s u n d  Whcn you make a paymcnt on a policy loan, you must tell us 
that you arc making a loan payment. 
We pay all proceeds from thispolicy at our Home Office in 
Scattie, Washington. We may rcquire that you send us this 
poky.  
Whcn there is an outstanding policy loan, we rcscrvc the right 
to consider thc sum of any payments, planned o r  
unscheduled, we receive as policy loan rcpaymcnts and not as 
premium payments. The procccds hcid or paid under this poiicy are exempt from 
creditors to the cxtcnt dowed by law. 
BENEFICIARY AND 
PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS GENERAL PROVISIONS 
ENTIRE CONTRACT 
BENEFICIARY 
The entire contract is: 
T i e  bcncliciary is named in the application. You may name, 
add, or change bcneficiaries by written rcqucst. 1. this policy; and 
YOU may name a beneficiary whom you cannot later change 
without his conscnt. This is an irrevocable beneficiary. 
2. all applications, riders and amcndmcnts attached at the 
timc of issuc: and 
You may change bcneficiaries by written rcqucst if all of thcsc 
arc truc: 
3. all larcr applications, ridcrs and amcndmcnts we may 
attach or scnd you to attach. 
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GENERAL PROVISIONS contizt-rd 
Unless fraudulent. all statemcnts made by or on behalf of 
anyone covered by this policy are rcprcsentations and not 
warranties. Only statemcnts found in an attached application 
may be used KO canccl this policy or as our defense if we refuse 
t o  pay a claim. 
Only our President or Secretary can changc this policy on our 
behalf. No agent or other person can change this policy. Any 
changc must be in writing. 
OWNERSHIP O F  POLICY 
The original owner is shown on the l'olicy Data Pagc. During 
the Insured's lifetime, you have the rights and duties outlined 
in this policy. But, we necd the consent of any and all 
irrcvocable beneficiaries and cxisting collateral assignees to 
grant many of them. 
You may changc the ownership of this poIicy. This transfers 
all your rights and duties as Owncr to  a new Owner. The new 
Owner may then make any change the policy allows. The 
Owner's rights end at the Insured's death. 
You may also name a contingent Owner who will own this 
policy if you die before the Insured. If there is no contingent 
Owncr and you die before the Insured, your estate or assigns 
will be the Owner. 
Change of ownership must be sent to our Home Office in 
Seattle, Washingon. 'The change must be in writing. It will 
take effect on the date you signed the request. But, it will not 
affect any payment. or action we make before we reccive and 
record your request. 
ASSIGNMENT 
You may assign this policy as collatcrai. This limits your rights 
to obtain the Cash Value. It also limits the Beneficiary's right 
to the proceeds. An assignmcnt does not change the Owner. 
When we pay the proceeds, we necd only rely on what the 
assignee states is thc debt due as collateral. 
To assign this policy as collateral, we necd these: 
I .  a datcd, written notice; and 
2. the written conssnt of any and all irrevocable 
beneficiaries. 
We are not responsible if an assignment is not valid. 
An assignment applies only if we receive it. It will take effect 
on the &re s!gned. 9c5, i r  does no: affec: any paymefit or 
action we make before we receive and record your request. 
INCONTESTABILITY 
This policy has a 2 year conrestabie period running from 
the Issue Datc shown on the Policy Data Pagc. After this 
policy has bccn.in force during the Insured's iifctimc f o r  3 
years from the Issue Datc, we cannot claim your policy~s void 
or  refuse to pay any proceeds with respect to the Initla1 Face 
Amouqt unless thc policy has lapsed. 
If you make a Face Amount increase or premium payment 
that requires proof of insurability, the corresponding Death 
Benefit increase has is own 2 ycar conrestable period running 
from the effcctivc datc of the increase in Death Benefit. 
If the policy has lapsed and has been rtinstated, the 
reinstatement has its own two (2) ycar contestable period\ 
running from the date of the latest reinstatement application; 
This applies to statemcnts made in the reinstatement 
application. 
This incontestability provision docs not -apply to a n y  
disability benefits under thc policy. 
MISSTATEMENT OF AGE OR SEX 
If the Insured's age or sex is misstated, the Death Benefit will 
be the amount that the most recent cost of insurance would 
purchase using the current cost of insurance rates for the 
correct age and sex. 
SUICIDE EXCLUSION 
If the Insured commits suicide, while sane or insane, within 2 
years of the Issue Datc, we: only refund ai l  premiums already 
paid on this policy and any attached riders, minus any poticy 
loans, and minus partial withdrawals. 
Also, if the Insurcd commits suicide, while sane or insane, 
within 2 years of the effective datc of an increase in Face 
Amount o r  premium payment that requires proof of 
insurability, for the proceeds associated with that increase, we 
only refund the cost of insurance for that increase. 
TERMINATION 
This policy ends when any of the foliowing occur: 
I. The end of the grace period if the required premium is 
not paid. 
3. Thc Insurcd dies. 
3. You ask, in writing to surrender this policy for its full 
Cash Surrender Value. 
4. 3.c po!icy znnivcrsary following the Insureci's 95th 
birthday. 
5. If poIicy loans exceed the Cash Value. 
If we make a Monthly Deduction from the Accumulation 
GENERAL PRO VISIONS continued 
Value after tcminating this policy, thc dcduction is nor from failurc to comply with thc reauircmenrs of thc Code,  
considered a rcinstatcmcnt of the policy or a waivcr of thc Regulations and Rulings imposed on this policy. 
terminations. That dcduction wiil be credited to thc 
~ccumuiation Value as of thc date of the deduction. NO NPARTI CIPATING 
ANNUAL REPORT This policy does not sharc in our profits or surpllrs. N o  
dividends are paid undcr this policy. 
Each year we will send you frcc of charge an annual report 
showing your cash valuc and accumulation vduc as of the s E T T L E ~ N T  
datc of the rcport, the prcmiurns paid, intcrcst credited, and 
the loans and charges sincc the last rcpon. We will scnd you OPTIONS 
additional repons for a fee upon reque'st. CHOICE OF OPTION 
PROJECTION REPORT Settlcmcnt options arc ways of paying all or part of thc 
If you ask, we will providc a rcpon which shows projected proceeds of this policy other than in one sum. 
futurc results. ?hc report will bc bared on the following 
may or change an option by vvriling to us at any 
assumptions: timc before the Insured dies or beforc the poiicy matures o r  is 
1. The Death Benefit Optlon you spccify; 
2. PIanncd Periodic Premiums you specify; 
surrcndcnd. If no option has bcen choscn beforc the Insured 
dics, the Bcneficiary may choose one. But, the Beneficiary 
cannot choose an option if we have already paid him t h e  
proceeds. 
3. Accumulation Value at the end of the prior Poiicy Year, 
and An option cannot be choscn if any of thcsc are true: 
4. Any othcr necessary assumptions specified by you or  us. 1. The proceeds arc payable to an assignce. 
We will chargc a fee for each report. 
DEFERMENT 
2. The proceeds are not payable to a natural person who 
takes them in his own right. 
3. The total amount is lcss than $1,000. 
Wc may dcfcr granting aloan or paying any cash surrendcr or 
partial withdrawals for the period law pennits, but not 4. Each payment under the option would be less than 520. 
beyond 6 months. We cannot dcfcr granting a loan solely to 
pay premiums on one of your policies with us; If we dcfer PAYEE 
paying thc cash surrender orpanialwithdrawal for 30 days o r  A a psrson to whom pay pan or all of 
morc; wc pay interest at 3$5% a year from the surrendcr or proceeds. 
withdrawal date to the payment date. 
AMENDMENT 
The Beneficiay is thc payee f ~ r  any proceeds payable at the 
death. of thc Insured. 
Wc rcscrvc the right to arncnd this policy in ordcr to include you or the may be the if 
any futurc changes rclating to this poIicy's remaining qualified 
for trcatmcnt as a Life Insurance policy under the following: I .  Option 1,3, o r  4 is chosen; and 
1. T3c Code. 2. r t t  option is chosen to apply at maturity orsurrcndcr of 
2. Intcmal Revcnue Serfice rulings and regulations. 
this policy. 
Thc Insurcd will bc the paycc if: 
3. Any requircmcnrs irnposcd by the lntcrnaI Revcnuc 
Service. 1. Option 2 or 5 is choscn; and 
We will scnd you a copy of any amcndmcnrs promptly. 2. the option is choscn to apply at maturity or surrender of 
this policy: 
DISCLAIMER 
The paycc receiving paymcnts may name or changc a 
Wc arc not liable for any tax or tax penalty you owe resulting 
SEirTLEMENT OPTIONS contu,.-d 
contingent payec. A conringcnt payee is the person who will 
be paid any final amount otherwise due the payee's estate. 
If: 
1. the payec dies; and 
2. there is no contingent payee; 
we will make paymcnt to the payee's estate or assigns. 
Paymcnt will be in a Iump sum. 
The amount paid will be as follows: 
I. Options 1 or 2 - the present value of the unpaid 
guaranteed installments, based on two and one-half 
percent (2'/2%) yearly interest; 
2. Options 3 or 4 - the unpaid'balance. 
SUPPLEMENTARY CONTRACT 
When an option becomes effectivc, this policy must be 
surrendered to us. We will give the payn a Supplementary 
Contract that describes the option. The Supplementary 
Contract will be effcctivc: 
1. on the date the Insured dies; or  
2. on the date the proceeds of the policy otherwise become 
due. 
The effective date of the Supplementary Contract is the date 
the first paymcnt is due to the payee undcr Option 1,2, or 4. 
For Option 3, the due date of the first payment dcpcnds on 
how often interest will be paid. The due date for payment 
under Option 3 will be one, three, six or twelve months after 
the effectivc date of the Supplementary Contract. 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 
if you.choose an option for the Beneficiary, the Beneficiary 
czzno: do azy of these unkss -ycu cc;nscnt in miring during 
the Insured'slifetime and we approve: 
1. assign or transfer any interest in payments due undcr the 
option; 
2. chzzge the option or the terms of the option. 
If money is icft with us undcr an option, it will be part of our 
general funds. We have no duty to keep the money separate or 
invest it separateiy. 
INTEREST 
We guarantee yearly -interest of two and -one-half percent 
(2'/i%) undcr all options. T h ~ s  amount has been included in 
the insrallmenrs shown in the tables. We may decide KO 
pay more than two and one-haif percent (2x53 yearly intercst 
on Options 1 through 4. if we do, we will apply the excess 
tntcrest to the money on deposit with us undcr the opuon. We 
may guarantee more than two and one-half percent ( 2 % ~ ~ )  
yearly intercst under Oprion 5. Contact us for details. 
OPTION 1. INSTALLMENTS FOR A FIXED 
PERIOD 
We will pay the proceeds in equal installments for a cenain 
number of years. The length of time can be from one (1) t o  
thirty '(30) years. 'Instailments may be paid monthly, - 
quarterly, semi-annually or yearly. The Option I Table shows 
the amount of cach instaliment. 
OPTION 2. INSTALLMENTS FOR LIFE WITH A 
GUARANTEED PERIOD 
We will pay the proceeds in equal installments for either ten 
(.lo) or  twenty (20) years, plus as long after that as the payee 
lives. The amount of cach installment dcpcnds on: 
1. the period of time chosen; and 
2. the payee's sex; and 
3. the payee's age on his birthday following the due date of 
the first payment. 
The Option 2 Table shows the amount of each installment. 
We require satisfactory proof of the payee's age before we pay 
under Option 2. 
OPTION 3. INTEREST INCOME 
I h e  procecds arc ieft with us during the payec's.lifetime. They 
hear yeaily interest of -at least two and one-haif percent 
(2x944. Interest will be paid at the end of each hterest ?efiod. 
The interest period may be monthly, quarterly, scmi- 
annually, or yearly. The least amount of interest for every 
S1,000 of proceeds left with us and not withdrawn is: 
3. quarterly S 6.19 
4. monthly S 2.06 
She payee can withdraw any pan of the proceeds at any rune. 
But, the amount of any withdrawal cannot be Iess than f 100. 
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SE7TLEMENT OPTIONS con .ed 
OPTION 4. INSTALLMENTS OF A FIXED 
AMOUNT 
We will pay the proceeds, plus interest, in equal installments 
until they arc used up. Yearly merest on the unpaid ponion 
will be at least two and one-half percent (2%%). The 
installments may be monthly, quancrly, semi-annually or 
yearly. The total amount payable each year cannot be less 
than five percent (5%) of the initial amount of proceeds left 
with us. 
OPTION 5. OTHER ANNUITY FORMS 
We will pay the proceeds under any othcr annuity form which 
we may offer when the proceeds bccome due. The amount of 
each annuity installment from the policy proceeds will be 
104% of the installment the policy procecds would otherwise 
buy based on our rates and rules in effect on that date. 
Contact us for details. 
OPTION 1 TABLE 
YEARLY AND MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS FOR EACH S1,000 OF PROCEEDS 
No. of 
Ycan 
Payable 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
AMOUNT O F  
INSTALLMENTS 
Yearly Monthly 
$1,000.00 
506.17 
341.60 
259.33 
210.00 
IT?. 12 
153.65 
136.07 
122.40 
11 1.47 
No. of 
Years 
Payable 
11 
I2 
I3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I 8  
19 
20 
\ 
AMOUNT OF 
INSTALLMENTS 
Yearly Monthly 
No. of 
Years 
Payable 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
AMOUNT OF 
INSTALLMENTS 
Yearly Monthly 
The amount of semi-annual and quarterly installments per $1,000 of proceeds may be figured by multiplying the 
amount of the yearly installments shown above by 5031 and -2523, respecrivciy. 
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SETTLEMENT OPTIONS contimed 
AGE O F  PAYEE 
MaIe 
7 and 
under 
8 
9 
10 
11 
I2 
I3 
14 
15 
. 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Fcmalc 
I2 and 
.under 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
35 
OPTION 2 TABLE 
MONTHLY INCOME FOR EACH %1,000 OF PROCEEDS 
GUARANTEED 
PERIOD 
IN YEARS AGE OF PAYEE 
Male 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
.43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
5 1 
52 
53 
54 
55 
Female 
36 
37 
3 8 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 . 
60 
GUARANTEED 
PERIOD 
IN YEARS AGE OF PAYEE 
Male 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
6 1 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
n 
78 
79 
80 
Fcmaic 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
n 
78 
79 
80 
8 1 
82 
83 
84 
85 
GUARANTEED 
PERIOD 
IN YEARS 
In Iicu of such monthly installments, annual, semi-annual or quarterly installments may be selected. They shall be 
respectively twelve, six and three times the monthly installmerts shown. The first installment is then payable five and one- 
half months, two and c,l,e-half months and one month, respcctivcly, iatcr than the date ?n which the f i s t  monthly 
installment would have been paid. 
Northern Life Insurance Company 
Seattle, Washington 9811 1 
"We"arc the Northern Life insurance Company. "You" arc the owner of this policy according to our records. 
This Endorsement is a part of the poiicy to which it is attached by us. 
In the section cntitlcd Accumulation Value and Nonforfciture Provisions, under the Cost of Insurancc provision. item 
number I in the first paragraph is changed to read as follows: 
I.  is the cost of insurance rates as described in the Cost of Insurance Rates provision increased by the 
Extra Cost of Insurance Rate shown on the Policy Data Page: 
All other terms and conditions of the policy remain unchanged. 
The effective date ofthis Endorsement is the ~ffectivc Date of the policy. 
Secretary / 
C O S T  O F  I N S U R A N C E  P R O V I S I O N S  E N D O R S E M E N T  
CONSUMER DISCLOSURE FORM 
UNiVERSAL LIFE 
READ THIS FORM CAREFULLY. fT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE POLICY YOU ARE 
BUYING. THE COMPANY WILL NOT ACCEPT AN APPLICATION FOf? INSURANCE WITHOUT THIS FORM. 
The policy you are about to buy provioes that interest is credited to the Accumulation Value in a manner set by our 
Board of Directors. I f  you use this policy as security for a 'loan from us. we will continue to credit interest to the 
Accurnufatroc 'Jzlue. Y~wever. !he-mterest credited to the  onion represented by the loan will be less than cediled 
tc :he rest ot the Accsmula:ion Value s:xe we e z z  :z:s :z!erzs: 3n the unloaned amount. Interest is credCe2 1:am 
the lrme the Company recelves the premium at its Home Office. 
Depending upon your policy, it will have either a 15 year or 20 year declining surrender charge. (Your ledger 
illustration will show which charge applies or you may ask your agent.) This means that if you surreG5er the policy 
cr aar,; z ;oficy loart dunfiij %t;a yzars. :he zr;,;;'~: adzi;a::~ to y ~ u  wiil i E i S  ihaii.2he full Accilrnirlation ilaiue. 
Thls w:iq ~)c-,mC; you to start or stop premium payments, with~n certarn limitations. If a premium is reqGrG a d  :s 
not paid. rnsurance coverage wiil lapse. 
If any policy on the proposed fnsured's life is assigned to us. we will apply its mlues. if any, to the Accumulation Value 
under the policy applied tor. Any such prernlurns and the new values based on them will be shown in a new Poiicy 
Data-Page sent to you on the first Policy Anniversary if your policy is in force on that date. 
?'OUR POUCY-CONTAINS A 20-DAY INSPECTION PERIOD so that you dl1 have a chance to review al! irs 
provisions. If you do not wish to keep the policy, you may return it to us or your agent within 20 days and receive a 
ful! refund of any premium p a d  If any policy on the proposed Insured's iite is assigned to us, we will assign any such 
pl icy on the Insured's life Sack to our asstgnor. send such assignmen! to the appiicable insurer, an:! pay our 
assranor any cash we received from the policy. (11 may not be possible to reinstate dividends, premlum deposit 
accounts. etc.) 
I understand that neither Northem Life nor my aaent can provide tax advice. and that I must consun my own tax 
aaviser regarding the tax treatment of this Insurance poiicy. I understand that the tax status of thls policy should be 
revrewed yearly. 
3y signing this form. I request that Northern Life prepare for me an illustralion of policy benefits based on 
C) 46 annual effective Interest. 
NORTHERN LIFE 
INSURANCE CO. 
hx P.O. B o x  12133. SUNC. WA 98!11 
Signature cf Proposed Insured 
er (4 other than Proposed Insured) 
s law (4/87) ADVISED, ON ,I-/ - F T  
CHANGED TO q.35 FOR THIS POLICY. 
n NORTHERN LIFE INSERANCE CO. APPLICATION 
rjz P.C. 3ox 12529. Seari!?. WA 981 ? 1 
' ' 8 g 0 ~ ~  
PART l 
PAGE 
GA. Code 
3. Marital S t a t u s  a Singx Ib;c,amed 0 Wroow?~  *z Separareo a DIVOKE 
4. S e x  P : s k  a Female 5. Bi r thp lace  IBasJ 0A3 4 
6. D a t e  of B i n h  (Mci.-D-Yr.1 ?/4  7. Age 
8. H e i g h t  Fi. --.GL- in. Weight :  ?DL- 
/ 9. Residence i S r r e ? ~ ~  q 3 d x 7  , * A 
Kkyl - d 
(Srarei &'A z A  
" 
[zip1 s
1 Oa. Occupat ion c/7A,, 
h. [ feszi fs  Daries . f i  3 -a,-. , e--c-%A 
1 l a .  Annual I n c o m e  f r o m  O c c u p a t i o n  S (re: :2%7111 !! ?h!S IS ;2:*_0"!_0 2;;. 
b. Inccm Frcm Orbe! S w r e s  
bn Orher o dunes 
12. Employer L/+ / v p - r / 4  -* -' 
c, / 4r c " ~ & , U L  s [ - 1  * -  , - / 
9 -  - 3 .Cr_ a 7 
eq~aliy. or ro rne survrvor(s) unless ornerwlse s r a l e c  
( I f  adcress is drfferent than Proposed Insured snow in Agenr's repon.) 
Benehc:aryi~esl have rhe nghr 10 cbange setriemeni mode unless you reouest 
orher~ise  here. 
14. N a m e  and  A d d r e s s  of P r o p o r a d  i n s u r e d ' s  P e r s o n a l  P h y s i c i a n  
C;n2 / / r t - k ,  
Adcms; J%A+'hi 
Dale m! Reason 15s conrol!ed? 
158. Plan of I n s u r a n c e  (Srare Plan Tirle Exacrlyl b. Amount 
~3/44- s- 
Auromarrc Premrum Loan. if available? m e s  0 NO ' 
c. Beneh 0prrc;l (Unrversal Plans Only) Level B lncmasrng 
- - 
Address 
Ocrupar~on {if nde! on orher Inan pnmary insured) 
- . h. C 0:ner 
16. Class  of R i sk  o rhzmse  shorn here.] 
I - 
17a. Premium P a y m e n t  Mode: Annual D Semi D Duanedy C 
ABC 3 S I  Sa; 0 Orher 
6 U n m a l  Plans Only. Srtpu~ared Modal P r e n u m ?  1 5 7 .)73 
c. aiili:; Address fsrreetl 5?&/ A - 
~ r y j  .C L -C .  tare^ L L A .  [ l i p 1  
d. Oo you plan to suspend premium paymenrs when qualif~el? 
U Yes w o  ON/A If yes. a t  sran of which year? 
18. Life I n s u r a n c e  o r  Annui t ies  in F o r c e  (If None So Statel 
J ornpany (Check b s n c  r e o i i i ~ d ~  Year Life Amt. AD% Amt 
i I I 
19. R e p l a c e m e n t  {Check each policy above ro be  replaced and artach requrred 
replacernenr !oms.) 
a. AE ;Tjd 1k& ?in;ni:j 171 ~ G Z ?  lik i;lSL.iailCZ Or aGiiL1Tj $ i c i ~ j  i G  ~ $ Z C E  
by the msurance applre!! for? 0 Yes 
b. Have any lde ~nsurance ot annurry polictes on rhe life of rhe Propose3 Insure 
iaps t l  w h i n  rhe last 12 rnonlX? 0 Yes 
0. For  J u v e n i l e  i n s u r a n c e  laoes Orhru 14) (romplere Ownenhrpserrlon a lso)  
a. Amounr of msurance in force on l i fe of father? 
morner? (If none on errher. grve panitolan.) 
b. Number of siblrngs? 
c. Amounr of insurance in forte on each bmrher or siner? 
21. Family M e m b e r s  (If  fam~ly nder. cnilden nder or purchaser benefit applted for1 
Proposed !or Insurance Relarmnshrp ro Binhplace Dare c! Bnh Age Height Wetjiir 
Proposed insured (Srarel MG.-Day-Yr. 
a. Spouse s former names Derails 10 "Yes" Answe!~. 
b. Ac I n w  any cn~ioren under age 18 on whom coverage a no1 berng mques!ed? a Yes D No 
0 Yes El  No 
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22. Foreign Travel. Ariation and Military 
a. Do pti rnrend ic m;d o~rsi3c in: U.S. or Canal? mrnm me nu1 iwo yeas exce,"r for vacanoa npsl 
b. 00 yo? tnteno lo iiy orhe! rnan 25 a DijSe!?rD,I 01 navz you iiown orher :ha2 as  a passen3ei 
donng r t ; ~  pat1 rho years? II "Yes". rs;nolett Aviarron Ouesrronnaire 
c. ke yc: a nerck:. sr J; y3u rnrend lc become e meztrfr. of th; errF.el iorces. tncluding reserves? 
23. Avocation and Sports Do you pe~rcrpare in recrearronal acrrvmes rnvolmg: 
a. Xemaurirs (~nciso:n~ hanyqltdrng, ulrratighr. soanng. sky dkng. baifoonngj? 
b. Coapei!we racing of powered veh:cles frncluorn~ motorcycles. auromobiles and boa~s)? 
t. R%rearroniif venaes over open renair~. mils. sand. snow or ice fntludrng snownobiles. din 
brker an3 duni toggre:)?. 
d. Any of the !olJow:ng - skin or scuba Cinng. mountain clrmbtng. rodeos. cornpetirlve skiing? 
24. Otbcr insurance 
a. Have yr~c had 6 mouesr for life or nealrh tnsurance declined. posrponed. rated or renncted 
m any nay? 
b. is  any ap~iccal~ol for Irk rnsurance pen din^ with any orher tornoany7 Give name of company. 
25. Driving Accord Dnver's Lttense No.  rare % 
W i h  i h ~  pas; 3 yez!s have you b ~ a n  convicted of o: pletlcec! guilty 10: 
l.' TI., , ,.., ,..-, .,-I-&-- - A I-. -.&..+- 
....kc ". ...u.c rt.v.,,,y .ruru.lu.,* , acc,us,rrJ? 
t .  SIIV;I:(; ul&t iht i ~ f i ~c i i c r  ui  a;~oicol and/or or~c:? 
26. Have You Ever: 
a. Hiid-a family rnefiiber wilt; diabetes. hean or crrcularory disease or cancer? 
b. Had a weight change over 10 Ibs. m the ~ s s r  year? If "Yes'.. pounds gsrned or lost and reason? 
c. Recaveo rreamms. or lorned an-organrimon for atc~holism or drug addrcnon'! 
d On a regular bass used arttp:tslsnifei. krbi:urares. cocarne. codeiiic naliurinogens. herotn. 
LSD. manpana. seoarrves. tranquiiizen or haon fommg drugs excepr as prescribed by a physruan? 
e. Been conncred of a felony n the past 10 yean? 
Proposed Proposed Remarks h deta 
Insured Additional Insured to "yes" a n r w c j  
Yes No Yes No 
27. Desuibe any a~hlenc programfs) you engage rn 30. Special Instructions 
How often? 
28. Waat u l o u r  atcohot conurmprion? 
(Dnni = one 12 oz. beer. one 5 or. glass. of rnne or 1 oz. of hard spirits] 
Pnposed Addr~on?l Insund (drinks per weekl 
C G o n s  C1-5 3 6 - 1 4  D15-30 O M o r e  
22- C".-LL- s.-*-- 
. r * u u m ~ s t y  ~ r ~ r ; ~ i i E i i t  
I do not now smoke cigarenes. I have. not smoked any cigareues for at 
leasr rne oasr twelve months. I do nor use robacco in any otner form except: 
A 
SIClikiURE OF PROPOSED ADDITIONAL INSUilED 
fSion onfy if thir sta tcnanr  aP~lies.] 
[St::. cn!\ i f  thtr statement anpirr:.J 
31: Owncnbip Section 
a. Ownefs Name </ 7 7 
b. Socral Secunry or Tax No. .C 7- z- 3 5 - 7  h 
c Relatronshrp to .Proposed Insured W I  &C- 
d. Whar amounr of insurance in quesrron 18 of ~ h s  appiicatton or penoia 
a i h  mhar conpanras is ppbk io  3wnar as Benefiua~/? 
Company- Amoum 
. G R c  -L-C 5 - 9  z,~Cio 
a. What a the amounr of rnsurance to force and pendrng on Owner's life? 
3+cr,'md 
1. Srare purpose of insurance and narure of Owner's insurable inrerest 
/ /,._-* f ,  -37 /he-.-, -/ 
if  Juveniie appiicarion and parenr a nor owner and beneficiary, pletse 
explain. / 
32. Hn g Pmpmed Insu red  a v e r  hro or b e e n  a t i r k e d  that h e / s h e  b~ 
a. Any 4rsorder of rhc crrcularory sys!em. hean dnorder. hean mumur. h ~ g  
blood pressure or pen;;re;t. f requ~rt ,  or severe chest pain? 
b. h e r  or tumor 01 any rype or locar~o.t? 
c. Any nervous. menla! tr brarn disorl?r. m u r e  or convuls!on or Ialnrrng spell 
or pmsren r ,  fmouenr or severe i!naessl 
d. Any drsomer of  the Imgs. bronckral rubes. or resprrarory sysrem? 
e. Any d~scrder of I!IE nose. rhroa~.  rnwsth, eyes or ean? 
1. Drabem or any drsorder of rne rhymrd or any other gland. or swollen o 
enlarged lympn nodes? 
g. Any disorde: o! rhe sro:nsch. gal; bladd:r. he r .  mresrmes. r ecum or orhe 
abdommal 'disorder? 
h. Any disorder of the hdneys. bladder. proslat;. or unnaq system? 
i. Any d~sorder of rhe breasrs. urerus or ovaries? 
j. Sypnrbs. herp?:, recunen! gonorrhea or o!her sex-ally transna1ed diseases? 
Ir. Any drsomer of the bones or j31nts: or any form of hevmatrsrc. anhnjs  or gas? 
I. Any physiid Imparrmenl. d~formlly, paralysis or arnouratlon? 
a. Aii trrimune defiitency dawder. AIDS. or A l X  aeiated Compiex (Af i i j ,  or 
~ s !  zitit:: mo:=ar:ng e q x x r e  :3 ~!x AlCS ::z.::' 
During the past f i r e  years has any Proposed Jmurcd :  
n. Consulted. been exarntned or been treated by any physician or ptactmoner 
not lrsred aoove? 
P. Had dr7 X-ray. ~ie rmxar r fm?nm or eny tbon!ny !!r! n! r ! y P  , .
Show m u k s .  i f  knonr,. 
p. Had obnwar!on cr  r r e a r m x  a! 2 cfi?;~. hosptd .  or !:strturfo!!? 
;. 555 2!  be?^ :$::!! :2 k.Z-2 : q:3! :;=?22? 
Addimnal medicat ~nformarron: 
DECLARATiON 
[/We deiare ro my/our ben knowledge and befief. h e  answen s h o w  in this applicarion are compfete and true. !/We agree: 
1. All of the foilomng are the basr: for and shan be pan. of any msurance conuacc  (a) this applicarron: (b) any amendmentfs) to this application: (c) a n  
naremerirs made c any Medical Examrnarron. pan 2. 
2. h c q  as shown in thrs applicatron's Condidonal R e c e ~ p t  no insurance a41 be e3eaive ~ii;ii all of rha foilowing occur: bj aii persons 10 be ~ n ~ ~ r e d  ar 
aitve and.m the same healrh a s  shown herern whea rhe foilomng (b) and (c) happen: (b) a policy rs delivered and any nqurred amendrnenrlst to the agpircaror 
is ugned: (c) full paymenr of m e  fin1 premlum has been made ro rhe Company. 
3. Any policy or rider Issued on rhrs appficauon will belong only r o 4 x  Owner. 
4. Acceorrng a policy will rarify any change made by the Company m the  space entitled: "For Home Office Endorsements'.. BUL no change t a n  be made  a! 
10 amount premium. aa;;rficarron. msurance pfan or benefi~s. 'or issue age mrhour my/our wi t ten  consent. 
Check paid with application S mr 31) 
OiilCE3 SlCNtNG FOR CORPORATION OR FIRM (GIVE TITLE) $E€R?SE~J~.OPOSED INSURED, FAMILY RIDEF! INCLUDED! 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE ONLY TO NORTHERN LIFE. SIGN AUTHORIZATION ON NEXT PAGE. 

ITEM "16" 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
June 20,1992 
(Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 23) 
[Not, however, introduced at trial given 
JoAnne Buchi's limited testimony and 
Judge Lubeck's Ruling on JoAnne's 
Motion in Limine] 
) 
JOANNE WILLIAMS, 1 Case No. 921900262 FS 
Defendant. 
Appearances: 
M e 1  Wilson f o r  p l a i n t i f f ;  John T. Nie l sen  f o r  defendant .  
No l e g a l  reason shown why judgment should n o t  be 
pronounced, it is t h e  judgment of t h e  Court t h a t  t h e  de fendan t  
is a d j u d i c a t e d  g u i l t y  of  t h e  o f f e n s e  of THEFT 3rd deg ree  count  2 
(count  1 he ld  i n  abeyance) ,  and t h e  impos i t ion  o f  s en t ence  
s t a y e d  pursuant  t o  Sec t ion  76-3-402, U.C.A.,  1953, a s  amended, 
and t h e  defendant  is p l aced  under t h e  supe rv i s ion  of  t h e  Adul t  
P roba t ion  and Pa ro l e  Department f o r  a pe r iod  of NOT TO EXCEED 36 
MONTHS o r  u n t i l  f u r t h e r  o r d e r  o f  t h e  Court ,  upon t h e  fo l lowing  
c o n d i t i o n s :  
1. That  t h e  defendant  e n t e r  i n t o  an agreement 
wi th  t h e  Utah S t a t e  Department of  Adul t  
Probat ion and Pa ro l e  and comply s t r i c t l y  w i t h  
i t s  terms and c o n d i t i o n s .  
2 .  That  t h e  defendant  r e p o r t  t o  t h e  department 
and t o  t h e  Court  whenever r equ i r ed .  
3 .  That t h e  defendant  v i o l a t e  no law, e i t h e r  
f e d e r a l ,  s t a t e  o r  municipal .  
4 .  Defendant t o  pay a  f i n e  i n  t h e  amount of 
$500.00 p l u s  t h e  85% surcharge  of  $425.00, 
t o t a l  f i n e  i n  t h e  amount of $925.00. 
page 2 June 18 ,  1 9 9 2  
St. vs .  Will iams 
Judgment/Order of Prob. 
921900262 FS 
5. Defendant is not  t o  hold  any employment which 
would r e q u i r e  h e r  t o  have any t y p e  o f  c o n t r o l  
o v e r  o t h e r ' s  monies. Defendant t o  a b i d e  by 
a l l  c o n d i t i o n s  set f o r t h  i n  t h e  p l e a  ba rga in  
arrangment, involved i n  t h i s  c a s e .  Defendant 
t o  fol low a l l  Court o r d e r s  and h e r  p r o b a t i o n  
agreement. 
The Court  r e t a i n s  j u r i s d i c t i o n  t o  make such  o t h e r  
and f u r t h e r  o r d e r s  a s  it may deem neces sa ry  from t i m e  t o  
t i m e  . 
DATED t h i s  18 th  day of June,  1992. 

ITEM "17" 
JOANNE BUCHI'S COMPLAINT FOR DIVORCE 
(PROFFERED ON REMAND) 
TOM D. BRANCH (3997)  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
5300 South 360  West, Suite 360 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84123 
Telephone ( 8 0 1 )  262-1500 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JOANNE R. BUCHI, I COMPLAINT FOR DIVORCE 
BRAD 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 
KEVIN BUCHI, 
Defendant. 
Civil No. G%4?d/qqQ@ 
jUD, YUDGE FRANK G. NOEC 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through counsel, Tom D. 
Branch, and for cause of action complains and alleges against 
Defendant for divorce as follows: 
Provisions R e l a t i n q  to Jurisdiction 
1. Both the Plaintiff and the Defendant are bonafide 
residents of Salt Lake County, State of Utah and have been for 
three months immediately prior to the filing of this action. 
2. The parties resided in the marital relationship in the 
State of Utah or the acts complained of by the Plaintiff were 
committed by the Defendant in the State of Utah and therefore this 
Court has long-arm jurisdiction over the Defendant pursuant to 
U.C.A. 78-27-24(6) (1953 as amended). 
3 .  The Plaintiff and the Defendant were married on May 18, 
1991, in the State of Utah. 
4. The parties were separated October 1995 when the 
Defendant vacated the marital residence without prior notice to the 
Plaintiff and has remained out of the home since that time. 
Provisions Relatinq to Grounds 
5. During the course of the marriage, the parties have 
experienced difficulties that cannot be reconciled that have 
prevented the parties from pursuing a viable marriage relationship. 
Provisions Relatins to the Children of the Parties 
6. There have been no children born as issue of this 
marriage. 
Provisions Relatinq to Alimony 
7. The parties have been married for approximately five 
years and the Defendants income substantially exceeds that of the 
Plaintiff. The Plaintiff during the course of the marriage has 
changed, delayed, or otherwise detrimentally effected her income 
producing abilities to care for the Defendant and to assist him in 
his medical problems as well as his business dealings. As a result 
thereof, this Court should equitably determine if in fact the 
Plaintiff is entitled to alimony and should award a fair and 
equitable amount for Plaintiff. 
Provisions Relatinq to Real Property 
8. The parties own an interest in two gas stations, the 
University Texaco and the Olympus Cove Chevron. In addition, the 
Defendant has purchased a condominium since separation of which the 
Plaintiff may be entitled equitably to an interest therein. 
9. The Plaintiff also understands that there is a piece of 
property at Bear Lake that is owned by the Defendant of which the 
Plaintiff may have an equitably interest in as well. 
10. The Court should determine all property owned by the 
parties and award Plaintiff an interest therein under equitable 
conditions. 
Provisions Relatincr to Promissory Note 
11. The Plaintiff currently holds d Promissory Note in the 
principal amount of $63,000.00 dated July 19, 1995 wherein the 
Defendant herein has agreed to pay the Plaintiff for funds 
Plaintiff provided Defendant to buy out his ex-wife from the gas 
stations. The Promissory Note should be fully enforced pursuant 
to its terms and further should be secured by assets awarded the 
Defendant and including any interest the Defendant has in the two 
gas stations or other real property so as to properly secure the 
Promissory Note. 
12. The parties own three vehicles, a 1982 Jeep, a 1996 
Chevrolet Pickup, and a 1991 Chevrolet Pickup. The Plaintiff 
should be awarded the 1982 Jeep and the Defendant should be 
required to pay in full the debt owed on that Jeep in an 
approximate amount of $2500.00, payable at $184.00 per month. The 
Defendant should also be required to repair the Plaintiff' s Jeep to 
good and safe condition. The Defendant should be awarded his 
pickup trucks and any debts related thereon. 
13. The parties also own two race cars and a trailer with an 
estimated value of approximately $50,000.00. Those assets together 
with all other assets should be divided equitably. 
Provisions Relatins to Personal Property 
14. The parties have previously divided their personal 
property and should be awarded those items currently in their 
possession. 
Attornevs Fees 
15. The Defendant should reimburse the Plaintiff in full for 
all attorneys fees she expends in pursuing this action and 
including any court costs. 
Provisions Relatinq to Business Interests 
16. As mentioned previously, the parties own an interest in 
the University Texaco and Olympus Cove Chevron gas stations. These 
business interests should be valued, and an equitable division 
entered by the Court. 
Provisions Relatinq to Debts and Obliqations 
17. Each party should be responsible to pay for the debts 
they have accumulated for their own personal benefit during the 
course of the marriage and since separation. Plaintiff is not 
aware of any joint debts and if there are any joint debts or other 
debts that need to be resolved, the Court should equitably 
determine the responsibility thereiore . 
Provisions For Temporary Relief 
18. The Court should restrain both parties from disposing of 
assets, or taking any other action outside the normal course of 
business that would effect said assets. 
19. The Court should enter a mutual restraining order against 
both parties preventing them from harassing or knowingly 
intimidating or causing any detriment whatsoever to the other party 
during the course of this action and on a permanent basis 
thereafter. 
20. The Court should determine a fair and equitable amount 
~f alimony and should require the Defendant to pay the Plaintiff 
said equitable amount of alimony during the interim of this action, 
and until a permanent Order can be put in place. 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff moves the Court for the relief as set 
forth in this Divorce Complaint, and for such other and further 
relief that the Court deems just and equitable. 
e o !  
TOM. Branch 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

ITEM "18" 
DOCKET SHEET: JOANNE BUCHI'S DIVORCE ACTION VS. 
BRAD BUCHI 
(PROFFERED ON REMAND) 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JOANNE R BUCHI vs. BRAD KEVIN BUCHI 
CASE NUMBER 964901449 Divorce/Annulment 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
FRANK G. NOEL 
CURRENT ASSIGNED COMMISSIONER 
THOMAS N. ARNETT JR. 
PARTIES 
Plaintiff - JOANNE R BUCHI 
Represented by: TOM D. BRANCH 
Defendant - BRAD KEVIN BUCHI 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
TOTAL REVENUE Amount Due: 82.00 
Amount Paid: 82.00 
Credit : 0.00 
Balance : 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COMPLAINT-NO AMT SPC 
Amount Paid: 82.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance : 0.00 
CASE NOTE 
NO CHILDREN 
PROCEEDINGS 
04 - 02 -96 Filed: Complaint 
04-02-96 Judge NOEL assigned. 
04-02-96 Commissioner ARNETT JR. assigned. 
04-02-96 Fee Account created Total Due: 82.00 
04-02-96 COMPLAINT-NO AMT SPC Payment Received: 82.00 
Note: DA FILING 
34-02-96 Note: FILED: COMPLAINT FOR DIVORCE 
34-02-96 Note: FILED: STATEMENT OPTING OUT OF ADR PROGRAM 
34-18-96 Note: FILED: SUMMONS ON RETURN 
14-18-96 Note: FILED: NOTICE OF DEFAULT ON RETURN 
18-13-96 Note: FILED: STIPULATION 
Page 1 
convert 
convert 
convert 
susansf 
brendak 
brendak 
brendak 
brendak 
brendak 
CASE NUMBER 964901449 Divorce/~nnulment 
. *-13-96 Note: FILED: TEMPORARY ORDER brendak 
08-05-97 Note: NOTE: TOM BRANCH'S OFFICE CALLED. THEY HAVE SETTLED THIS 
CASE brendak 
08-05-97 Note: FINAL PAPERS WILL BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 30 DAYS. brendak 
08-19-97 Judgment #1 Entered 
08-19-97 Note: FILED: MOTION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE patj 
08-19-97 Note: FILED: ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE patj 
08-19-97 Note: Case judgment is Dismissed patj 
Printed: 04 /24 /01  11:46:05 Page 2 (last) 

ITEM "19" 
STIPULATION 
LISSA BUCHI v. BRAD BUCHI 
(to secure Brad's obligation to pay child support) 
(PROFFERED ON REMAND AND AT TRIAL) 
Martin S. Tanner. 4119 
HOWE & T X ~ E R  
340 Broadway Centre 
11 1 East Broadway 
Salt Lake City, UT S.tl 11 
(SO 1) 575-7 100 
Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL,DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
LISSA J. BUCHI, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. /: 
BRAD KEVIN BUCHI, 
Defendant. 
) STIPULATION 
1 
) Civil No. 9049038 10DA 
) 
) Judge William A. Thorne 
) 
) Commissioner Lisa A. Jones 
) 
) 
The parties stipulate and agree as follows: 
1. Defendant's entire child support obligation is the following: (a) $1,400 per month 
beginning July 1997 through April 1999, twenty two months for a total of $30,800.30; (b) 
$1,188.00 a month bxinning May 1C):J: and June 1999, a total of 52,377; (c) $962 per-month 
beginning July 1999 through June 3000, twelve n~onths, a total of $1 1,544.00; (d) $512 per 
month beginning July 2000 through June 2004. forty eight months. a total of $24,576.00. 
2 .  The total child support for all payments set forth above is $69,297.00. 
3 .  Defendant desires to pay and plaintiff desires to accept the entire $69.297.00 in 
complete satisfaction of all defendant's child support payment obligations. past, present and 
future. 
4. Defendant shall pay plaintiff the $69.297.00 at the time of'the sale of his interest 
in the business known as University Texaco. from the proceeds of the sale. 
5 To secure payment of the $69.297.00. defendant 2grees that plaintiff may 
immediately have a judgment azainst defendant In the amount of $69,297.00 and a lien against 
personal and .real property owned by the business known as University Texaco in that amount. 
f 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 
J. Buchi. 
My Commission Expires: 
to before me this 27% day of June. 1997, by Lissa 
j~esidin? at Salt Lake County, Utah 

ITEM "20" 
NOTICE OF LIEN AND INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY 
(PROFFERED ON REMAND AND AT TRIAL) 
NOTICE OF LIEN & INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY 
Tfic undmignai, Lbsa J.  Buchi, of 1580 binbridge Road, Sandy, UT 84092, hereby 
gives notice of her intenst in mi property commonly known as 901 East South Temple Strcet, & Salt b k c  Clty, UT 84102-1411. mare particularly &scribed as follows: 
'20 
COM AT SW COR LOT 2 BLK 1 PLAT D SLC SUR E 169.5 
FT N 10 RDS W 169.5 FT S 10 RDS TO BEG. 5399-869 
5399-0872 5432-1056 5795-2889 
This interest is pursuant to that certain Juoc 27, 1997 stipulation between L i i  J. Buchi 
and Brad Kevin Buchi aDd cmrqonding order in Third District Court Civil No. 904903810DA. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: U. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 1 
LISSA I. BUSHI, being fust duly sworn, acknowledges zDd says that she is the clatmant 
In the foregoing NOTfCE OF LIBN & INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY; that she has read 
said mtice axt  kmws the contea@ thereof, uul that the is true of her own knowledge. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to befon me this 
3. M, aa lkn intutst M a .  . 
My Commbfon Expks: 
6678632 
06/27/97 3107 M & O m 0 0  
~ r d  ANCY UDRKMAN i %KT M E C O M Y  P UTlYl 
LI88A J WCHI 
1560 BAIXBRIKZ RD 
BAWDY, UT 8 4 r n  
REC BYtD KltPACX rOLPUlY - Y f  

ITEM "21 " 
PARTNERSHIP CHECK TO LISSA BUCHI FOR $69,297 
SALT LAKE ESCROW TRUSl ACCOUNT .- SALT CAKE CITY. UT 841 11 
560 SOUTH 300 EAST 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 841 11 
